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Abstract

An integrated, multi-disciplined approach to engineering design is a broad definition of mechatronics. Though some mechatronics proponents differ in their definitions of the topic, an interdisciplinary approach to engineering is taken by many industries which should be reflected on campus in the approach to engineering education. In this thesis, two mechatronics systems are investigated. A laboratory experiment is developed for use in the mechanical engineering program at Clemson University, and thermoelectric power generation from diesel engine exhaust heat is investigated as an automotive industry application.

An electromagnet excited mass–pendulum system with attached spring and damper elements is introduced as an undergraduate/graduate laboratory experiment for engineering courses. This laboratory offers mechanical, electrical, and control engineering challenges to the students. The non-linear coupled equations of motion are derived using both Newtonian and Lagrangian approaches. The dynamic system is pendulum actuated by a 38W electromagnet for which the magnetic force is modeled by a magnetostatic forcing function. By accounting for the characteristics of a fluctuating magnetic field, the forcing function is useful in simulating the system response for the experimentally determined system parameters. Representative numerical and experimental results are presented which validate the mathematical model. Overall, the percent difference between the numerical and experimental results range from 2% to 47% for positions of the electromagnet within ±7.5cm of the system’s equilibrium position. Further, the bench top experiment offers hands-on
opportunities for the students to explore science and classical engineering concepts.

In the transportation industry, the need to improve powertrain efficiency and provide additional power to the many amenities in today’s vehicles has encouraged research on engine waste heat recovery. Approximately one-third of the gasoline or diesel fuel energy passes through the exhaust system. With ongoing development in materials and module design, thermoelectric generation, used since the 1960s for its reliable power output in space applications, has potential for use in bulk applications of engine heat recovery. In this study, the capability of generating usable power from thermoelectric generation from the exhaust heat of a 3-cylinder, 4-cycle, 697 cubic-centimeter diesel engine was investigated. It was found that the maximum surface temperature of the exhaust thermoelectric generation system was approximately 204°C. However, to ensure that the maximum temperature of the module’s cold side was not exceeded, forced air was applied across the module’s finned heat sinks. From laboratory testing, the maximum power outputs for a single module and four modules connected in series were 0.47W and 2.81W, with predicted maximum power outputs of 0.49W and 2.91W, respectively. Comparing the experimental values to numerically calculated values from the manufacturer’s supplied data, it was observed that such calculations present an ideal outcome. The feasibility of the proposed alternative energy source merits further study and field testing but electric power can be generated in small quantities.
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Chapter 2 Nomenclature

$A$  Cross sectional area magnetic flux lines pass through, m$^2$
$A_C$  Cross sectional area of magnet core, m$^2$
$A_g$  Air gap cross sectional area, neglecting fringing, m$^2$
$A_{gF}$  Air gap cross sectional area, considering fringing, m$^2$
$A_L$  Load cross sectional area, m$^2$
$b$  Torsional damping from pendulum’s rotary bearings, N·m·s
$B$  Magnetic flux density, T
$D$  Horizontal distance between $M_2$ and the electromagnet, m
$c$  Damping coefficient of $M_1$, N·s/m
$\vec{F}_b$  Friction force from torsional damping in pendulum, N
$\vec{F}_c$  Damping force acting on $M_1$, N
$\vec{F}_f$  Sliding friction force acting on $M_1$, N
$\vec{F}_k$  Spring force acting on $M_1$, N
$\vec{F}_N$  Normal force acting on $M_1$, N
$\vec{F}_T$  Tension, N
$\vec{F}_{M_1}$  Weight of $M_1$, N
$\vec{F}_{M_2}$  Weight of $M_2$, including pendulum rod, N
$\vec{F}_g$  Magnetic force vector applied to $M_2$, N
$f(x_g)$  Magnetic force magnitude, neglecting fringing, N
$f_F(x_g)$  Magnetic force magnitude, considering fringing, N
$F$  Magnetomotive force (mmf), A-turns
$g$  Gravity, m/s$^2$
$i$  Current through the electromagnet, A
$k$  Spring constant, N/m
$L$  Lagrangian function
$l_C$  Mean flux path through the electromagnet core, m
$l_L$  Mean flux path through the load ($M_2$), m
$M_1$  Mass of main mass, kg
$M_2$  Mass of pendulum, including pendulum rod, kg
Number of wire turns around the electromagnet core
Generalized force (torque) acting on $M_2$, N·m
Pendulum rod length, m
Magnetic reluctance of the electromagnet core, A-turns/Wb
Magnetic reluctance of the load (pendulum mass), A-turns/Wb
Magnetic reluctance of air gap, A-turns/Wb
Function of total magnetic reluctance, A-turns/Wb
Total weight acting on $M_1$, N
Displacement of $M_1$ from equilibrium, m
Air gap length from electromagnet to $M_2$, m
Displacement of electromagnet from equilibrium, m
Log decrement
Magnetic permeability, H/m
Relative permeability, dimensionless
Relative permeability of electromagnet core
Relative permeability of air gap
Relative permeability of load ($M_2$)
Absolute permeability, H/m
Coefficient of sliding friction
Damped natural frequency of $M_2$, rad/s
Natural frequency of $M_2$, rad/s
Damped natural frequency $M_1$, rad/s
Natural frequency of $M_1$, rad/s
Magnetic flux, Wb
Magnetic flux in the electromagnet core, Wb
Angular displacement between $M_2$ and $\tilde{f}(x_g)$, rad
Torque from torsional damping in pendulum, N·m
Angular displacement of $M_2$ from equilibrium, m
Damping ratio of $M_1$
Damping ratio of $M_2$

Chapter 3 Nomenclature

Cross sectional area of single element, m²
Combustion cylinder surface area, m²
Specific heat at constant volume, J/kg·K
Convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m²·K
Enthalpy of combustion volume, J/kg
Current in TEG, A
Current at maximum power, A
$J$ Current density, $\frac{I}{A}$, in a TE element
$K_C$ Thermal conductance of a couple, W/K
$K_M$ Thermal conductance of TEM, W/K
$l$ Length of single element, mm
$m_c$ Mass of cylinder charge, kg
$m_i$ Mass flow in combustion volume, kg
$n$ Number of TE couples in a module
$p$ Pressure of combustion cylinder, N/m$^2$
$P_O$ TEM output power, W
$P_{max}$ Maximum output power, W
$q_{CC}$ Heat transfer rate out of a TE couple, W
$q_{HC}$ Heat transfer rate into a TE couple, W
$q_{CE}$ Heat transfer rate out of individual element, W
$q_{HE}$ Heat transfer rate into individual element, W
$q_C$ Heat transfer rate out of TEM, W
$q_H$ Heat transfer rate into TEM, W
$q_{in}$ Heat transfer rate into element’s cross sectional area, W
$q_{out}$ Heat transfer rate out of element’s cross sectional area, W
$Q_C$ Heat transferred into combustion volume, J
$Q_L$ Heat transferred out of combustion volume, J
$R$ Universal gas constant, 8.315 kJ/kmol·K
$R_C$ Electrical Resistance of a couple, $\Omega$
$R_L$ TEG resistive load, $\Omega$
$R_M$ Electrical Resistance of TEM, $\Omega$
$R_{M4}$ Total Electrical Resistance of four modules connected in series, $\Omega$
$T$ Temperature, °C
TE Thermoelectric
TEM Thermoelectric module
TEG Thermoelectric Generator
TWHS Thermoelectric Waste Heat System
$T_C$ Cold reservoir temperature, °C
$T_H$ Hot reservoir temperature, °C
$T_{E1}$ Exhaust temperature 7.6cm after exhaust manifold, °C
$T_{E2}$ Exhaust temperature 56.4cm after exhaust manifold, °C
$T_{R1}$ Coolant temperature exiting engine, °C
$T_{R2}$ Coolant temperature after exiting radiator, °C
$T_\infty$ Ambient Temperature, °C
$\Delta T$ Temperature gradient, $T_H - T_C$, °C
$T_w$ Combustion cylinder wall temperature, °C
$U$ Internal energy of combustion volume, J
$v_0$ Open circuit voltage of a single TEM, V
$V_0$ Open circuit voltage, V
\( V_{P_{\text{max}}} \) Voltage at maximum power, V

\( W \) Work done by engine’s combustion volume, J

\( x \) Ratio of TWHS load resistance to TEM internal resistance

\( Z \) Thermoelectric figure of merit, \( K^{-1} \)

\( ZT \) Nondimensional figure of merit

\( \alpha \) Seebeck coefficient, V/K

\( n\alpha \) Seebeck coefficient of a module of \( n \) couples, V/K

\( n\alpha_4 \) Seebeck coefficient for 4 modules in series, V/K

\( \eta_t \) TEG thermal efficiency

\( \eta_t(P_{O_{\text{max}}}) \) TEG thermal efficiency at maximum output power

\( \gamma \) Ratio of cross sectional area \( A \) to length \( l \) of TE element

\( \lambda \) Thermal conductivity of TE material, W/m·K

\( \rho \) Electrical resistivity of TE material, \( \Omega \cdot m \)
Chapter 1

Introduction

A mechatronics system can be defined as the integration of mechanical, electrical, control, and information technologies into a smart product or process. However, a cursory overview of articles on the topic reveals a lack of consensus among professionals on the exact definition. A list published by Colorado State University provides over twenty definitions from a variety of publications and educational institutions [1]. Although many of the definitions specify mechatronics as the integration or fusion of core engineering disciplines throughout a system’s entire design process, the varying emphasis on different disciplines reveals the lack of a unified structure in mechatronics education among universities.

Even without a universally accepted definition, the importance of mechatronics in education is evidenced by the number of papers, journals, and conferences dedicated to the topic. This growing interest in mechatronics also extends to industry where a competitive market, with the need for cost and time efficiencies, has driven many companies to develop an interdisciplinary approach to product development and manufacture [2].
1.1 Mechatronics Definition

The two questions that arise from the conglomeration of definitions are then, ‘Is there a single definition of mechatronics?’ and ‘Should there be a single definition of mechatronics?’ For the purpose of discussion, David Bradley from the University of Abertay Dundee (Dundee, Scotland) poses such questions in [3]. Bradley asks if a specific, encompassing definition of mechatronics is a source of confusion, and instead of attempting to conform to this definition, would it be better for mechatronics practitioners to form their own definitions according to the context of their work. Other mechatronics practitioners desire a specific definition and an overarching structure of mechatronics courses among universities. This is suggested in [4], where the author desires to restrict the definition of controls in mechatronics systems. Still other practitioners desire a common base for a mechatronics educational discipline without being bounded by a specific definition [5, 6].

1.1.1 Basic Definition

An overview of mechatronics technology presented in [6], from the creation of the term credited to Tetsuro Mori in 1969 to present, shows that mechatronics has evolved since its inception. Originally the term identified the integration of electrical and mechanical disciplines in a system, also referred to as an electro-mechanical system. Now mechatronics has been applied to areas such as automation and robotics, automotive systems, optoelectronics, industrial machinery, material handling technologies, composite materials, medical systems, and sensing and control systems [3, 6]. This list is not exhaustive and only serves to illustrate the difficulty in providing a single definition of a mechatronics system. However, for the purpose of clear communication, a usable definition is required.

The integration of mechanical, electrical, computer, and control engineering in the design and production of a product or process is a basic definition. A general mechatronics
system can be viewed in Fig. 1.1, in which the dynamics of a mechanical system or plant is monitored by a sensor or set of sensors. This may require signal conditioners to linearize, filter, or amplify the sensors’ signals before sending the signals to a control and/or data acquisition (DAQ) system. The control system, generally containing a type of microcomputer, determines the desired output signals based on the input signals. With the use of a DAQ system, an associated computer program is used to collect and analyze sensor data and determine the output signal. After amplification, the output signal is sent to the actuator which alters the dynamics of the mechanical system by either electrical or mechanical means, and so continues the system’s operation.

From Fig. 1.1, it can be clearly seen that designing a system with these components requires knowledge in all of the engineering fields listed in the basic definition. This definition goes beyond the sequential integration of the engineering disciplines to encompass the integration of the disciplines beginning at the design stage. For instance, consideration may be given to correct sensor operation and possible arrangements in the mechanical design to extend sensor life. Concurrent development of the control and mechanical components allows for changes in one component to be quickly adjusted for in the other component. Designing the system with knowledge of the necessary electrical components could en-
courage the creation of a compact, energy efficient application.

1.1.2 Mechatronics Design Philosophy

The basic definition of mechatronics has not limited its growth as some proponents consider mechatronics to be an interdisciplinary engineering philosophy which adjusts to the needs of technology [3, 7]. In [6], the author promotes mechatronics as a way for engineers to think about the design process that leads them to integrate disciplines necessary to most effectively solve the problem at hand.

The scope of mechatronics can be expanded to include disciplines outside of the core in the above definition [3, 6]. These may include integrating aspects of economics, manufacturing, and industrial design. Bradley warns in [3] that failure to see the importance of the overall system in the product’s design, of which mechatronics design is a part, may result in the failure of the part and negative views of the mechatronics discipline.

1.2 Significance of Mechatronics Design Philosophy

Mechatronics systems are prevalent in society: in automotive systems as active suspension, braking control, adaptive cruise control, and engine management; in health care as operating room instrumentation, intelligent prostheses, and improved surgical aids; in home appliances as washing machines, coffee makers, and bread makers. Manufacturing and aerospace applications also feature many mechatronics systems. There is some debate on the difference between automated systems and mechatronics systems which depends mainly on the controller’s complexity. Regardless of the debate, a system with the basic interaction shown in Fig. 1.1 is enhanced when an interdisciplinary approach is taken in its design and development. Because companies must remain competitive to economically survive, mechatronics may be important to their design approach, which reinforces the need
for entry level engineers trained in mechatronics at educational institutions.

1.2.1 Mechatronics Design Philosophy in Academics

The increase in industrial emphasis on interdisciplinary design and mechatronics systems has fostered an interest in mechatronics within the academic community. Many engineering programs offer a mechatronics course with a few schools offering degreed programs. Since mechatronics does not have a unique technology, the emphasis and structure between mechatronics programs can vary greatly depending on the arrangement of the program as independent, embedded, or cross discipline.

1.2.1.1 Mechatronics as An Independent Discipline

The lack of a set structure has prompted some mechatronics practitioners to propose objectives and suggestions for developing a basic course structure to promote mechatronics as a specific discipline [4, 6]. The core disciplines of mechanical, electrical, computer, and control engineering are given as the minimum requirement for a mechatronics course. Though some course content between the core disciplines would overlap, developing in-depth knowledge of the fundamental concepts while obtaining the necessary practical experience to integrate the content would require a considerable amount of time. The expected product of an independent mechatronics discipline would then be an engineer graduate with a broad foundation of the core fundamentals who is not specialized in any particular discipline. Consequently the student may need to receive depth in at least one core discipline to make the mechatronics engineer an asset [3].
1.2.1.2 Mechatronics as An Embedded Course

As an embedded (single department) course, mechatronics would be offered within an existing engineering department. In this arrangement, the focus of the course greatly depends on which department the mechatronics class is organized under. Control theory and robotics would likely receive more emphasis in an electrical and/or systems engineering department [2, 8], whereas sensor and actuator integration in a dynamic system would likely receive more emphasis in a mechanical engineering department.

The absence of an overarching structure for mechatronics and the fact that it is not industry specific allows engineering departments to define mechatronics in terms of their own discipline. This approach may reduce some confusion when trying to reconcile courses among different departments [3]. It is then the department’s and the instructor’s responsibility to ensure that the course is developed to offer the most benefit to students graduating from the given department. This approach ideally requires academia to be in close contact with local industries that hire their graduates to insure that students are equipped with the expected interdisciplinary skills and knowledge. A concern may be that an instructor holds to a restrictive definition of mechatronics, as in [4], and creates too narrow a course which hinders students by not giving them the knowledge breadth needed in multi-disciplined engineering.

1.2.1.3 Mechatronics as An Interdisciplinary Course

The most direct approach to properly prepare students for interdisciplinary engineering may be to offer interdisciplinary courses. This approach may include courses which combine students from different disciplines, courses taught by different departments, and/or courses which are team taught by various departments. With interdisciplinary courses, both departments and students can benefit from combined department re-
sources, department shared workload and course development, and increased collaboration and respect among disciplines [9]. Although this approach to interdisciplinary engineering requires significant cooperation and communication between the departments, it offers significant benefits to the students.

1.2.2 Mechatronics Design Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical engineering is perhaps the broadest engineering discipline. The diversity built into most mechanical engineering programs may be why some mechatronics proponents believe mechanical engineers should be the leaders in mechatronics design. [2].

1.2.2.1 Interdisciplinary Approach in Mechanical Engineering

An education in mechanical engineering is by nature a multi-disciplined effort. A concern in adding more diversity to an already broad program would be that an understanding of existing course content would be diminished. It can be argued that mechanical engineering, as it stands, is sufficiently distributed among core concepts and fundamentals that no mechanical engineer can be an expert in every mechanical engineering topic [10]. Adding more topics to this field may then be viewed to be a frustration to students and educators.

It can also be argued that the increased complexity of integrated systems leads to the natural division of system components among the integrated disciplines, since no individual can readily manage all aspects of complexity. This may seem to imply that interdisciplinary education is not necessary. However, it can also imply that individuals must be able to develop proficiency in the design of their specific component while understanding how all components are integrated to form the overall system [3]. An engineering education which offers a strong foundation in one discipline while introducing students to the application
and usefulness of other disciplines would appear to offer the best education to the student. This type of education may also help students develop respect for disciplines outside of their own and prepare them to enter an industry emphasizing an interdisciplinary approach to engineering.

An introduction to the other core disciplines is already included in most mechanical engineering degree programs which require students to take basic electrical engineering, control theory, and computer programming courses. In an interdisciplinary approach to mechanical engineering, students would then benefit from experience integrating these disciplines in a mechanical system.

1.2.2.2 Interdisciplinary Approach in Mechanical Systems

A practical means of gaining experience integrating disciplines in a mechanical system is through the development and use of an experimental system to verify a mathematical model or theoretical analysis. In developing an experimental system, the mechanical engineer should learn of the various sensors available for measuring a desired physical phenomenon. Integrating the sensors into the design of the physical plant requires knowledge of sensor operation and accompanying circuitry. Interpreting the sensor signal will likely require signal processing and knowledge of the electrical requirements and limitations of the DAQ system. Obtaining the desired system information may require the use of digital circuits or computer code. The engineer may need to have knowledge of the available controllers and the accompanying code or circuit design.

An experimental system, such as a mechatronics system, provides those students in mechanical engineering the opportunity to be introduced to multiple disciplines outside of mechanical engineering and see their usefulness in evaluating system behavior. Even when using a previously developed experimental system, evaluating the operation of the individual components and their integration into the overall system provides insight into
other disciplines as well as practical knowledge in mechanical engineering. This interdisciplinary approach to mechanical engineering can equip the engineer with useful skills in multiple disciplines as needed for mechatronics system design.

1.2.3 Mechatronics Design Philosophy in Industry

Many companies take an interdisciplinary approach to engineering design to reduce cost, while increasing the functionality of the part and decreasing the time it requires to bring the part to market [2].

1.2.3.1 Interdisciplinary Approach in Industry

By multiple disciplines working closely together, designs become more complex and design changes can be quickly implemented. The different subsystems can also be adjusted to account for design changes in another subsystem, such as altering the controller to account for any mechanical system changes that alter the weight or size of a part. The increased communication between the disciplines is also beneficial in generating product ideas or optimizing a product’s size or performance [3].

An integrated approach to the design of new products is already the norm for many industries, such as the automotive industry [2]. Many of these industries have gone beyond the general scope of the core mechatronics disciplines to implement additional disciplines and processes in product design. This may include designing product tests, which are implemented during the design process, or product life cycle, which considers servicing, upgrading, and recycling the part [3, 6]. The collaboration of multiple disciplines is imperative for today’s highly integrated designs.


1.2.3.2 Mechatronics Applications in Industry

The modern vehicle is the perfect example of a very complex mechatronics system requiring the collaboration of multiple disciplines to improve its operation. With an increased emphasis on vehicle amenities and driver assistance, the necessity of integrating the electrical, computer, and mechanical systems in the vehicle’s design is readily apparent. With the increase in government policies reducing fuel consumption and exhaust emissions, the engineers have to consider other disciplines to meet regulations. The operation and the aesthetics of the designs also have to be considered concurrently. Incorporated into the entire design and production process are the business considerations of the company which keeps the company competitive.

To increase fuel economy, many automobile manufacturers are reducing vehicle weight by replacing previously used mechanically operated components with electrically operated components activated by an on-board controller. The replacement of mechanical processes with electrical subsystems can reduce the weight and size of the component, thereby decreasing the overall vehicle weight while offering popular electronic features, such as the shift-by-wire gear selector design described in [11]. This increased use of electrical systems and controllers in vehicles has increased the vehicle’s electrical load demand. Providing additional electrical power to the vehicle while increasing the vehicle’s fuel efficiency is a continual challenge in integrated vehicle design.

1.3 Research Objectives

Two different experimental systems, a mass-pendulum system and a thermoelectric generator for waste heat recovery in a diesel engine, were developed and are discussed in this thesis. Mathematical models for each system are proposed and verified using exper-
imental systems. These experimental systems incorporate sensor integration, calibration, data acquisition, and data analysis.

The mass-pendulum system was developed as a laboratory experiment for senior and graduate mechanical engineering students. The experimental system was created to offer a practical bench-top system for analyzing a classic coupled dynamics problem while providing hands on experience in the multiple disciplines inherent in an experimental system. The experimental plant is pendulum actuated by an electromagnet which is modeled and verified.

The thermoelectric generator was developed to test the efficiency of thermoelectric generator modules in producing power from the heat of diesel engine exhaust. The experiment is offered as an initial system design for waste heat recovery without adding additional demands or reducing the efficiency of the engine. Theoretical evaluations of thermoelectric power generation and diesel engine combustion analysis are discussed and compared to test data to evaluate the proposed electrical generation source.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into four chapters with Appendices. Chapter 2 covers the theory and test of a mass-pendulum bench top experiment actuated by an electromagnet. Chapter 3 presents the theory and test of thermoelectric generation from the waste heat of a diesel engine. Chapter 4 contains concluding remarks and suggestions. The Matlab and Simulink files, AutoCAD part drawings, and additional figures and graphs for Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are contained in the Appendices.
The mass–pendulum system with spring and damper elements is a classical coupled dynamics problem that may be posed to senior and graduate engineering students. The dynamics of the mass-pendulum system, somewhat similar to the suspension spring pendulum interfaces on tower clock mechanisms, offers the challenge of working with a coupled system subject to non-linear motion. The system shares some similarities with the underactuated cart driven inverted pendulum and pendulum driven cart mechanical systems with respective swing-up stabilizing and tracking problems [12, 13]. In each case, the challenge is controlling a system which is sensitive to disturbances.

Due to the inertial coupling of the masses, the mass–pendulum system also offers an optimization problem in vibration reduction. As a passive tuned mass damper, the pendulum was found to be useful in reducing steady state and low seismic motion [14]. The pendulum has also been researched as an active mass damper against wind and low seismic
motion [15]. Both of these have the challenge of working with a system that is subject to non-linear and chaotic motion depending on system damping and forcing frequency [16].

This laboratory experiment incorporates fundamental engineering concepts while working with a physical system to verify a nonlinear dynamic model. In this experiment, students mathematically model the system by either a direct application of Newton’s second law or by use of Lagrange’s equations. The model is then verified by numerical simulation of the free response of the coupled system which requires analyzing the motions of the individual as well as the coupled masses to determine the system parameter values. Calculating the system parameters from the physical system incorporates sensor integration and calibration, data acquisition, signal processing, and data analysis.

The actuator used in the physical laboratory system is a powerful electromagnet which must be incorporated into the physical system to drive the pendulum based on the real time motion of the coupled system. By mathematically modeling the magnitude of the electromagnet’s magnetic force, the forced response of the mass-pendulum mathematical model can be simulated and compared to the forced response of the physical system. With the physical system and validated model, the linear and nonlinear motion of the coupled system can be experimentally and analytically evaluated to control the system response.

Understanding the behavior of the coupled system is necessary for minimizing oscillations and/or controlling the mass–pendulum system to meet prescribed motion. This system is a simplified model in which the point of rotation of a mass is not stationary, but actually has some flexibility or horizontal displacement.

2.1 Mathematical Models

The coupled mass–pendulum experimental system can be represented by the diagram shown in Fig. ?? where the origin is at point $O$. The mass $M_1$ provides a sturdy
support assembly for the pendulum of mass $M_2$. Attached to $M_1$ is a compression spring with stiffness $k$. The linear damping coefficient $c$ lumps the damping from the translational spring and the linear bearings acting on $M_1$. The torsional damping coefficient $b$ results from two rotary bearings that attach the pendulum rod of length $R$ to $M_1$. The motion of the masses is defined by the horizontal displacement $x$ and the angular displacement $\theta$ in terms of the unit vectors $\hat{i}, \hat{j}$ and $\hat{k}$, with $\hat{k}$ directed out of the page. The two dimensional motion of the system is confined to the $\hat{i}$-$\hat{j}$ plane.

Figure 2.1: A mass-pendulum system model with spring and damper elements

To simplify the model, $M_1$ and $M_2$ are treated as point masses, at points $C$ and $P$ respectively. The air resistance acting on the masses is neglected. The spring and rod are considered to be massless. In this arrangement, when the spring is un-stretched ($x = 0$) $M_1$ is at equilibrium. In its equilibrium position where $\theta = 0$, the pendulum is hanging straight down.

2.1.1 Direct Method

A direct application of Newton’s second law requires defining the accelerations of both masses and identifying the forces associated with their motion.
2.1.1.1 Kinematics of Masses $M_1$ and $M_2$

The kinematic equations of $M_1$ are

\[ \vec{r}_c = x \hat{i} \]  
\[ \vec{v}_c = \dot{\vec{r}}_c = \dot{x} \hat{i} \]  
\[ \vec{a}_c = \dot{\vec{v}}_c = \ddot{x} \hat{i} \]  

where position $\vec{r}_c$, velocity $\vec{v}_c$, and acceleration $\vec{a}_c$ describe the motion of the mass which is constrained to move horizontally. The actual position of $C$ is $\vec{r}_c = (l + x) \hat{i}$ where $l$ is the distance from the origin to $C$ when $M_1$ is in its equilibrium position. This constant does not appear in the derivatives and therefore is left out of the position vectors.

The kinematic equations of $M_2$, which has combined rotational and translational motion, are

\[ \vec{r}_p = x \hat{i} + R \sin \theta \hat{i} - R \cos \theta \hat{j} \]  
\[ \vec{v}_p = \dot{\vec{r}}_p = \dot{x} \hat{i} + R \dot{\theta} \cos \theta \hat{i} + R \dot{\theta} \sin \theta \hat{j} \]  
\[ \vec{a}_p = \ddot{\vec{r}}_p = \ddot{x} \hat{i} + R \left( \ddot{\theta} \cos \theta - \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta \right) \hat{i} + R \left( \ddot{\theta} \sin \theta + \dot{\theta}^2 \cos \theta \right) \hat{j}. \]

2.1.1.2 System Forces

To apply Newton’s law to the masses, the system forces must be written as vectors. As the pendulum swings, torsional damping acts on the pendulum. It is assumed that the torsional damping torque is caused by a linear rotary bearing friction force $\vec{F}_b$ which must be derived.
Rotary Bearing Friction  The two rotary bearings were modeled as a single torsional damper with dissipative torque $\tau_b = b\dot{\theta}\hat{k}$ [17]. The vector representation of the torque is shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The direction of the force vectors were chosen so that a negative torque caused the magnitude of $\theta$ to decrease. The derived force $\vec{F}_b$ acting on $M_2$ can be found by equating the expression $\tau_b = \vec{R} \times \vec{F}_b = RF_b\hat{k}$ to the dissipative damping acting on $M_2$, $\tau_b = -b\dot{\theta}\hat{k}$, so that $F_b = -\frac{b}{R}\dot{\theta}$.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Mass-pendulum system with (a) torsional damping $\tau_b$ from friction force $\vec{F}_b$ and remaining forces acting on (b) $M_1$, and (c) $M_2$}
\end{figure}

Forces Acting on $M_1$ and $M_2$  The free body diagram (FBD) of $M_1$ is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The total forces $F_{M_1}$ acting on $M_1$ are the normal force $N$, sliding friction $F_f$, weight, spring force, damping force, tension $T$, and rotary bearing friction so that

$$\sum \vec{F}_{M_1} = \vec{F}_N + \vec{F}_f + \vec{F}_{M_1} + \vec{F}_k + \vec{F}_c + \vec{F}_T + \vec{F}_b. \quad (2.7)$$

It is assumed that the sliding friction acting on $M_1$ is negligible. The FBD of $M_2$ is shown in Fig. 2.2(c). The total forces $F_{M_2}$ acting on $M_2$ are tension, weight, and rotary bearing friction such that

$$\sum \vec{F}_{M_2} = \vec{F}_T + \vec{F}_{M_2} + \vec{F}_b. \quad (2.8)$$
The force vectors listed in Table 2.1 have been resolved into \( \hat{i} \) and \( \hat{j} \) components. Checking the signs of \( \vec{F}_b \) given in Table 2.1, the friction in the rotary bearings opposes the motion of \( M_2 \), while its reaction force acts on \( M_1 \).

**Table 2.1: Force Vectors in Coupled System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forces on ( M_1 )</th>
<th>Forces on ( M_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_N )</td>
<td>( \vec{F}_T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N \hat{j} )</td>
<td>( T \left( -\sin \theta \hat{i} + \cos \theta \hat{j} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_{M_1} )</td>
<td>( \vec{F}_{M_2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -M_1 g \hat{j} )</td>
<td>( -M_2 g \hat{j} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_k )</td>
<td>( \vec{F}_b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -k \hat{x} \hat{i} )</td>
<td>( -\frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \left( \cos \theta \hat{i} + \sin \theta \hat{j} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_c )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -c \hat{x} \hat{i} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_T )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T \left( \sin \dot{\theta} \hat{i} - \cos \dot{\theta} \hat{j} \right) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}_b )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \left( \cos \theta \hat{i} + \sin \theta \hat{j} \right) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.1.1.3 Equations of Motion**

Applying Newton’s second law of motion to \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) for the external forces given in Table 2.1 and the accelerations from Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.6) gives the equations

\[
N \hat{j} - M_1 g \hat{j} - k \hat{x} \hat{i} - c \hat{x} \hat{i} + T \left( \sin \theta \hat{i} - \cos \theta \hat{j} \right) + \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \left( \cos \theta \hat{i} + \sin \theta \hat{j} \right) = M_1 \ddot{x} \hat{i} \quad (2.9)
\]

and

\[
-M_2 g \hat{j} + T \left( -\sin \theta \hat{i} + \cos \theta \hat{j} \right) - \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \left( \cos \theta \hat{i} + \sin \theta \hat{j} \right)
= M_2 \left( \ddot{x} \hat{i} + R \left( \dot{\theta} \cos \theta - \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta \right) \hat{i} + R \left( \dot{\theta} \sin \theta + \dot{\theta}^2 \cos \theta \right) \hat{j} \right). \quad (2.10)
\]
Considering the \( \hat{i} \) and \( \hat{j} \) components of these two equations provides the four simultaneous equations

\[-kx - cx + T \sin \theta + \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \cos \theta = M_1 \ddot{x} \]  
\[N - M_1 g - T \cos \theta + \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \sin \theta = 0 \]  
\[-T \sin \theta - \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \cos \theta = M_2 \ddot{x} + M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \cos \theta - M_2 R \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta \]  
\[-M_2 g + T \cos \theta - \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} \sin \theta = M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \sin \theta + M_2 R \dot{\theta}^2 \cos \theta \]

of which Eq. (2.11), Eq. (2.13), and Eq. (2.14) are used to find the EOM for \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \). Solving Eq. (2.13) for \( T \sin \theta \) and substituting the result into Eq. (2.11) yields the \( M_1 \) dynamics

\[(M_1 + M_2) \ddot{x} = M_2 R \ddot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta - M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \cos \theta - c \dot{x} - k x. \]  

Multiplying Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.14) by \( \cos \theta \) and \( \sin \theta \), respectively, and adding the results gives the EOM for \( M_2 \),

\[M_2 R \ddot{\theta} = -M_2 \ddot{x} \cos \theta - \frac{b}{R} \dot{\theta} - M_2 g \sin \theta. \]

### 2.1.2 Lagrangian Method

Deriving the equations of motion by Lagrange’s method requires finding the Lagrangian function \( L \), which is a function of the system’s total kinetic energy \( T \) and potential energy \( V \), the energy dissipated due to damping, and any nonconservative forces acting on the system.
2.1.2.1 Lagrangian Function

The motion of each mass can be described in an inertial frame which has an origin at \( O \). In the inertial frame, the position and velocity vectors from \( O \) are the same as those given in Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) for \( M_1 \) and Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) for \( M_2 \). The total kinetic energy of the system, which is the sum of the kinetic energies of \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \), is found by the expression

\[
T = \frac{1}{2} M_1 \left( \vec{v}_c \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} M_2 \left( \vec{v}_p \right)^2.
\]

After substituting Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.5), and squaring the velocity vectors, the kinetic energy is

\[
T = \frac{1}{2} M_1 \dot{x}^2 + \frac{1}{2} M_2 \left( \dot{x}^2 + 2R\dot{x}\dot{\theta} \cos \theta + R^2\dot{\theta}^2 \right). \tag{2.17}
\]

The sum of the potential energies due to the position of the spring and the position of \( M_2 \) gives the total potential energy in the system,

\[
V = \frac{1}{2} kx^2 - M_2 gR \cos \theta. \tag{2.18}
\]

Subtracting Eq. (2.18) from Eq. (2.17) gives the Lagrangian function

\[
L = T - V = \frac{1}{2} M_1 \dot{x}^2 + \frac{1}{2} M_2 \dot{x}^2 + M_2 R\dot{x}\dot{\theta} \cos \theta + \frac{1}{2} M_2 R^2\dot{\theta}^2 - \frac{1}{2} kx^2 + M_2 gR \cos \theta. \tag{2.19}
\]

2.1.2.2 Lagrange’s Equations

The equation describing the motion of a generalized coordinate \( q_i \) is determined by evaluating Lagrange’s equation

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial \dot{q}_i} \right) - \frac{\partial L}{\partial q_i} + \frac{\partial D}{\partial \dot{q}_i} = Q_i \quad (i = 1, 2, \cdots) \tag{2.20}
\]
where the Lagrangian $L$ is given in Eq. (2.19), the energy dissipated due to damping is given for the damping coefficient $c_i$ at velocity $\dot{q}_i$ by Rayleigh’s dissipation function $D = \frac{1}{2}c_i\dot{q}_i^2$, and the generalized force $Q_i$ encompasses the applied force and any non conservative force such as sliding friction [18].

The EOM for $M_1$ is found by evaluating Eq. (2.20) for the coordinate $q_1 = x$, where the partial derivatives of Eq. (2.19) are taken with respect to $\dot{x}$ and $x$, and Rayleigh’s dissipation function for the damping of $x$ is $D = \frac{1}{2}cx^2$. This gives the $M_1$ dynamics

$$ (M_1 + M_2) \ddot{x} - M_2 R \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta + M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \cos \theta + c \dot{x} + kx = 0. \quad (2.21) $$

Evaluating Eq. (2.20) for the coordinate $q_2 = \theta$ gives the dynamics for $M_2$. For this, the partial derivatives in Eq. (2.19) are taken with respect to $\dot{\theta}$ and $\theta$, and $D = \frac{1}{2}b\dot{\theta}^2$ is Rayleigh’s dissipation function for the damping in $\theta$. The EOM for $M_2$ is then

$$ M_2 R \ddot{x} \cos \theta - M_2 R \dot{x} \dot{\theta} \sin \theta + M_2 R \dot{\theta}^2 + M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \sin \theta + b \dot{\theta} + M_2 g R \sin \theta = 0, \quad (2.22) $$

which simplifies to give

$$ M_2 R^2 \ddot{\theta} + M_2 R \dot{x} \cos \theta + b \dot{\theta} + M_2 g R \sin \theta = 0. \quad (2.23) $$

The EOM for $M_1$ and $M_2$ found from Lagrange’s method are the same as those given in Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.16), which can be solved for $\ddot{x}$ and $\ddot{\theta}$ respectively to give the EOM for the mass-pendulum system [14, 19]
\[
\ddot{x} = \frac{1}{M_1 + M_2} \left( M_2 R \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta - M_2 R \ddot{\theta} \cos \theta - c \ddot{x} - k x \right)
\] (2.24)

\[
\ddot{\theta} = \frac{1}{M_2 R} \left( -M_2 \ddot{x} \cos \theta - M_2 g \sin \theta - \frac{b \dot{\theta}}{R} \right).
\] (2.25)

### 2.1.3 Model of Magnetic Force

The magnetic effect of the electromagnet is conveniently characterized in terms of magnetic flux density $\vec{B}$, measured in webers per square meter (Wb/m$^2$) or teslas (T) in SI units. Integrating the flux density over the surface area the flux lines pass through gives the magnetic flux $\phi$. The vector field properties of the electromagnet can be treated as scalars by viewing the electromagnet and the attracted load, $M_2$, as a “magnetic circuit” analogous to a resistive electric circuit [20]. The parallel magnetic and electric properties used to model the magnetic force acting on $M_2$ are given in Table 2.2. Relating the magnetic and the electric properties in this way requires several assumptions and simplifications.

It is assumed that the electromagnet is in an electrostatic state powered by the direct current $i$, and the $N$ coil turns on the tightly wound electromagnet core are linked by the generated magnetic field lines. In effect, this increases the current $N$ times, as stated by the magnetomotive force (mmf) of the electromagnet $F = N i$. The magnetic flux $\phi$ produced by the mmf is assumed to follow a mean closed path of length $l$ through each material comprising the magnetic circuit and be entirely confined in the circuit. It is also assumed that the flux density is constant over the cross sectional area $A$ of each material.

The reluctance $R$ is a material property defined as $l$ through the material divided by the product of the material’s permeability $\mu$ and cross sectional area, $R = l/\left(\mu A\right)$. The $\mu$ of the material can be factored into the permeability of free space $\mu_0$ and the material’s dimensionless relative permeability $\mu_r$. For a magnetostatic measurement, $\mu$ is also referred
Table 2.2: Analogy Between Electric and Magnetic Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric Property</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Voltage</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Current</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Current density</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>A/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Resistance</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Conductivity</td>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>1/(Ω·m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnetic Property</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Magnetomotive force</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A-turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Magnetic flux</td>
<td>φ</td>
<td>Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Magnetic flux density</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Wb/m² or T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Reluctance</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A-turns/Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Permeability</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>H/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to as the absolute permeability or DC permeability. While \( \mu_0 \) is a magnetic constant, the relative permeability of a ferromagnetic material depends on the degree to which the material is magnetized [21]. By the analogy in Table 2.2 and the definition of \( R \), the mmf can be written as

\[
F = Ni = \phi R = \phi \frac{l}{\mu A} = \phi \frac{l}{\mu_0 \mu_r A},
\]

(2.26)

For this approximation of the magnetic force, the magnetic circuit includes a solid core electromagnet and movable load \( M_2 \) separated on both sides by equal sized air gaps. In the magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 2.3, the mean path of the flux is considered to be through the core, a length of \( l_C \), across the air gap, a length of \( x_g \), through the load, a length of \( l_L \), and back across the air gap to the core. The total reluctance is a function of \( x_g \), which
Figure 2.3: The electromagnet’s magnetic force, following a mean flux path (- - -) through the attracted load, is approximated as a magnetic circuit, analogous to a resistive series circuit.

The magnetic force \(f\) acting on \(M_2\) can be approximated by considering the work done by the current in the coil and the work required to move \(M_2\) from a position \(x_g\) meters away. The derived forcing function is

\[
|f(x_g)| = -\frac{1}{2} \phi^2 \frac{d\mathcal{R}(x_g)}{dx_g} \tag{2.28}
\]

where \(\mu_{rC}, \mu_{rg},\) and \(\mu_{rL}\) are the relative permeabilities of the core, the air gap, and the load respectively, and \(A_C, A_g,\) and \(A_L\) are the cross sectional areas of the core, the air gap, and the load, respectively.

The magnetic force \(f\) varies as the load moves, and is found by adding the reluctance of each section to give

\[
\mathcal{R}(x_g) = \frac{l_C}{\mu_0 \mu_{rC} A_C} + 2 \frac{x_g}{\mu_0 \mu_{rL} A_L} + \frac{l_L}{\mu_0 \mu_{rL} A_L}
\]  

(2.27)

where the derivative of the reluctance in Eq. (2.27) with respect to \(x_g\) is

\[
\frac{d\mathcal{R}(x_g)}{dx_g} = \frac{2}{\mu_0 \mu_{rL} A_g}
\]

The magnetic force, in Newtons, is calculated from the function

\[
|f(x_g)| = -\frac{(Ni)^2}{\mathcal{R}^2(x_g) \mu_0 \mu_{rL} A_L}
\]  

(2.28)

where \(\mathcal{R}(x_g)\) is calculated from Eq. (2.27) for \(x_g\) in meters. This forcing function assumes that no fringing of the magnetic flux lines occurs in the air gap, in which the flux lines leaving the core bow out and then come back into the load. Fringing can be accounted for.
by considering that fringing increases the cross sectional area of the air gap with respect to the distance between the electromagnet and the load. The air gap cross sectional area considering fringing $A_{gf}$ was assumed to be a function of $x_g$, where $A_{gf}(x_g) = (\sqrt{A_g} + x_g)^2$ and $A_g$ is the air gap cross sectional area neglecting fringing. Considering this term in Eq. (2.27) and the derivative of this expression with respect to $x_g$, gives the magnetic force function $|f_F(x_g)|$, which approximates for the fringing of the magnetic flux lines in the air gap, as

$$|f_F(x_g)| = \frac{-(Ni)^2(x_g - A_g^{\frac{1}{2}})(x_g + A_g^{\frac{1}{2}})^{-3}}{2} \left( \frac{2x_g}{\sqrt{2n}} + \frac{l_{C\mu_r} A_L + l_{L\mu_r} A_C}{\sqrt{\mu_0\mu_r} A_C A_L} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)$$

Figure 2.4: The magnetic force $f(x_g)$ of the electromagnet, positioned $\pm x_m$ from the equilibrium, acts at angle $\psi$ on the pendulum mass located at a horizontal distance $D$ over the air gap displacement $x_g$.

The displacement $x_g$ of $M_2$ from the electromagnet and the approximated magnetic force $f(x_g)$ are illustrated in Fig. 2.4, where the equilibrium position of the system is at the $\hat{x}, \hat{y}$ axes, and the electromagnet is positioned $\pm x_m$ with respect to the $\hat{y}$-axis. The positive or negative horizontal distance $D$ of $M_2$ from the electromagnet is found by $D =$
\[ x + R \sin \theta - x_m, \text{ where the sign of } D \text{ indicates to which side of the electromagnet } M_2 \text{ is.} \]

From Fig. 2.4, the magnitude of the displacement \( x_g \) is calculated by

\[
|x_g| = \sqrt{(x + R \sin \theta - x_m)^2 + (R - R \cos \theta)^2}.
\] (2.30)

For small angle motion, \( x_g \) and \( D \) have approximately the same magnitude.

The magnetic force produces a torque on the pendulum. This torque is represented as a generalized force in Eq. (2.20) for the coordinate \( \theta \) as \( Q_\theta = \vec{F}_\theta \cdot \frac{\partial \vec{r}_\theta}{\partial \theta} \), where \( \vec{r}_\theta \) is given in Eq. (2.4). The magnetic force vector applied to \( M_2 \) at an angle \( \psi \) from the vertical is \( \vec{F}_\theta = -f(x_g) \sin \psi \hat{i} - f(x_g) \cos \psi \hat{j} \). The dot product of the force vector and the partial derivative of Eq. (2.4) with respect to \( \theta \) gives the generalized force acting on \( M_2 \) as

\[
Q_\theta = \vec{F}_\theta \cdot \left( R \cos \theta \hat{i} + R \sin \theta \hat{j} \right) \\
= -f(x_g)R \sin(\theta + \psi),
\] (2.31)

where \( \psi = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{D}{R - R \cos \theta} \right) \).

### 2.2 Analysis of System Parameters

By decoupling the motions of \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \), the system constants can be analytically and experimentally estimated. The log decrement method was used to estimate the damping ratios of \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \), which are assumed to be underdamped. The remaining parameters can then be calculated from the variable definitions.
2.2.1 Model of Uncoupled $M_1$

Uncoupled from the pendulum, the main mass $M_1$ and its attached spring form a mass–spring–damper system which has the EOM

$$M_1 \ddot{x} + c \dot{x} + kx = 0,$$

also written as

$$\ddot{x} + 2 \frac{c}{M_1} \dot{x} + \omega_n^2 x = 0$$

by defining the undamped natural frequency $\omega_n$ and the damping ratio $\zeta$ of $M_1$ as $\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k}{M_1}}$ and $\zeta = \frac{c}{2M_1 \omega_n} = \frac{c}{2 \sqrt{k M_1 R}}$, respectively. The general solution for the underdamped motion of $M_1$ is

$$x(t) = Ae^{-\zeta \omega_n t} \sin \left( \omega_n \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} t + \beta \right),$$

with damped natural frequency $\omega_d = \omega_n \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}$ [22].

2.2.2 Model of Uncoupled $M_2$

The uncoupled $M_2$ is acted on by the moments $M$ from the weight, $M_2 g R \sin \theta$, and the torsional damping, $b \dot{\theta}$, shown in Fig. 2.5. Newton’s second law $I \ddot{\theta} = \sum M$ gives the EOM of $M_2$, with moment of inertia $I = M_2 R^2$, as

$$M_2 R^2 \ddot{\theta} = -b \dot{\theta} - M_2 g R \sin \theta.$$ 

Assuming small angle motion, this equation can be linearized by setting $\sin \theta \approx \theta$. Defining an underdamped natural frequency $\omega_{np}$ and damping ratio $\zeta_p$ for $M_2$, the dynamics can be rewritten as

$$\ddot{\theta} + 2 \zeta_p \omega_{np} \dot{\theta} + \omega_{np}^2 \theta = 0,$$
where $\omega_{np} = \sqrt{g/R}$ and $\zeta_p = \frac{b/(2M_2R^2)}{g/R}$ [23]. Relating Eq. (2.36) to Eq. (2.33), the general solution becomes [22]

$$\theta(t) = Be^{\zeta_p \omega_{np} t} \sin \left( \omega_{np} \sqrt{1 - \zeta_p^2} t + \beta_p \right). \quad (2.37)$$

The torsional damping in the pivot point at $C$ causes $M_2$ to oscillate at a damped natural frequency $\omega_{dp} = \omega_{np} \sqrt{1 - \zeta_p^2}$.

### 2.2.3 Logarithmic Decrement Method

For the free response of underdamped $M_1$ described by Eq. (2.34), the logarithmic decrement $\delta$ is defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of successive amplitudes separated by period $P$, $\delta = \ln \frac{x(t)}{x(t+P)}$. Since the experimental data of $x(t)$ will contain some noise or measurement error, $\delta$ can be modified to account for this by using two amplitudes separated by $n$ periods [17],

$$\delta = \frac{1}{n} \ln \frac{x(t)}{x(t+nP)}. \quad (2.38)$$

Using Eq. (2.34), this equation can be simplified to $\delta = \zeta \omega_n P$, where $P = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_d} = \frac{2\pi \zeta}{\omega_n \sqrt{1-\zeta^2}}$. 

---

**Figure 2.5**: Forces acting on uncoupled $M_2$ include weight and torsional damping $b \dot{\theta}$ due to rotary bearing friction.
so that

$$\zeta = \frac{\delta}{\sqrt{4\pi^2 + \delta^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.39)

The value of $\omega_d$, estimated from $P$, and the value of $\zeta$ can be used to calculate the remaining system variables. The values for $k$ and the mass of $M_1$ can also be determined from static tests. The equations, given here in terms of $M_1$ motion, can be applied directly to the motion of $M_2$. The damping coefficient $b$ can then be calculated from the estimated value of $\zeta_p$.

2.3 Experimental System

The bench top laboratory experiment shown in Fig. 2.6 was designed to encourage student interactions with the physical system.

2.3.1 Characteristics of Physical Structure

Mass $M_1$, made of an aluminum alloy, is equipped with six linear bearings to allow the mass to slide with low friction on three parallel shafts. A compression spring is connected to $M_1$ over the middle shaft to prevent possible buckling in the spring when it is compressed. The other end of the spring is connected to a beam load cell by means of a connection assembly which is constrained to move horizontally on the middle shaft. The connection assembly and attached sensor are shown in Fig. 2.7(a). The attachments of this sensor to the stationary support and the connection block were designed to provide the mounting arrangement designated by the sensor manufacturers to create the double bend in the beam load cell necessary for accurate sensor performance [24].

A bracket attached to the base of $M_1$ supports a 6.35mm diameter shaft which sup-
ports the pendulum. The pendulum rod is attached to the shaft by a threaded collar. When the pendulum swings, the entire shaft rotates which rotates an optical encoder attached to the end of the shaft. The pendulum attachment can be seen in Fig. 2.7(b) with the encoder housing attached to the outside of the bracket. The pendulum bob is made of 1018 low carbon steel and is threaded to attach to the threaded pendulum rod. Additional weights may be added along the pendulum rod to alter the weight and inertia of the pendulum.
Figure 2.7: In the physical system, the location of $M_1$ and $M_2$ are measured by (a) a beam load cell, mounted to move horizontally with $M_1$ and (b) an optical encoder, mounted to the base of $M_1$ and moving radially with $M_2$.

The structure of the experimental system is made of 20mm extruded aluminum and is designed to remain stationary on a level counter top under the expected motion of $M_1$ and $M_2$. The pendulum length is determined so that $M_2$ may swing between the poles of the U-shaped electromagnet which is attached to the base of the structure and may be moved horizontally. The measurements of the physical system are listed in Table 2.4.

### 2.3.2 Instrumentation and Control

The sensors interfaced in the lab system are a full bridge beam load cell manufactured by Omega Engineering with part number LCL-010 and a quadrature optical encoder kit manufactured by US Digital with part number E2-1024-N-DD-B. The load cell, which is subject to the spring force, is used to identify the displacement $x$ of $M_1$. The output signal of the load cell is amplified by a strain gage amplifier manufactured by Omega Engineering, part number DRC-4710 which also supplies the sensor’s (5-12)VDC bridge supply.

The optical encoder kit consists of a 1-inch rotary code wheel with 1024 counts per revolution (CPR) per channel, which is read by a HEDS-9100 optical encoder module, and
the manufacturer’s default base and cover. The pin connections on the encoder module are the 5VDC, ground, and two output channels, A and B. The optional third output channel which gives an index signal was not used in this experiment. Channels A and B output two TTL square waves, 90 degrees out of phase, which must be decoded to give $\theta$ and $\dot{\theta}$ for the given CPR of the code wheel. The CPR of the encoder, also called the encoder lines, determines the sensitivity of the encoder to tracking motion.

The electromagnet is made of 1018 low carbon steel and is wound with 22-AWG magnet wire. The current $i$ is supplied by a 15VDC power supply. The parameters of the electromagnet are given in Table 2.4.

The DAQ system used is a dSpace controller board DS1103 and a CLP1103 connector panel which work with ControlDesk version 3.2.2 and Matlab/Simulink. The analog output of the amplified load cell signal and the encoder are wired directly to the connector panel which supplies the required 5VDC supply to the encoder and contains an embedded encoder to counter interface. The up and down counts and time between counts from the counter interface are determined by embedded code in Simulink and used to determine the encoder motion. The maximum data sampling step size specified in the Simulink model is limited by the CPR of the encoder disk and the angular velocity of the pendulum. For the overall motion of the experimental system, the maximum possible step size was 0.05sec.

### 2.4 Electromagnet Control

Using the electromagnet as an actuator requires identifying the direction of motion and position of $M_2$ with respect to the electromagnet. In the physical system, the displacement of the electromagnet from the equilibrium position $x_m$ can have a maximum value of 11.4cm measured from the center of the electromagnet. To activate motion, the electromagnet should turn on when $M_2$ is swinging toward it and turn off the moment the pendulum
swings past it so that the magnetic field does not slow the pendulum’s motion.

The magnetic field lines of the electromagnet are directed across the poles of the electromagnet in the opposite direction of the current flow [21]. As the pendulum swings between the poles of the U-shaped electromagnet, $M_2$ attempts to follow the field lines, causing the pendulum to jerk in the $\pm \hat{k}$ direction. The sensors do not directly show this additional dimension of motion, however the motion results in an overall reduction in amplitude of the oscillating system. The motion also produces jitter in the encoder, causing miscounts of the encoder signal which appear as the zero of the pendulum’s equilibrium position being shifted. From Fig. 2.4 it can be seen that $x_g$ is measured from the center of $M_2$ to the center of the electromagnet. Physically, it should be measured to the edge of each mass. To account for this in the simulated system and to prevent the undesired motion in the pendulum, the signal to the electromagnet is turned off when $x_g$ is within 1cm of the electromagnet’s center.

In the physical system, the control logic is incorporated in the Simulink model that is used with dSpace and ControlDesk. The model identifies the input connector terminals of the sensors and gives the analogue voltage value of the load cell and the line count and delta line count of the encoder. Because of the internal resistance in the dSpace connector panel, the supplied voltage signal must be multiplied by 10. After sending the scaled voltage signal through a low pass filter, an embedded function is used to calibrate the voltage signal to give the displacement, $x$. For the motion of $M_2$, the line count and line velocity must be dividing by the CPR of the code wheel and multiplied by $2\pi$ to give $\theta$ and $\dot{\theta}$ in radians and radians per second. Simulink block functions and a series of if-else conditions were then used to send the logic signal to the digital bit output terminal of the connector panel. The bit output pin supplies ground and 5VDC or 0VDC depending on the high or low logic signal. The 5VDC signal was used to supply the required (2–4)VDC gate threshold voltage to the MOSFET switch controlling the external voltage supply to the electromagnet.
In the simulation, Eq. (2.24) and Eq. (2.25) were coded as a subsystem in Simulink. The torque acting on $M_2$, calculated from Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.31), was implemented as embedding functions in a series of if-else conditions activated by the control logic. To account for the varying strength of the electromagnet because of the rapid on/off switching, positive and negative torque were coded as separate functions.

In the physical system it is assumed that for larger $x_m$ values, the magnetic force will have little influence on $M_2$ and the position of the pendulum will govern when the electromagnet is powered rather than the value of $x_g$. The goal of the logic is to produce periodic motion, determine the extent to which the magnetic field influences the motion of the pendulum, and determine the effectiveness of Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.29) at representing the magnetic force acting on $M_2$.

The control logic for the experimental and the simulated systems is listed in Table 2.3. The logic inputs of the experimental system identify the sets of conditions that must be true for the electromagnet to be activated. The logic inputs of the simulated system identify the conditions that must be true for the positive or negative torque to be calculated for the value of $x_g$ and applied to the system. If the first set of conditions listed for both the experimental and simulated systems is true, the pendulum is approaching the right side of the electromagnet, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The second set of conditions listed for both systems then signals that the pendulum is approaching the left side of the electromagnet.

The time derivative of $x_g$ gives the change in the displacement between $M_2$ and the electromagnet with respect to time. The logic condition $u_1$ checks for a negative value of $\frac{dx_g}{dt}$ which signals that $M_2$ is approaching the electromagnet. The sign of $D$, shown in Fig. 2.4, identifies whether the pendulum is to the left or right of the electromagnet. This position is checked by logic condition $u_2$. Condition $u_3$ checks the direction of the pendulum’s swing which is determined by the sign of $\dot{\theta}$. Condition $u_4$ is used in the experimental system to turn the electromagnet off when the pendulum comes within 0.01m
Table 2.3: System Logic Conditions for Output Signal Activation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic Inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u₁ &lt; 0, u₂ &gt; 0,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u₁ &lt; 0, u₂ &lt; 0,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u₁ &lt; 0, u₂ &gt; 0,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u₁ &lt; 0, u₂ &lt; 0,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the electromagnet to prevent the interference of the magnetic flux lines on the motion of the pendulum. In the simulated system, the control condition u₅ is an interval test to limit the values of \( x_g \) for which the magnetic force is calculated. The lower limit of this interval is also the lower limit used in the experimental system. The upper limit was determined by comparing the simulated forced response with the physical system response. A boolean logic signal of 1 indicated that an interval test is true.

### 2.5 Numerical and Experimental Results

The free and forced responses of the experimental and simulated systems were compared by first determining the system parameters of the experimental system to be used in the simulation. This also required estimating the uncertain electromagnet parameters to derive the magnetic forcing function.
2.5.1 System Parameters

The uncoupled free responses of $M_1$ and $M_2$ were evaluated using Eq. (2.38) and Eq. (2.39) to determine the parameters of each mass. All system parameters are listed in Table 2.4. A spring constant of $(87.9 \pm 9.67)\text{N/m}$ was calculated by a static force fest to verify the listed $k$ which was calculated by experimentally determined parameter values. Checking the natural frequency of the pendulum mass by the definition of natural frequency for a simple pendulum for small angle oscillations, $\omega_n^2 = \frac{g}{R}$, gives $5.36\text{rad/s}$ for $M_2$, which falls in the range of experimentally calculated measurements.

2.5.2 Magnetic Forcing Function

In calculating the magnetic force function $f(x_g)$, the uncertain parameters were the cross sectional area of the air gap, the relative permeability of the steel used in the electromagnet core and the load, and the presence of fringing. The analogy used to derive the magnetic force function assumes that the flux is confined in the core and only exits through the poles. This assumption may be more accurate for a core made of a single piece of material, although any electromagnet will have some flux leakage from the sides. In the experimental system, the core is made up of three pieces, and the presence of joints affects the strength of the electromagnet [21]. The magnetic force in the experimental system is strongest across the poles and the windings.

Since the relative permeability of a ferromagnetic material is a function of the degree of magnetization, the exact relative permeability of the steel used in this experiment is not known. To reduce the number of uncertain parameters, the relative permeability of the core and the load were assumed to be equal, where $\mu_r = \mu_{rc} = \mu_{rl}$.

The static magnetic force acting on $M_2$ was experimentally found for a small range of $x_g$ displacements and compared with the calculated forcing function to determine the
Table 2.4: System Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter, Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electromagnet Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Permeability of free space, $\mu_0$</td>
<td>$4\pi \times 10^{-7}$ H/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Permeability of steel, $\mu_r$</td>
<td>$70\pm10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Permeability of air, $\mu_r_g$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean flux path through core, $l_C$</td>
<td>$0.203$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean flux path through load, $l_L$</td>
<td>$5.71\times10^{-2}$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core cross sectional area, $A_C$</td>
<td>$5.07\times10^{-4}$ m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load cross sectional area, $A_L$</td>
<td>$2.74\times10^{-3}$ m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap cross sectional area, $A_g$</td>
<td>$1.27\times10^{-3}$ m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns on electromagnet, $N$</td>
<td>864 turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current, $i$</td>
<td>$2.67$A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$M_1$ Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (including encoder)</td>
<td>$0.950$kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damped natural frequency, $\omega_d$</td>
<td>$(9.70 \pm 0.35)$rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping ratio, $\zeta$</td>
<td>$0.0904 \pm 0.0363$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coefficient, $c$</td>
<td>$(1.67 \pm 0.71)$N·s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring constant, $k$</td>
<td>$(90.1 \pm 13.4)$N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequency, $\omega_n$</td>
<td>$(9.74 \pm 0.35)$rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coefficient, $\mu_k$</td>
<td>$(0.015 \pm 0.004)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$M_2$ Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (includes rod mass)</td>
<td>$1.363$ kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod length, $R$</td>
<td>$0.341$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damped natural frequency, $\omega_{d_p}$</td>
<td>$(5.32 \pm 0.01)$rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping ratio, $\zeta_p$</td>
<td>$(1.89\pm0.89)\times10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coefficient, $b$</td>
<td>$(3.18\pm1.54)\times10^{-4}$N·m·s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequency, $\omega_{n_p}$</td>
<td>$(5.32 \pm 0.01)$rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>$0.34$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>$0.33$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>$0.51$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowable $M_1$ motion</td>
<td>$\pm0.13$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowable $M_2$ rotation</td>
<td>$\pm1.51$rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uncertain parameters. The displacement $x_g$ is taken from the center of the electromagnet. Since the signal to the electromagnet is switched off when $M$ is within 0.01m of the electromagnet, the magnetic force of concern is for $x_g > 0.01$m. The relative permeability of the electromagnet core and the pendulum mass was approximated to range from 60 to 80.

As $M$ does not approach the electromagnet as depicted in Fig. 2.3 and the flux is not exiting the electromagnet only through the poles, an approximate air gap cross sectional area had to be determined. From the basic assumptions, the smallest air gap cross sectional area considered is equal to the core cross sectional area, $A_g = A_C$. The largest air gap cross sectional area is equal to the load cross sectional area, $A_g = A_L$. A larger $A_g$ value offers a lower force value at $x_g = 0$, however, it gives higher values for the range $x_g > 0.01$m.

The magnetic force at $x_g = 0$ is the estimated holding force for the given load, which assumes that the load closes the air gap, forming a completely closed magnetic circuit with the poles of the electromagnet. The magnetic holding forces calculated for $M$ at $\mu_r = 70$ for the smallest and the largest air gap cross sectional areas were 363N and 67.3N, respectively. The calculated magnetic forces from Eq. (2.28) which neglects fringing and Eq. (2.29) which considers fringing are equal at $x_g = 0$. In the physical system, the calculated holding force could not be experimentally verified for the pendulum mass since the distance between the electromagnet poles is greater than the diameter of the pendulum mass. It is assumed, from checking the holding force on larger steel pieces, that the theoretical holding force on $M$ should be between 100N and 200N.

After comparing the forced response of the experimental system with the simulated response for varying values of $A_g$, the air gap cross sectional area is considered to be 2.0 and 2.5 times the value of the core cross sectional area. The calculated magnetic forces for $A_g = A_C$ and $A_g = 2.5A_C$ are shown in Fig. 2.8, neglecting and considering fringing for both cases. The calculated holding force for $A_g = 2.5A_C$ is 145N which is thought to be
reasonable.

Figure 2.8: Calculated magnitude of magnetic force acting on $M_2$ located at $x_g$ for $A_g = A_C$, considering fringing (· · ·) and neglecting fringing (—), and for $A_g = 2.5A_C$, considering fringing (---) and neglecting fringing (---)

Although the experimentally determined data points fit more closely with the plots for $A_g = A_C$, the force values corresponding to $x_g > 0.01$ m for this air gap cross sectional area were too low in the simulation. This may be attributed to the magnetic field not being uniform around the electromagnet, and the experimentally determined data points found for only a linear orientation of $M_2$ with the electromagnet.

The magnetic forcing functions (N) acting on $M_2$, $x_g$ meters away, calculated from Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.29) for $A_g = 2.5A_C$, are

$$|f(x_g)| = \frac{1.74 \times 10^{-5}}{(x_g + 3.46 \times 10^{-4})^2}$$

(2.40)

in which fringing is neglected, and

$$|f_F(x_g)| = \frac{-(0.184x_g^2 - 2.33 \times 10^{-4})}{(x_g^2 + 0.403x_g + 1.27 \times 10^{-3})^2}$$

(2.41)

in which fringing is considered. Considering fringing of the flux lines gives a more ac-
curate account of the effect of the electromagnet on $M_2$ at a distance $x_g$. After a certain distance, the magnetic force acting on $M_2$ will be negligible. In the physical system, the electromagnet weakly attracts $M_2$ up to $x_g = 0.12$ m. However, Eq. (2.41) which considers fringing can only be applied for $x_g < 0.0356$ m since the graph crosses the $x_g$ axis at this point, after which the magnetic force must be considered to be zero if using this function. Therefore Eq. (2.40) was restricted to the interval $x_g = [0.01, 0.10]$ m for use in Eq. (2.31) which gives the torque acting on $M_2$ at the corresponding $\theta$ and $\psi$.

Using the parameters from Table 2.4 in Eq. (2.26), the magnetomotive force $F$ and the magnetic flux in the core $\phi_C$, disregarding the load and the air gap, were calculated to be 2307 A-turns and $5.06 \times 10^{-4}$ Wb, respectively. The magnitude of the flux density of the core, calculated by dividing the core flux by the cross sectional area of the core, $B = \frac{\phi_C}{A_C}$, was found to be 0.999 T. This value is in the range of expected values given that powerful permanent magnets have a flux density of $(0.1 - 0.5)$ T and powerful laboratory electromagnets produce fields of $(1 - 2)$ T [21, 25].

### 2.5.3 Free Response

The free response of the mass-pendulum system was analyzed for various combinations of initial conditions and compared to the free response of the system motion simulated in Matlab/Simulink from Eq. (2.24) and Eq. (2.25) for the same initial conditions. In comparing the free response of the experimental system and the simulated system, it was determined that the experimentally determined damping coefficient $c$ of $M_1$ did not sufficiently characterize the response of $M_1$. This was resolved by considering the differing response of the experimental system to be due to a friction force $F_f = \mu_k W \text{sgn}(\dot{x})$ from the linear bearings in $M_1$, where $\mu_k$ is the kinetic friction coefficient and $W$ is the weight. In the coupled system, the weight was considered to be the sum of the weights of
both masses. The damping coefficients $c$ and $b$ were calculated from the uncoupled free responses of $M_1$ and $M_2$, respectively, using Eq. (2.38) and Eq. (2.39), while the friction coefficient was estimated by comparing the simulated and experimental responses.

The free response of the system for which the initial positions of $M_1$ and $M_2$ are opposed to each other is shown in Fig. 2.9(a)–(d). Due to friction, the oscillations in the physical system quickly decrease with all perceptible motion in $M_1$ ceasing approximately 15 sec before $M_2$ stops oscillating. As can be seen from the plots, the simulated response gives a good representation of the motion in the system for the parameters listed in Table 2.4.

The motion of $M_1$ and $M_2$ relative to each other for similar initial conditions is shown in Fig. 2.10. As can be seen from the plots, the simulated response of the system is close to the response of the physical system. The simulated response shows the motion of $M_1$ having a higher positive amplitude for the extent of its motion. This can be observed by comparing the upper $x$ amplitudes of the physical response with the simulated response. This can also be viewed in Fig. 2.9(c) and (d) after the initial transient motion dies out. The lower relative maximums in the physical system may be a result of the type of spring used in the physical system. The simulation assumes a spring which would function as both an extension and a compression spring oscillating equally about its equilibrium point. In the physical system, a compression spring is used. The linear range of the spring does not extend as far in the positive $x$ direction, for the orientation given in Fig. ???. For a hardened spring, a larger force in this direction would then be required to extend the spring [26].

For all the combinations of initial conditions tested, after approximately (3–4) seconds, the initial transient motion of the masses dies out and the motion of the masses appears to synchronize briefly with $M_1$ and $M_2$ oscillating at the same frequency, 4.499 rad/s in the physical system and 4.295 rad/s in the simulated system. Due to friction, $M_1$ motion ceases approximately 15 sec before $M_2$. 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the physical (—) and simulated (- - -) system free responses due to initial conditions $\theta_0 = -\pi/6$ rad and $x_0 = 0.05$ m for (a) $M_1$, (b) $M_2$, and (c and d) motion of $M_2$ with respect to $M_1$

Figure 2.10: Free response motion of $M_2$ with respect to $M_1$ for (a) experimental and (b) simulated systems using initial conditions $\theta_0 = \pi/6$ rad and $x_0 = 0.05$ m
2.5.4 Forced Response

In the experimental system, the forced response was investigated for three positions of the electromagnet, $x_m = (1) - 4\text{cm}$, (2) $-7.5\text{cm}$, and (3) $-11.4\text{cm}$ (the response of the system for positive values of $x_m$ placements was found to be similar). The negative $x_m$ position indicates that the electromagnet was positioned in the negative $\hat{i}$ direction from the equilibrium position of the main mass and pendulum. Since the control to the electromagnet is a logic high or low, the strength of the magnetic force in the physical system is altered by the position of the electromagnet. The position of the electromagnet with respect to $M_2$ determines the angle $\psi$, shown in Fig. 2.4, which influences the torque calculated from Eq. (2.31) for a magnetic force of $f(x_g)$, which is also dependent on the displacement of the electromagnet.

In comparing the forced response in the physical system with the simulated response, it was determined that the magnetostatic forcing function did not account for the varying strength of the magnetic field due to the rapid on/off switching of the electromagnet. To account for this in the simulation, the relative permeability $\mu_r$, which is dependent on the magnetization of the material, was adjusted from 50 to 70, in increments of 10, depending on the length of time the electromagnet was on in the physical system. For the rapid switching in Fig. 2.11(a) when the pendulum swings from left to right, the magnetic force was assumed to be 80% of the calculated forcing function for the reduced $\mu_r$ value. It was also found that the insulating effect of the air gap which surrounds $M_2$ because the mass is smaller in diameter than the distance between the poles of the electromagnet had to be accounted for. This was done by adding 0.004m to $x_g$ at each iteration of the simulation before calculating the magnetic force corresponding to the distance between $M_2$ and the electromagnet. This considers $M_2$ to be farther away from the electromagnet than the calculated $x_g$ value.
The forced response was found for two scenarios to compare the effect of the interaction between the masses and the application of the magnetic force. The electromagnet induced motion of \( M_2 \) was found, keeping \( M_1 \) fixed, and the coupled response of the system was found in which \( M_1 \) was unconstrained. A summary of the forced system response for the experimental and simulated systems is shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. A snapshot of the oscillations of \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) for the scenario in which \( M_1 \) has allowable motion is shown for the experimental system and the simulated system in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12, respectively, for the three locations of \( x_m \). The on/off switching of the electromagnet is shown for the experimental system for each test, and the applied positive and negative torque is shown for the simulated system for each test.

For the case in which \( M_1 \) was held stationary, the RMS amplitude, and minimum and maximum amplitudes of \( M_2 \) are given with its oscillating frequency for the first 100 seconds of motion. Since the motion of \( M_2 \) for this case was dependent on the initial conditions, the simulated response for each test was determined at the same initial conditions as the corresponding experimental responses.

For the case in which \( M_1 \) is not constrained, the RMS amplitude, and the minimum and maximum amplitudes of both \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) were determined for a 10sec sample time, after the initial transients of the system died out. Only the oscillating frequency of \( M_2 \) is listed since the masses oscillate at the same frequency. For the electromagnet positioned furthest away, the oscillating frequency of \( M_1 \) could not be determined. Since the initial conditions of the system did not influence the motion of the system after the initial transients died out, the experimental data listed in Table 2.5 is the average values of related tests.

Keeping \( M_1 \) constrained, the simulated \( M_2 \) response is representative of the response of the physical system up to approximately \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{4} \) rad for all tests. For Test 1, in which the electromagnet is positioned at \(-4\) cm, the physical and the simulated system
### Table 2.5: Experimental System Forced Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$x_m$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{rms}}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\omega_{M_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held Stationary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0–100]sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free to Move</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[90–100]sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.6: Simulated System Forced Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$x_m$</th>
<th>$x_{\text{rms}}$</th>
<th>$x_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$x_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{rms}}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\omega_{M_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(cm)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad)</td>
<td>(rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held Stationary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0–100]sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free to Move</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[90–100]sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reach a maximum amplitude of $\frac{\pi}{4}$ in approximately 90 sec. The average percent difference between the amplitudes of the two plots for $[0 - 90]$ sec is 3.1% with a maximum percent difference of 6.2%. For Test 2, the physical and simulated system reach $\frac{\pi}{4}$ in approximately 100 sec, with an average percent difference in their amplitudes of 11.0% and a maximum of 13.3%. For the electromagnet positioned furthest away, Test 3, $M_2$ reaches $\frac{\pi}{4}$ in approximately 215 sec in the physical response and 230 sec in the simulated. The percent difference between the plots for the first 100 sec of motion is 7.7% with a maximum percent difference of 17.6%. For the time interval $[100 - 230]$ sec, the difference between the simulated and experimental response increases to an average percent difference of 11.4% with a maximum percent difference of 17.5%.

In the physical system the oscillations of the pendulum, with $M_1$ held stationary, appear to keep increasing. After 30 minutes of motion, for ever tested position of $x_m$, the average peak amplitude of a 10 sec test interval was approximately $\frac{5\pi}{12}$ rad, increasing at approximately $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ rad/min, with oscillating frequency 4.91 rad/s. The forced response was not tested for longer since the pendulum's peak amplitude was approaching the maximum allowed motion. In the simulated system response, the amplitude of $M_2$, after reaching $\frac{\pi}{4}$ rad, increases at a much faster rate than in the physical system. In the simulation, $M_2$ reaching $\frac{5\pi}{12}$ rad in approximately 5 min for Tests 1 and 2 and 15 min for Test 3, implying that the system model is only representative of the physical system for smaller angle motion.

When $M_1$ is not fixed, as seen in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, the motion of $M_1$ greatly reduces the amplitude of the pendulum’s oscillations for the same force. Starting with a small initial condition, each mass reaches steady state oscillation within five seconds. Compared to the motion of the pendulum when $M_1$ is held stationary, when the pivot point of an oscillating mass has allowable motion, the influence of the driving force on the mass is damped. The motion of $M_1$, which is constrained by the attached spring, effectively
limits the motion of $M_2$. Therefore a much larger force would be required to increase the oscillating amplitudes of the masses.

As can be viewed in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12, the offset electromagnet from the equilibrium position of the system attracts the pendulum in the direction of the offset, causing the pendulum have a higher amplitude in that direction. The closer the electromagnet is located to the equilibrium position, the more symmetric the oscillations of $M_2$ are about zero since the magnetic force acts on $M_2$ as it swings in both the positive and the negative directions.

The strength of the magnetic field as well as the angle at which it acts on $M_2$ determines the oscillating amplitudes of the system. When the electromagnet is positioned at $x_m = 0$, the minimum and maximum amplitudes of $M_2$ are approximately equal, however the amplitudes are lower than when the electromagnet is positioned at $x_m = -4cm$. In both the physical and the simulated systems, a small increase in the displacement of the electromagnet from $x_m = -7.5cm$ produces approximately 70% reduction in the oscillating amplitudes of the masses, implying that there is an optimal position of the electromagnet which maximizes the oscillating amplitudes of the masses.

In the physical system, when the electromagnet is positioned furthest away, the amplitude of the pendulum’s swing is greatly reduced and $M_1$ does not oscillate, but jitters about its equilibrium position. Because of friction, this equilibrium position varies, as can be seen in Fig. 2.11(c) where $M_1$ is approximately oscillating at $x = -0.003m$. The low oscillating amplitude of $M_2$ also has some jerking motion which cannot be sensed by the resolution of the encoder. Although the motion in $M_1$ is nearly imperceptible, and $M_2$ is oscillating at the same frequency as the related test when $M_1$ is fixed, the allowed motion of $M_1$ dampens any additive influence of the magnetic force on the motion of $M_2$.

The variation in the motion of the simulated system responses shown in Fig. 2.12(a) and (b) is attributed to the interaction between the masses in the simulation due to the
Figure 2.11: Forced response of experimental system of $M_1$ (----) and $M_2$ (—) and corresponding control logic for $x_m$ equal to (a) $-4$ cm (Test 1), (b) $-7.5$ cm (Test 2), and (c) $-11.4$ cm (Test 3)
Figure 2.12: Simulated forced system responses of $M_1$ (----) and $M_2$ (—) and corresponding magnetic force for $x_m$ equal to (a) $-4\text{cm}$ (Test 1), (b) $-7.5\text{cm}$ (Test 2), and (c) $-11.4\text{cm}$ (Test 3)
variable torque applied to $M_2$. In the simulated response in which $M_1$ is stationary, the amplitude of $M_2$ is symmetric and does not exhibit similar variations in its oscillations.

Overall, the simulated system response, characterized by Eq. (2.24) and Eq. (2.25) with torque represented by Eq. (2.31) offers a good representation of the physical system response to the applied magnetic force for the electromagnet positioned within 7.5cm of the system’s equilibrium position. In comparing the motion of the physical and simulated systems for both scenarios and all positions of the electromagnet tested, the percent difference between experimental and simulated responses is the greatest for Test 3 with $M_1$ free to move. The percent differences for this test ranged from 53.1% to 184.9%. This is due to the physical system exhibiting large friction forces for this test which caused the zero position of $M_1$ to shift and the mass to stick at its maximum amplitudes.

The percent difference in the minimum, maximum, and RMS amplitudes of oscillation for Test 2 with $M_1$ free to move ranged from 9.2% to 47.0%, with a percent difference of 8% between their oscillating frequencies. For Test 1, the percent difference in the amplitudes of oscillation ranged from 3.7% to 24.5%, with a percent difference of 6.4% between their oscillating frequencies. The lower percent difference between the amplitudes of the masses and their oscillating frequencies for Test 1 then reveals that the simulated response provides the best representation of the physical response for the electromagnet positioned within 4cm of the system’s equilibrium position.
Chapter 3

Thermoelectric Generator Using Diesel Engine Exhaust Waste Heat

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) have consistently demonstrated their usefulness in converting heat into electricity. Their compact size, reliability, and long life are some of the characteristics which contribute to their use in power systems. They are also noted for producing power which can be easily implemented, and the lack of moving parts ensures no dynamic interference of the TEG with the overall system [27].

Large scale applications of thermoelectrics in power generation have gained considerable attention due to an increased emphasis on energy efficiency. This has lead to extensive research in improving the efficiency of thermoelectric (TE) materials, the design of thermoelectric modules, and their application.

3.0.5 Advances in TEG Material

The key to implementing thermoelectric generators as common energy converters is perhaps contingent on increasing the overall efficiency while decreasing the cost of bulk TE materials, such as would be used in commercial power generation. The performance of
a TE material compared to different materials at the same temperature application is often expressed by either its figure of merit $Z$ or its dimensionless figure of merit $ZT$, found by multiplying $Z$ by the operating temperature $T$. The dimensionless figure of merit for a TE material is defined as

$$ZT = \frac{\alpha^2 \sigma}{\lambda} T$$

(3.1)

for the material’s temperature dependent Seebeck coefficient $\alpha$, electrical conductivity $\sigma$, absolute operating temperature gradient $T$, and thermal conductivity $\lambda$. The relationship can also be written as

$$ZT = \frac{\alpha^2}{\rho \lambda} T$$

(3.2)

since electrical resistivity $\rho$ is the reciprocal of $\sigma$. Although a material’s $ZT$ value depends on the operating temperature, each material is only useful over a certain temperature range, with most bulk materials having a maximum $ZT$ value less than 2. At room temperature, the most commonly used TE material Bi$_2$Te$_3$ has had an approximate figure of merit of 1 for the last decade [28]. Although there is no upper limit for the value of $ZT$, a limit of $ZT = 4$ has been predicted for bulk materials [29]. At this value it is assumed that a TEG would be able to compete with electric generators in efficiency [28].

Research on improving TE material focuses on developing materials with high electrical but low thermal conductivity, which would increase the temperature gradient across the generator and thereby generate more electrical current. Research in this area includes optimizing structure and composition for the operating temperature, forming micro- and nano-structures, and reducing dimensions based on quantization [28, 30, 31]. As some TE materials are composed of rare earth elements, research is also being conducted on improving the structure of materials composed of more abundant elements and finding new, less
3.0.6 Advances in TEG Module Design

Along with research to develop more efficient TE materials, research is also being conducted to develop different module designs for various operating temperatures and heat applications. The most common module design consists of a flat rectangular arrangement of $n$ couples connected electrically in series. A couple simply refers to two semiconducting elements, one n-type and one p-type, placed physically in parallel with an electrically conducting connection on one end. The $n$ couples are then connected thermally in a parallel manner between two ceramic plates which work as thermal conductors. The module has an optimal operating temperature for producing maximum power for the given TE material.

Segmented thermoelectric elements have been proposed for applications with large temperature ranges to take advantage of the maximum $ZT$ values of different materials at different temperatures [34]. Module fabrication has also been investigated to design application specific modules, such as a thin film process tested for producing micro-thermoelectric modules [35]. A high strength module made of a non-toxic, low-cost alloy has been research for effectiveness in low temperature applications requiring a durable TEG [36]. Research in designing modules for different heat configurations is also being conducted, such as a ring structured module fabricated from Bi$_2$Te$_3$ alloy pieces for applications with radial heat flow [37].

3.0.7 TEG Applications

The variability in thermoelectric modules and materials has encouraged multiple applications of thermoelectric generation of varying size and operating temperatures. Modules have proven effective since 1961 for long term use in spacecrafts, converting heat from
radioactive decay into electricity [27]. The reliable, consistent power supply of a TEG is attractive for human body application for possible use in powering health monitoring devices from micro-machined thermopile chips as small as \((4 \times 4)\text{mm}^2\) [38]. Other TEG applications have been made in biomedicine as pacemakers and muscle stimulators, remote terrestrial environmental monitoring, thermoelectric sensors, and waste heat recovery [34].

With the strong push for energy conservation and reduced fuel consumption, there is a need to increase the overall efficiency of ground vehicles with internal combustion engines. This increase can be realized by increasing the fuel efficiency of the engine, decreasing the energy wasted by decreasing engine inefficiencies, employing more efficient energy sources, and/or increasing the efficient use of the produced energy in the driveline.

In an internal combustion engine, heat loss is primarily due to the engine coolant, the exhaust gases, and radiation from the engine block. In traditional gasoline engines, it is generally estimated that two-thirds of the energy from the burned fuel is rejected as waste heat primarily through the coolant and exhaust gases. Due to the availability of free power in the form of waste heat and the opportunity to increase engine efficiency by increasing the use of an otherwise untapped energy supply, many TEG applications and configurations have been suggested to harvest this thermal energy.

A potential thermoelectric generator for radiator application in a hybrid vehicle is modeled in [39], which predicts 220W output power from 125 thermoelectric modules, yielding a thermoelectric efficiency of 3.4%. A single module is modeled in [40] for both exhaust and radiator waste heat recovery. An output power of 1.24W per module at 0.396% thermoelectric efficiency is calculated for the exhaust with approximate hot side and cold side temperatures of 196°C and 70°C, respectively. Using radiator heat, 0.135W output power is modeled for a single module, producing 0.135% thermoelectric efficiency with approximate thermoelectric hot and cold side temperatures of 90°C and 47.7°C, respec-
tively. A system model using segmented TE elements and a tube and shell heat exchanger on the exhaust produced 20W of power with a full scale generator able to produce 750W power in [41]. For this model, the authors predicted a 10% increase in vehicle fuel efficiency.

To evaluate the increase in vehicle fuel efficiency from thermoelectric waste heat recovery, the negative effects on fuel efficiency must also be considered. The disadvantages include increased engine back pressure from an exhaust heat exchanger and increased vehicle weight which are predicted to limit an improvement in fuel economy from thermoelectric generation to 0.13%–0.36% depending on city or highway driving [42]. Because of the negative affect of TEG weight, class 8 trucks, which have a gross vehicle weight above 14,969kg, are proposed as the most attractive platforms for initial vehicle TEG application, predicting average TEG electrical power of 0.5kW for city driving and 2.0kW for interstate driving. This assumes an efficiency of 5.0% for the overall TEG system [43].

Considering the negative effects, the additional electricity produced still increases the overall efficiency of the system. For applications in which the weight of the TEG system is not an issue, the increase in overall system efficiency is even greater. A stationary diesel or gasoline generator provides an attractive platform for the use of thermoelectric generation from waste heat recovery since the extra weight is not considered.

Thermoelectric generation from the waste heat of a 3-cylinder liquid cooled diesel engine is examined in this paper. For this test, an exhaust thermoelectric waste heat system was designed for heat transfer which would not produce significant engine back pressure. The paper is organized as follows: overview of mathematical models for thermoelectric power generation in Section 3.1, discussion of diesel engine combustion modeling in Section 3.2, description of the experimental system in Section 3.3, numerical and experimental results in Section 3.4, and conclusion in Section 4.
3.1 Thermoelectric Generator Module Mathematical Model

A thermoelectric generator module (TEM) is composed of \( n \) couples. Each couple, as shown in Fig. 3.1, is composed of two elements made of different semiconductor materials; referred to as p-type and n-type elements for their different electron transfer properties. The equations for the TEM are derived by expanding the heat transfer dynamics for one element of a couple and then applying them to the entire module. For the analysis, it is assumed (A.1) that each element of constant cross sectional area has both a hot side and a cold side junction in contact with a hot and a cold reservoir respectively. It is also assumed (A.2) that the only heat transferred between the hot and cold reservoirs of temperature \( T_H \) and \( T_C \), respectively, is through the TEM with no lateral heat transfer. An electrical current develops in the semiconductor element due to the temperature gradient across the element. This current generates heat within the element. In addition, heat is produced at the junctions of the n-type and p-type semiconductor materials due to the Peltier effect. The rate of heat transfer into the entire module \( q_H \) is determined by adding the heat transfer rates due to the Peltier effect, the generated current, and the temperature gradient across the module.

Figure 3.1: A single TEG couple consists of p-type and n-type semiconductor elements in contact with hot, \( T_H \), and cold, \( T_C \), reservoirs where heat is transferred into and out of the couple.
3.1.1 Heat Transfer Equations for TE Element

The rate of heat transfer into a TEM can be determined by considering a TE element of length $l$ carrying an electrical current $I$ along its negative temperature gradient $-\frac{dT}{dx}$, as shown in Fig. 3.2. For this analysis, it is assumed (A.3) that the semiconductor properties of the elements, the thermal conductivity $\lambda$, electrical resistivity $\rho$, and Seebeck coefficient $\alpha$, are independent of temperature.

3.1.1.1 Temperature Distribution of a TE Element

The one-dimensional temperature distribution along the length $x$ of a single element is determined by analyzing the rate of heat transfer into and out of an infinitesimal area of length $dx$ along a one-dimensional element. By Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the heat transfer rate $q_{in}$ through the area’s left face is the product of the material’s cross sectional area $A$, thermal conductivity $\lambda$, and temperature gradient at the left face

$$q_{in} = -A\lambda \frac{dT}{dx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $A$ is equal to 1 for the one-dimensional element. The rate of heat exiting the area’s right face $q_{out}$ is also determined by Fourier’s law of heat conduction where the temperature gradient at the right face is the sum of the temperature gradient at the left face plus the rate
of change in the gradient along the length $dx$

$$q_{\text{out}} = -\lambda \left[ \frac{dT}{dx} + \frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{dT}{dx} \right) dx \right].$$ (3.4)

The current $I$ passing through the TE element shown in Fig. 3.2 generates Joule heat which is proportional to the square of the current times the material’s resistance. For the one dimensional element, the rate of heat transfer due to Joule heat $q_J$ along the length $dx$ is expressed as

$$q_J = J^2 \rho dx$$ (3.5)

where $J = \frac{I}{A}$ is defined as current density and $\rho = \frac{1}{\sigma}$ is the material’s electrical resistivity.

Assuming (A.4) that the temperatures $T_H$ and $T_C$ in Fig. 3.2 are constant, then the rate of heat transfer at the right face of the area equals the rate of heat transfer at the left face plus the heat generated along the length $dx$ due to Joule heat. This relationship is found by

$$q_{\text{out}} = q_{\text{in}} + q_J$$ (3.6)

which simplifies to

$$\lambda \frac{d^2 T}{dx^2} + J^2 \rho = 0.$$ (3.7)

The temperature distribution along the length of the element is found by solving this second order differential equation. Solving using $u$ substitution where $u = \frac{dT}{dx}$ and $\frac{du}{dx} = \frac{d^2 T}{dx^2}$, the first indefinite integral is

$$\int du = \int -\frac{J^2 \rho}{\lambda} dx.$$ (3.8)
This yields the first order differential equation \( u = \frac{dT}{dx} = -J^2 \rho x + C \) with the constant of integration \( C \). From this differential equation, the indefinite integral

\[
\int dT = \int \left(-\frac{J^2 \rho}{\lambda} x + C\right) dx
\]

yields

\[
T = -\frac{J^2 \rho}{2\lambda} x^2 + Cx + D
\]

with the constant of integration \( D \). Applying the element’s boundary conditions \( T = T_H \) at \( x = 0 \) and \( T = T_C \) at \( x = l \), shown in Fig. 3.2, to Eq. (3.10) gives the integration constants \( C = \frac{1}{l} \left(T_C - T_H + J^2 \rho l^2/\lambda\right) \) and \( D = T_H \). The temperature distribution in Eq. (3.10) can then be rewritten as

\[
T = \left[T_H - \left(\frac{x}{l}\right) \Delta T\right] + \left[\left(\frac{I}{A}\right)^2 \frac{\rho}{2\lambda} x(l-x)\right]
\]

where \( \Delta T = (T_H - T_C) \) and \( J = \frac{I}{A} \). The first term in Eq. (3.11) shows a linear relationship between the temperature and the length \( x \) due to the heat transfer between the hot and the cold reservoirs. The second term displays a parabolic relationship between the temperature and the length \( x \) due to the current increasing the temperature in the element’s interior.

### 3.1.1.2 Rates of Heat Transfer in a TE Element

The rates of heat transfer \( q \) at the hot and cold junctions of a TE element of cross sectional area \( A \) and thermal conductivity \( \lambda \) are found by applying Fourier's law of heat conduction, \( q = -A \lambda \frac{dT}{dx} \), at each junction [44]. The derivative of Eq. (3.11) with respect
to $x$ used in Fourier’s law of heat conduction is found to be

$$\frac{dT}{dx} = -\frac{1}{l} \Delta T + \left( \frac{I}{A} \right)^2 \frac{\rho}{2\lambda} [l - 2x]. \quad (3.12)$$

By Fourier’s law, at the hot junction where $x = 0$ in Eq. (3.12), the rate of heat transfer $q_{HE}$ is

$$q_{HE} = -A\lambda \left( -\frac{1}{l} \Delta T + \left( \frac{I}{A} \right)^2 \frac{\rho}{2\lambda} l \right). \quad (3.13)$$

At the cold junction where $x = l$ in Eq. (3.12), the rate of heat transfer $q_{CE}$ is

$$q_{CE} = -A\lambda \left( -\frac{1}{l} \Delta T - \left( \frac{I}{A} \right)^2 \frac{\rho}{2\lambda} l \right) \quad (3.14)$$

by Fourier’s law. Letting $\gamma = \frac{A}{l}$, these equations simplify to

$$q_{HE} = \gamma \lambda \Delta T - \frac{1}{2} l^2 \frac{\rho}{\gamma} \quad (3.15)$$

$$q_{CE} = \gamma \lambda \Delta T + \frac{1}{2} l^2 \frac{\rho}{\gamma} \quad (3.16)$$

As can be seen in Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16), the heat entering the hot junction is reduced by half of the Joule heat which is flowing back to the heat source, while the heat exiting the cold junction is increased by half of the Joule heat.

### 3.1.2 Heat Transfer Equations for TE Module

The heat transfer equations for a TEM shown in Fig. 3.3 are based on the heat transfer behavior for a couple, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The heat transfer equations for the couple are found by applying Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) to the n-type and p-type elements in
the couple and including the heat transfer due to Peltier heat at the hot and cold junctions. Next, these relationships are scaled by a factor \( n \) to account for the number of couples contained in the TEM.

### 3.1.2.1 Material Properties of a TE Couple

The inclusion of the material properties for a couple’s two semiconductor materials in Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) describes the conductive heat transfer within the couple. These material properties can be expressed in terms of the thermal conductance \( K \) which may be defined as the product of a material’s thermal conductivity \( \lambda \) and geometry ratio \( \gamma = \frac{A}{l} \), and resistance \( R \) which may be defined as the ratio of a material’s electrical resistivity \( \rho \) and geometry ratio \( \gamma \). For a TE couple, the thermal conductance \( K_C \) is the sum of the thermal conductances of both the n- and p-type elements, so that the thermal conductance of the couple is given as

\[
K_C = \lambda_n \frac{A_n}{l_n} + \lambda_p \frac{A_p}{l_p} = \lambda_n \gamma_n + \lambda_p \gamma_p, \tag{3.17}
\]

with subscripts denoting the n- and p-type materials. The resistance \( R_C \) of a couple is the sum of the resistances of each element which gives the couple’s resistance as

\[
R_C = \frac{\rho_n}{\gamma_n} + \frac{\rho_p}{\gamma_p}. \tag{3.18}
\]

### 3.1.2.2 Heat Transfer Rate due to Peltier Heat

As current generated by the temperature gradient across a TE couple passes through the junction of the n-type and p-type elements, Peltier heat is generated at the junction. From Kelvin’s second relation [45], the rates of heat transfer due to Peltier heat for a single
Figure 3.3: Thermoelectric generator module of \( n \) n-type and p-type couples with resistive load \( R_L \), generates current \( I \) when exposed to a temperature gradient, \( \Delta T = T_H - T_C \).

The heat transfer rates for a couple at the hot and cold junctions, \( q_{pH} \) and \( q_{pC} \), respectively, are

\[
q_{pH} = \alpha T_H I \quad (3.19)
\]

and

\[
q_{pC} = \alpha T_C I \quad (3.20)
\]

at the hot and cold junctions, respectively, where \( \alpha \) is the combined Seebeck coefficient of the n-type and p-type elements of a couple, \( \alpha = |\alpha_n| + |\alpha_p| \) [44].

### 3.1.2.3 Heat Transfer Rates in a TE Couple and a Module

From the material properties of a couple and the generated Peltier heat, the rates of heat transfer for a couple at the hot and cold junctions, \( q_{HC} \) and \( q_{CC} \), respectively, are

\[
q_{HC} = (\lambda_n \gamma_n + \lambda_p \gamma_p) \Delta T + \alpha T_H I - \frac{1}{2} I^2 \left( \frac{\rho_n}{\gamma_n} + \frac{\rho_p}{\gamma_p} \right) \quad (3.21)
\]
and

\[ q_{CC} = (\lambda_n \gamma_n + \lambda_p \gamma_p) \Delta T + \alpha T_C I + \frac{1}{2} I^2 \left( \frac{\rho_n}{\gamma_n} + \frac{\rho_p}{\gamma_p} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

By writing Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.22) in terms of the material properties in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18), \( q_{HC} \) and \( q_{CC} \) can be rewritten as

\[ q_{HC} = K_C \Delta T + \alpha T_H I - \frac{1}{2} I^2 R_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

\[ q_{CC} = K_C \Delta T + \alpha T_C I + \frac{1}{2} I^2 R_C. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

The rates of heat transfer for an entire module are then found by multiplying Eq. (3.23) and Eq. (3.24) by the number of couples, \( n \), in a module. From Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18), define the thermal conductance \( K_M \) and the electrical resistance \( R_M \) for the entire module as

\[ K_M = nK_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

\[ R_M = nR_C, \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)

respectively. The rate of heat transfer at the hot junction of the entire module, \( q_H \), becomes

\[ q_H = K_M \Delta T + n\alpha T_H I - \frac{1}{2} I^2 R_M \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.27)

and the rate of heat transfer at the cold junction of the entire module, \( q_C \), may be expressed
\[ q_C = K_M \Delta T + n\alpha T_C I + \frac{1}{2} I^2 R_M. \] (3.28)

### 3.1.3 Power and Efficiency Equations

The optimal design of a TEM would maximize its output power \( P_O \) or thermal efficiency \( \eta_t \) while minimizing its cost. The system level cost of the TEM includes the extra weight the generator adds to the plant as a result of its density and volume as well as the financial cost of the thermoelectric materials. A generator’s thermal efficiency

\[ \eta_t = \frac{P_O}{q_H} \] (3.29)

is the ratio of the generator’s output power to the rate of its input power \( q_H \). From the first law of thermodynamics, the generator’s output power can be obtained by finding \( P_O = q_H - q_C \) from Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28), giving

\[ P_O = n\alpha I \Delta T - I^2 R_M, \] (3.30)

where \( n\alpha \) is the Seebeck coefficient of the entire module.

Considering the output power \( P_O \) in relation to the output current \( I \) and the resistive load \( R_L \) of the generator, as shown in the circuit in Fig. 3.3, gives an output power of

\[ P_O = I^2 R_L. \] (3.31)

Equating Eq. (3.30) and Eq. (3.31) gives the current produced by the TEM [45]

\[ I = \frac{n\alpha \Delta T}{R_M + R_L}. \] (3.32)
The numerator in Eq. (3.32) is the open circuit voltage $V_0$ of the TEM given Ohm’s law $V = IR$ or $I = \frac{V}{R}$ so

$$V_0 = n\alpha \Delta T.$$  

(3.33)

The current from the generator can then be defined as the generator’s open circuit voltage divided by the total current resistance, which is the sum of the load resistance $R_L$ and the module’s internal resistance $R_M$.

Substituting Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.31), the generator’s thermal efficiency in Eq. (3.29) can be written as

$$\eta_t = \frac{I^2 R_L}{K_M \Delta T + n\alpha T_H I - \frac{1}{2} I^2 R_M}.$$  

(3.34)

This thermal efficiency can be written in terms of the module’s figure of merit $Z$ to show the relationship between $Z$ and $\eta_t$. A thermoelectric figure of merit can be determined for either a thermoelectric material or a thermoelectric device, such as a TEM. The calculation of $Z$ depending on the

The figure of merit used here is defined for the entire module, unlike the figure of merit in Eq. (3.2) which is defined for comparing thermoelectric properties of different n-type and p-type semiconductor materials at the same operating temperature.

The figure of merit for the entire module is defined as

$$Z = \frac{(n\alpha)^2}{R_M K_M}$$  

(3.35)

which uses the module’s Seebeck coefficient $n\alpha$, and considers the module’s geometry in the electrical resistance $R_M$ and thermal conductance $K_M$, shown in Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.26).

The thermal efficiency in Eq. (3.34) can be written in terms of $Z$ by first substituting
for $I$ from Eq. (3.32) to give

$$\eta_t = \frac{n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_L}{K_M \Delta T + n\alpha T_H \frac{\Delta T}{R_M + R_L} - \frac{1}{2} n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_M}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.36)$$

which simplifies to

$$\eta_t = \frac{n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_L}{K_M \Delta T (R_M + R_L)^2 + n^2\alpha^2T_H \Delta T (R_M + R_L) - \frac{1}{2} n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_M}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.37)$$

The ratio of the load resistance of the TEG to the module’s resistance can be designated as $x = \frac{R_L}{R_M}$ which allows for the substitution $R_L = x R_M$ in Eq. (3.37) to give

$$\eta_t = \frac{n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 x R_M}{K_M \Delta T R_M^2 (1 + x)^2 + n^2\alpha^2T_H \Delta T R_M (1 + x) - \frac{1}{2} n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_M}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.38)$$

Dividing all terms by $n^2\alpha^2\Delta T^2 R_M$ gives

$$\eta_t = \frac{x \Delta T}{K_M R_M \frac{(1 + x)^2 + T_H (1 + x) - \frac{1}{2} \Delta T}{n^2\alpha^2}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.39)$$

which can be written as

$$\eta_t = \frac{x \Delta T}{\frac{(1+x)^2 + T_H (1 + x) - \frac{1}{2} \Delta T}{Z}} = \frac{Z x \Delta T}{(1 + x)^2 + Z T_H (1 + x) - \frac{1}{2} Z \Delta T}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.40)$$

If the resistance ratio $x$, the hot side temperature $T_H$, and the temperature gradient $\Delta T$ all remain unchanged in Eq. (3.41), an increase in $Z$ will increase the module’s thermal
efficiency. From Eq. (3.35) it can be seen that $Z$ increases as the product $R_M K_M$ decreases.

Research in thermoelectric materials seeks to increase $Z$ by decreasing the material properties of electrical resistivity $\rho$ and thermal conductivity $\lambda$ and by optimizing the geometry of the module’s n-type and p-type elements. The expression $R_M K_M$ is defined as

$$R_M K_M = n \left( \frac{\rho_n}{\gamma_n} + \frac{\rho_p}{\gamma_p} \right) + n \left( \lambda_n \gamma_n + \lambda_p \gamma_p \right)$$

(3.42)

$$R_M K_M = n^2 \left[ \lambda_n \rho_n + \lambda_n \gamma_n \rho_p + \lambda_p \gamma_p \rho_n + \lambda_p \rho_p \right].$$

(3.43)

Considering only the geometry of the module, since only limited changes can be made to the material properties $\rho$ and $\gamma$, the geometry ratio $\frac{\gamma_n}{\gamma_p}$ can be determined which minimizes $R_M K_M$ for given material properties. The derivative of Eq. (3.43) with respect to $\frac{\gamma_n}{\gamma_p}$ is

$$\frac{d (R_M K_M)}{d \left( \frac{\gamma_n}{\gamma_p} \right)} = n^2 \left[ \gamma_n \rho_p - \gamma_p \rho_n \left( \frac{\gamma_n}{\gamma_p} \right)^{-2} \right]$$

(3.44)

which, set equal to zero, gives the geometry ratio minimizing $R_M K_M$ as

$$\frac{\gamma_n}{\gamma_p} = \left( \frac{\lambda_p \rho_n}{\lambda_n \rho_p} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}.$$

(3.45)

Commercially available thermoelectric modules are designed to optimize the geometry of the n-type and p-type elements to give the maximum possible efficiency over a certain temperature range. With the optimum geometry, a TEG can be designed for maximum power depending on the resistance ratio $x = \frac{R_L}{R_M}$.

The conditions necessary for maximizing TEG output power is found by substitut-
ing Eq. (3.32) into Eq. (3.31) to get the generator’s output power as

\[ P_O = \left( \frac{n\alpha \Delta T}{R_M + R_L} \right)^2 R_L. \]  
(3.46)

In terms of the resistance ratio \( x = \frac{R_L}{R_M} \), the output power can be written as

\[ P_O = \left( \frac{n\alpha \Delta T}{1 + \frac{R_L}{R_M}} \right)^2 R_L \frac{x}{(1 + x)^2 R_M}. \]  
(3.47)

The resistance ratio which maximizes the output power is found by differentiating Eq. (3.47) with respect to \( x \) to get

\[ \frac{dP_O}{dx} = \frac{R_M (1 + x)^2 (n\alpha \Delta T)^2 - 2xR_M (1 + x) (n\alpha \Delta T)^2}{R_M^2 (1 + x)^4}. \]  
(3.48)

Setting this derivative equal to zero yields

\[ R_M (1 + x)^2 (n\alpha \Delta T)^2 - 2xR_M (1 + x) (n\alpha \Delta T)^2 = 0 \]  
(3.49)

which factors into

\[ R_M (1 + x) (n\alpha \Delta T)^2 [1 - x] = 0. \]  
(3.50)

Solving for \( x \), the ratio of the load resistance to the module resistance which maximizes the power is found to be

\[ x = \frac{R_L}{R_M} = 1, \]  
(3.51)

meaning that maximum power occurs when the load resistance of the system equals the internal resistance of the module, \( R_M = R_L \). The thermal efficiency of the module at
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maximum power is found by substituting \( x = 1 \) into Eq. (3.41), which simplifies to

\[
\eta_t(P_{\text{Omax}}) = \frac{Z \Delta T}{4 + 2ZT_H - \frac{1}{2}Z \Delta T}.
\] (3.52)

By dividing all terms in Eq. (3.52) by \( ZT_H \), the thermal efficiency at maximum power is often given as

\[
\eta_t(P_{\text{Omax}}) = \frac{\Delta T}{ZT_H + 2 - \frac{1}{2}Z \frac{T_H}{ZT_H}}.
\] (3.53)

When the module is operating at its maximum power, the current and power can be calculated by using the relationship \( R_M = R_L \) from Eq. (3.51). Substituting for \( R_L \) in Eq. (3.32) and Eq. (3.46) gives the current \( I_{\text{Pmax}} \) at maximum power as

\[
I_{\text{Pmax}} = \frac{n \alpha \Delta T}{2R_M}
\] (3.54)

and the maximum power \( P_{\text{max}} \) as

\[
P_{\text{max}} = \frac{n \alpha \Delta T}{4R_M}.
\] (3.55)

### 3.2 Diesel Engine Waste Heat Recovery

The spark and compression ignition engines are ideal platforms for waste heat recovery especially for stationary installations where weight is not an issue for fuel economy. The mean exhaust temperature in a diesel engine has been stated to be 550°C as compared to 990°C in a gasoline engine [46]. This temperature differential is due to the greater expansion of combusted gases in a compression ignition engine which requires larger combustion cylinders. Diesel engines, with their larger compression ratios, are considered to be one of
the most efficient types of internal combustion engines. Although the diesel engine is of necessity larger and heavier than a gasoline engine, the lower fuel consumption and larger power stroke of the diesel engine, make it an important power source.

The complex nature of combustion, affected by engine design and varying combustion processes, makes accurate diesel engine modeling an area of ongoing research. A detailed understanding of fluid dynamics during combustion, influenced by the injection type, injector and fuel pump design, combustion chamber design, and intake manifold features typically requires analysis using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). A detailed understanding of the combustion process is then contingent on advanced CFD algorithms.

A less detailed analysis may be performed by a heat release model, classified as a zero-dimensional thermodynamic model, which does not consider fluid dynamics in combustion. This type of model, though simpler, is considered to provide significant combustion process information, although accurate physical engine operating information is needed for the analysis [46].

Application of this heat release model to the diesel engine is considered more straightforward than for a spark ignition (SI) engine because it allows for a single zone model which considers the open system control volume to be the combustion cylinder when both the intake and exhaust valves are closed [47]. Applying the first law of thermodynamics to the control volume shown in Fig. 3.4 gives the equation

\[ dU = \delta Q_C - \delta Q_L - \delta W - \Sigma \dot{m}_i h_i \]  

(3.56)

where the rate of change of internal energy in the system \( dU \) equals the rate of heat transferred into the system \( \delta Q_C \) minus the rate of heat transferred out of the system \( \delta Q_L \), the rate of mechanical work done by the system \( \delta W \), and the total mass transfer into and out of the control volume at mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_i \) and enthalpy \( h_i \), summed over discrete crank-angle
increments.
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Figure 3.4: A single-zone, zero-dimensional thermodynamic model for a diesel engine applies the first law of thermodynamics to the control volume with internal energy \( U \), work \( W \), mass transfer \( \dot{m}_i \cdot h_i \), and heat \( Q \) (input and losses)

The heat release during combustion \( \delta Q_c \) can be evaluated using Eq. (3.56) by considering combustion to occur at a uniform rate and expressed in terms of crank-angle position. During combustion, the cylinder contents are considered to be a spatially homogeneous mixture of fuel, combustion products, and air with uniform pressure and temperature. The average temperature \( T \) in the cylinder can be expressed from the ideal gas law as

\[
T = \frac{pV}{mR}
\]  

(3.57)

where \( V \) is cylinder volume at the corresponding pressure \( p \), \( m \) is the mass of the cylinder charge, and \( R \) is the universal gas constant. This approach neglects changes in the liquid fuel due to vaporization. Differentiating Eq. (3.57) to find the temperature change at each instance, the internal energy of the control volume at each instance can be calculated from

\[
dU = m_c c_v dT
\]  

(3.58)

for the cylinder mass \( m_c \) and specific heat at constant volume \( c_v \) [48].

The rate of mechanical work can be determined from physical cylinder pressure
engine data and the corresponding cylinder volume in terms of crank-angle degree

\[ \delta W = pdV. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.59)

The total enthalpy transfer in the control volume is mainly due to fuel mass entering the system with some additional enthalpy due to piston blow-by. The enthalpy from fuel entering the system may be accounted using physical data for the fuel injection duration, quantity, and temperature. A crevice-flow model is necessary for estimating enthalpy due to piston-blow by [46]. The temperature and composition of the fuel affect the cylinder firing pressure, injection timing and characteristics, emissions, and exhaust temperature to name a few. Accounting for the fuel composition in the combustion analysis may be accomplished using chemical equilibrium programs or by expressing properties in terms of the mole fractions of the fuel components [47].

The heat lost to the cylinder walls is considered difficult to measure due to the unknown distribution of carbon particulate radiation during combustion. For newer diesel engines, radiation is considered to account for only 15% of the total heat transfered to the cylinder walls. A correlation by Woschni [48] is commonly used which includes a radiation term in the convective heat transfer coefficient \( h_c \),

\[ q_L = h_c A_c (T - T_w) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.60)

where \( A_c \) is the cylinder surface area, \( T \) is the mass average gas temperature, and \( T_w \) is the temperature of the wall surface area. The expression for \( h_c \), which requires engine and test condition data such as the bore size, displacement volume, average piston speed, and reference values of the cylinder pressure, volume, and temperature at intake valve closing, may be found in a text on combustion engineering [48].

For proper combustion analysis using a zero-dimensional model, all sources state
the necessity of accurate experimentally obtained pressure versus crank angle data. Foster stresses the necessity of the data in order to perform a diagnostic combustion analysis as opposed to a predictive analysis, where a 1% error in the pressure measurement can cause approximately 50% error in the resulting heat release [47]. Hsu remarks on many of the difficulties associated with obtaining accurate pressure data [46]. It is necessary to have a high frequency response flush mounted pressure transducer, in which the transducer face is directly exposed to the cylinder pressure as opposed to a transducer which is mounted on the other side of an air duct passage drilled in the engine cylinder. The passage mounted transducer is not accurate for rapidly changing pressure measurements and is subject to a pressure wave resonating in the air duct.

A piezoelectric pressure transducer may often be subjected to a phenomenon called “thermoshock” which occurs when the large temperature range in the cylinder can cause the transducer to misread. To correct for this, Hsu suggests mounting two transducers of different makes in the same cylinder [46]. Also to account for drift of the transducer, it is necessary to provide a reference baseline from atmospheric pressure or an average of the inlet and exhaust manifold pressures.

To obtain useful cylinder pressure data for use in combustion analysis for a specific operating condition, many cycles of cylinder pressure must be collected and the pressures of each cycle averaged at corresponding crank-angle positions, referred to as “synchronous averaging” [46].

Since pressure is given in terms of crank-angle position, an accurate, high frequency measure of the crank-angle for each cylinder is required. A single encoder can measure crank shaft rotation if the cylinder timing is known, or encoders may be used to measure each cylinder. To make sure the encoder reading and cylinder position are synchronized, the encoder should be aligned to TDC or BDC of the cylinder. From the known cylinder geometry and the related crank-angle position, the cylinder volume with respect to the
crank angle may be determined and related to its corresponding pressure measurement.

### 3.3 Experimental System

The thermoelectric waste heat system (TWHS) is directly attached to the exhaust line of a diesel engine to minimize the introduction of additional back pressure. The hot side of the temperature gradient, $T_H$, is provided by the heated surface of the TWHS warmed directly by the exhaust gases.

#### 3.3.1 Physical System Characteristics

A Briggs and Stratton Daihatsu four-cycle, three cylinder, 679cc, liquid-cooled diesel engine, model 432447 was used in the experimental test. The engine, pictured in Fig. 3.5, is directly coupled to a Haldex hydraulic gear pump, model 2102727, used in conjunction with a hydraulic brake dynomometer manufactured by International Dyno, model 500. The gear pump has a one-to-one coupling with the engine crankshaft using a heavy duty jaw coupling and rubber spider. Both the engine and the dynomometer are mounted on a heavy duty aluminum cart to allow for the test unit to be moved. Steel supports mounted to a heavy steel plate support the engine while adding weight to the cart to reduce vibration.

The dynomometer and gear pump supply the engine load by providing resistance to the rotation of the engine’s crankshaft. Reducing the size of the dynomometer’s load valve opening increases the hydraulic fluid pressure, thereby increasing the engine load. A 10% decrease in hydraulic pressure produces an approximate 10% increase in engine speed. A permanent by-pass in the dynomometer ensures that the hydraulic flow cannot be completely shut off. The manufacturers’ specifications for the system are listed in Table 3.1.

The TWHS was made of 0.625cm thick steel to securely hold 4 modules manufactured by Tellurex, part G2-56-0375. To ensuring no module motion due to vibration during
Figure 3.5: Waste heat was generated by a three-cylinder four-cycle Daihatsu diesel engine with the load supplied by an International Dyno dynomometer. The insulated TEG unit with finned heat sinks is attached in line with the engine exhaust after the muffler.

Figure 3.6: The thermoelectric generator is (a) constructed of steel to attach 4 thermoelectric modules with hot side warmed by the diesel engine exhaust, and (b) the cold side attached to individual finned heat sinks.
testing, the surface of the TWHS was milled out to an approximate 0.826mm depth and module dimensions. The milled out surface was then polished to improve heat transfer.

The modules are produced with a soft thermal interface, but because the thermal coating is easily scratched, thermal paste was applied to both sides. Heat transfer on each module’s cold side was aided by a passive aluminum finned copper heat sink, Supermicro SNK-P0007. The TWHS with modules and heat sinks attached is pictured in Fig. 3.6(a) and (b).

During testing it was found that two high speed industrial fans needed to be applied to avoid reaching the module’s maximum cold side temperature of 100°C. Fiberglass exhaust insulation wrap was then used around the modules to maintain the temperature of the entire unit.

3.3.2 Instrumentation

The engine and TWHS is equipped with various sensors to monitor the overall operation. The throttle position on the fuel injector pump is measured by a potentiometer powered by an external 15VDC power supply. An Omron 3-wire proximity switch, part number E2E2-X10C1, powered by the external 15VDC power supply measures the crankshaft speed.

Ten thermocouples, type J and K, measure the system temperatures. The exhaust temperature is recorded approximately 7.6cm and 56.4cm from the exhaust manifold, with the later temperature taken 5.08cm after the TWHS. The ambient temperature is taken approximately 183cm away from the engine block, and the air intake temperature is recorded approximately 127cm from the intake nozzle to the air cleaner and 10.2cm from the intake manifold. The engine coolant temperature is recorded 7.6cm after the engine thermostat and 50.8cm after the radiator outlet (before it enters the engine).
Table 3.1: System Specifications: Diesel Engine, Thermoelectric Modules, and Heat Sink

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value or Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engine Specifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston displacement</td>
<td>697cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore × stroke</td>
<td>68mm × 64mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>25.0:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross power at 3600RPM</td>
<td>14,541W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross torque at 2400RPM</td>
<td>3.67N·m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion chamber</td>
<td>Swirl type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injector nozzle</td>
<td>Throttle type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermoelectric Waste Heat System Specifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass</td>
<td>6.31kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total height</td>
<td>29.85cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total dimensions (L×W)</td>
<td>(23.495×22.23)cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermoelectric Module Specifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE material</td>
<td>Bi-Te based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (L×W×H)</td>
<td>(5.6×5.6×0.43)cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak continuous temperature</td>
<td>320°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum heat rejection side temperature</td>
<td>100°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifications at $T_C = 50°C$ and $T_H = 250°C$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max power output, $P_{max}$</td>
<td>14.1W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage at max power, $V_{P_{max}}$</td>
<td>4.2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current at max power, $I_{P_{max}}$</td>
<td>3.4A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance of module, $R_M$</td>
<td>1.2Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage, $V_0$</td>
<td>8.4V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module Seebeck coefficient, $n\alpha$</td>
<td>0.042V/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heat Sink Specifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin material</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fins</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin dimensions (L×H)</td>
<td>(4.32×8.89)cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin width</td>
<td>0.76mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base material</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base dimensions (L×W)</td>
<td>(6.35×8.89)cm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two small gauge thermocouples were used to measure the hot side surface temperature of the TWHS. The average cold side temperature of the thermoelectric modules was found by two small gauge thermocouples mounted between the module’s cold side the the attached heat sink. A schematic of the system with location of temperature measurements is given in Fig. 3.7.

The DAQ system is a dSpace controller board DS1103 and a CLP1103 connector panel which works with ControlDesk version 3.2.2 and Matlab/Simulink. The analogue outputs of the throttle position sensor and the proximity switch are connected to the connector panel by BNC connectors. To avoid damaging the DAQ system, a voltage divider steps down the voltage of the proximity switch before connecting the signal to the connector panel.

Each thermocouple is used with a corresponding thermocouple signal conditioner, Omega part numbers OM5-LTC-K2-C and OM5-LTC-J2-C, which are connected to an Omega backplane, part OM5-BP-16. A ribbon cable connects the isolated, linearized, and amplified thermocouple signals to the dSpace connector panel. An Omega high accuracy
digital thermometer, model HH-23A, with approximate (0.1\% × Reading)\(^{\circ}\)C accuracy, was used to calibrate the thermocouple modules.

The power output of the individual and combined TE modules was determined by recording the output voltage and current. The voltage across the TEG leads was connected to the DAQ connector panel by a BNC connector. The current output of the TEG was first attempted by taking the voltage reading across a \(R = 0.01\Omega\) current sense resistor. However, the two voltage readings taken off of the TEG output created a ground loop in the DAQ system. To keep the voltage and current readings independent, the current was recorded externally.

### 3.4 Numerical and Experimental Results

To determine how well the thermoelectric modules generate power from diesel engine exhaust, the engine exhaust temperatures \(T_{E_1}\) and \(T_{E_2}\) and thermoelectric hot side temperature \(T_H\) were determined for different throttle positions over a range of engine speeds. The open loop (no load) voltage of a single module \(v_0\) and four modules connected in series \(V_0\) were found experimentally over the temperature range and used to determine the module’s Seebeck coefficient \(n\alpha\) at steady-state operating temperatures. While \(T_H\) and \(T_C\) were approximately constant, the available power output \(P_O\) of the generator was determined by relating voltage \(V\) to current \(I\) for a range of load resistances \(R_L\) applied by a variable resistor. The system temperatures and operating conditions for these tests are listed as Tests 1–5 in Table 3.3, Test 6 in Table 3.4, and Test 7 in Table 3.4.

#### 3.4.1 Engine Values (Tests 1–5)

The ideal engine operating state was determined based on the engine’s output temperatures recorded over a range of engine speeds and throttle positions. The exhaust tem-
peratures 7.6cm and 56.4cm from the exhaust manifold, $T_{E_1}$ and $T_{E_2}$, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2 (Instrumentation), were compared to the related coolant temperatures before and after the radiator, $T_{R_1}$ and $T_{R_2}$, respectively, to ensure that the engine speed was allowing adequate time for the gear driven coolant pump to circulate the coolant through the radiator.

As expected, increasing the throttle position and the engine speed increases the exhaust temperature. It was determined from the engine temperatures, that the best conditions for engine operation with the highest temperatures for waste heat recovery was at throttle positions between wide open throttle (WOT) and 75% of WOT at engine speeds of (1500–1800)RPM. Maximum temperatures at these conditions are listed in Table 3.2 with the average temperatures over steady state operation for the tested engine speeds and throttles given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.2: Maximum Values of Experimental System Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Maximum Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust 7.6cm from manifold, $T_{E_1}$</td>
<td>501.3°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust 56.6cm from manifold, $T_{E_2}$</td>
<td>358.3°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side of TEG, $T_H$ (without TEMs, heat sink, and forced convection)</td>
<td>203.8°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side of TEG, $T_H$ (with TEMs, heat sink, and forced convection)</td>
<td>139.3°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold side of TEG, $T_C$ (with TEMs, heat sink, and forced convection)</td>
<td>92.6°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature gradient, $\Delta T$</td>
<td>60.1°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant exiting engine, $T_{R_1}$</td>
<td>73.4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant exiting radiator, $T_{R_2}$</td>
<td>67.1°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient, $T_\infty$</td>
<td>31.1°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Tests in Table 3.3 without forced air or attached TEMs or heat sinks, except where noted
Table 3.3: System Operation for Engine Speeds and Throttle Positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Speed (RPM)</th>
<th>Pressure (PSI)</th>
<th>Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>$T_{E_1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{E_2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{H}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{o_p}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R_1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R_2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1379</td>
<td>246.0</td>
<td>169.0</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1551</td>
<td>267.4</td>
<td>183.6</td>
<td>113.2</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>198.5</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Racing/Smooth</td>
<td>1667</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>319.0</td>
<td>221.5</td>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>345.2</td>
<td>235.1</td>
<td>149.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Smooth/Lean</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>365.0</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>157.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Smooth/Lean</td>
<td>1316</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>353.5</td>
<td>234.2</td>
<td>160.4</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>334.1</td>
<td>213.4</td>
<td>153.5</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>2930</td>
<td>490.7</td>
<td>345.4</td>
<td>193.9</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>433.1</td>
<td>312.0</td>
<td>208.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>383.5</td>
<td>273.7</td>
<td>198.3</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Smooth/Lean</td>
<td>1304</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>347.3</td>
<td>243.0</td>
<td>181.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>297.4</td>
<td>206.8</td>
<td>163.4</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>2241</td>
<td>331.7</td>
<td>212.3</td>
<td>155.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>344.5</td>
<td>204.7</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>357.1</td>
<td>225.0</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>384.2</td>
<td>249.5</td>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1667</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>414.3</td>
<td>281.7</td>
<td>168.7</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Smooth/Lean</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>452.7</td>
<td>326.5</td>
<td>187.2</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>468.1</td>
<td>344.5</td>
<td>202.8</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>3275</td>
<td>494.1</td>
<td>349.2</td>
<td>171.7</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>456.8</td>
<td>324.9</td>
<td>198.1</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>407.7</td>
<td>290.3</td>
<td>197.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>362.3</td>
<td>253.1</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>342.2</td>
<td>226.1</td>
<td>169.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>346.4</td>
<td>221.6</td>
<td>158.6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>373.4</td>
<td>240.6</td>
<td>161.2</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2689</td>
<td>400.9</td>
<td>262.3</td>
<td>173.4</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>456.2</td>
<td>313.5</td>
<td>180.7</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Racing</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2758</td>
<td>491.2</td>
<td>358.1</td>
<td>205.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tested without TE modules, heat sinks, or forced air
Average temperatures given of steady state operation for each test
Exhaust insulation wrap was applied to the exhaust line after the exhaust manifold in attempts to increase the surface temperature $T_H$ of the TWHS. This resulted in an increased $T_{E_1}$ temperature by 20°C but the increased exhaust temperature did not increase $T_H$. This is assumed to be due to the increased exhaust flow rate resulting from the increased exhaust temperatures. In testing the TEG power output, only the insulation applied to the TWHS was used.

As can be seen in Table 3.2 by the comparison of $T_{E_1}$ and $T_{E_2}$ which are approximately 48.8cm from each other, a TWHS should be positioned close to the exhaust manifold to avoid heat loss from the exhaust pipe. A significant amount of heat is transferred through the TEG modules, as can be seen by the maximum $T_C$. This requires positioning the TEG where the heat rejected from the cold side of each TEM will not affect the surroundings. Designs which reject the heat from the cold side to the engine coolant, such as proposed in [39], would have to ensure that the increased coolant temperatures are still sufficient for engine cooling.

### 3.4.2 Single Module Power (Test 6)

The capabilities of the engine at producing power was first determined by checking the power output of a single module. The module’s open circuit voltage $v_0$ was taken over a time sample in which the engine throttle and speed were increased to approximate steady state values of $T_H$ and $T_C$ at the desired operating conditions. The operating conditions, system temperatures, and the module’s open circuit voltage over the time sample are shown in Fig. 3.8. Comparing $\Delta T$ and $v_0$ shows the dependence of the voltage on the temperature gradient which is related in Eq. (3.33).

At steady state, the resistance $R_L$ in a closed loop circuit was varied to determine the maximum power and internal resistance $R_M$ of the module at the operating temperature.
The module voltage and current were recorded with the corresponding load resistance. The data points for voltage, current, and calculated power output are shown in Fig. 3.9(a) with the data curve fit. The system operating conditions for tests 6.1 and 6.2 performed with a single module are summarized in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.8: The collected data for Test 6.1 on a single module shows the (a) hot side temperature $T_H$ (—), temperature gradient $\Delta T$ ( - - - ) between $T_H$ and $T_C$, (b) Open circuit voltage $v_0$, (c) exhaust temperatures $T_{E_1}$ ( — ) and $T_{E_2}$ ( - - ), and radiator inlet $T_{R_1}$ ( — ) and outlet $T_{R_2}$ ( - - - ) temperatures versus time

The module’s performance curves, provided by the manufacturer, give the module’s characteristics for a limited range and combinations of operating conditions. The characteristics of a single module were given for three module cold side temperatures, $T_C = 30^\circ$, $50^\circ$, and $80^\circ$, over a range of $T_H$. These curves at $T_C = 50^\circ C$ were used to estimate the manufacturer’s values for $n\alpha$, $v_0$, and $R_M$ for $T_H$ close to the experimental system. These values were used to calculate power, current, and voltage from Eq. (3.31), Eq. (3.32), and Ohm’s law, respectively, over a range of possible load resistances. The plots of the cal-
culations are shown in Fig. 3.9(b) plots (2) and (3). The manufacturer module values and maximum power $P_{\text{max}}$ at current $I_{\text{Pmax}}$ and voltage $V_{\text{Pmax}}$ calculated by Eq. (3.54), Eq. (3.55), and Ohm’s law are listed in Table 3.6 calculations (2) and (3).

Table 3.4: System Operation for Tests on Single TEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Throttle Speed (RPM)</th>
<th>$T_{E1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{E2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_H$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_\infty$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>WOT 1714</td>
<td>453.7</td>
<td>308.9</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2*</td>
<td>WOT 1714</td>
<td>453.7</td>
<td>308.9</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average system temperatures given at constant engine operation.
*TEG behavior for various loads recorded in Fig. 3.9(a) and Table 3.5

The hot side temperature $T_H$ for calculation (2) is close the the hot side temperature for tests run with four modules connected in series in Table 3.8, while $T_H$ for calculation (3) is close to that in the experimental test for the single module in Table 3.5.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of voltage and power versus current for a single TEM for (a) experimentally determined curves corresponding to data in Table 3.5 and (b) curves numerically derived from experimental data (1) and TE module manufacturer data (2 and 3) using Eq. (3.31) through Eq. (3.33) which correspond to data in Table 3.6
Table 3.5: Single Module Experimentally Determined Maximum Power Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_H$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$n\alpha$ (V/K)</th>
<th>$v_0$ (V)</th>
<th>$R_M^*$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$V_{P_{max}}^*$ (V)</th>
<th>$I_{P_{max}}^*$ (A)</th>
<th>$P_{max}^*$ (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Derived from experimental data curve fit
**Calculated from Ohm’s law at maximum power

Module characteristics determined experimentally from Test 6.2 in Table 3.4

The experimentally determined Seebeck coefficient $n\alpha$, open loop voltage $v_0$, and module resistance $R_M$ listed in Table 3.5 were also used in Eq. (3.31), Eq. (3.32), and Ohm’s Law to determine the effectiveness of these equations at representing the experimental system. The plots of this power and voltage versus current are shown in Fig. 3.9(b) plot (1). The maximum power calculations based on experimentally determined module data are given in Table 3.6 calculation (1).

Table 3.6: Single Module Numerically Determined Maximum Power Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>$T_H$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$n\alpha$ (V/K)</th>
<th>$v_0^*$ (V)</th>
<th>$R_M$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$V_{P_{max}}$ (V)</th>
<th>$I_{P_{max}}$ (A)</th>
<th>$P_{max}$ (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.0470</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated using Eq. (3.33), Ohm’s law at maximum power, Eq. (3.54), and Eq. (3.55)

(1) Module characteristics from experimentally determined values in Table 3.5
(2) & (3) Module characteristics from manufacturer

At the operating temperatures given in Table 3.5, the module’s internal resistance was determined to be 1.55Ω based on the equality of the load resistance and module resistance at maximum power. The maximum power and current measured during experimental
testing were 0.47W and 0.437A while the maximum possible power predicted by the curve fit to the experimental data was 0.49W at 0.56A. Data points at higher current could not be tested due to the physical limitations of lowering the load resistance while still providing enough resistance to measure current.

3.4.3 Series Module Power (Test 7)

![Figure 3.10: The collected data for Test 7.1 on 4 modules connected in series shows the (a) average hot side temperature $T_H$ (—) of the modules, temperature gradient $\Delta T$ ( - - ) between $T_H$ and $T_C$, (b) Open circuit voltage $V_0$, and (c) exhaust temperatures $T_{E_1}$ (——) and $T_{E_2}$ ( - · - ) and radiator inlet $T_{R_1}$ (——) and outlet $T_{R_2}$ ( - - - ) temperatures versus time.]

A series connection was tested for producing maximum power output with use of four modules at the available temperature. The open loop voltage of the modules in series was recorded over a time sample in which the throttle position and engine speed were increased to the desired operating conditions. The temperature data of the engine and TWHS are shown with the related open circuit voltage over the time sample in Fig. 3.10.
The system’s operating conditions and temperatures for Test 7 on four modules connected in series are listed in Table 3.7.

The maximum power of the series arrangement and its total module resistance were determined by comparing the voltage and current in a closed loop circuit over various load resistances at steady $T_H$ and $T_C$. The data points and the projected power and voltage curves versus current are shown in Fig. 3.11(a). The maximum power $P_{\text{max}}$ at current $I_{P_{\text{max}}}$ and voltage $V_{P_{\text{max}}}$, derived from the curve fit to the experimental data, is given in Table 3.8.

The maximum power and current obtained during testing were 2.81W and 0.60A at a load resistance of 7.68Ω, while the maximum power projected by the curve fit in Fig. 3.11(a) is 2.91W. This maximum power can be achieved by reconfiguring the circuit to lower the load resistance to the 5.39Ω projected in Table 3.8 for maximum power.

Data from the experimental tests on a single module in Table 3.5 and numerical calculations for the single module with the closest operating conditions in Table 3.6 calculation (2) were applied to the four series connected modules to determine the numerical calculations for the power output of the series connection. For these calculations it was assumed that the Seebeck coefficient for the entire series connections $n\alpha_4$ was four times the Seebeck coefficient of a single module. It was also assumed that the total resistance of the series connection $R_{M_4}$ was four times the resistance of a single module $R_M$.

The power output, current, voltage, and open circuit voltage $V_0$ was calculated by Eq. (3.31), Eq. (3.32), Ohm’s law, and Eq. (3.33), respectively, over a range of possible load resistances. The plots for the power and voltage versus current are shown in Table 3.11(b). The current at maximum power and the maximum power was calculated by Eq. (3.54) and Eq. (3.55), respectively, for the characteristics estimated for four modules connected in series.

The possibility of using the series connected TEG for charging a battery was tested
Table 3.7: System Operation for Tests on Series Connected TEGs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Throttle Speed (RPM)</th>
<th>$T_{E1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{E2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_H$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_\infty$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{R2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Time sample beginning near engine start up for open circuit shown in Fig. 3.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2*</td>
<td>WOT 1714 460.5 299.6 122.6 68.3 30.8 73.7 67.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average system temperatures given at constant engine operation
*TEG behavior for various loads recorded in Fig. 3.11(a) and Table 3.8

Figure 3.11: Comparison of voltage and power versus current for 4 TE modules connected in series for (a) experimentally determined curves corresponding to data in Table 3.8 and (b) numerically derived curves based on manufacturer data (1) and experimental data from a single module (2) which corresponds to the numerical calculations in Table 3.9

Table 3.8: Four Modules in Series Experimentally Determined Maximum Power Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_H$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$n\alpha_4$ (V/K)</th>
<th>$V_0$ (V)</th>
<th>$R_{M4}^*$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$V_{P_{max}}^*$ (V)</th>
<th>$I_{P_{max}}^*$ (A)</th>
<th>$P_{max}^*$ (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>0.1477</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Derived from experimental data curve fit
**Derived from Ohm’s law at maximum power
**Calculated from Ohm’s law at maximum power

Module characteristics determined experimentally from Test 7.2 in Table 3.7
Table 3.9: Four Modules in Series Numerically Determined Maximum Power Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>$T_H$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_C$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ (°C)</th>
<th>$4 \cdot n\alpha$</th>
<th>$V_0^*$ (V)</th>
<th>$4 \cdot R_M^*$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$V_{P_{max}}^*$ (V)</th>
<th>$I_{P_{max}}^*$ (A)</th>
<th>$P_{max}^*$ (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>128.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>0.0988</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.1880</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated using Eq. (3.33), Ohm’s law at maximum power, Eq. (3.54), and Eq. (3.55)

(1) Module characteristics from experimentally determined values in Table 3.5
(2) Module characteristics from manufacturer in Table 3.6 No. 2

by connecting the power leads to a charge controller connected to a lead acid battery. An LED indication light identified the charging of the battery, however the current and voltage measured over a 44min test sample were found to only range from (0.07–1.36)mA and (1.39–4.95)V, respectively. This was due to the large 53.0kΩ load resistance of the charge controller and the battery, which was not fully charged. Once the battery was charged, the resistance of the charge controller and battery measured an order of magnitude larger at approximately 575kΩ. This larger resistance is due to the circuitry of the charge controller to prevent overcharging a charged battery. To charge a battery at the maximum power output of the thermoelectric module for the hot and cold side operating temperatures requires a charge controller whose resistance equals the internal resistance, $R_M$, of the TEG.

### 3.4.4 Variation between Experimental and Numerical Results

The TE materials are considered to be independent of temperature for the derivation of Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28). However, the material properties of thermal conductivity $\lambda$, electrical resistivity $\rho$, and Seebeck coefficient $\alpha$ are dependent on the temperature and the temperature gradient. The temperature dependence of the material properties then requires empirically obtained parameter values for the operating temperatures to calculate power.
output of a TEG. This can be seen by comparing the Seebeck coefficients in Table 3.6 for calculation (1) which was determined experimentally and calculation (2) which was estimated from the manufacturers performance curves. The manufacturer’s data is 90% greater than the value derived experimentally. Because available TEM performance values are manufacturer specific and considered as maximum possible values [49], the experimentally determined values were repeated over several tests and are considered accurate for this application.

The difference in the experimental data for the series connection in Table 3.8 and the numerical calculation based on the experimental data from the single module in Table 3.9 calculation (1) may be due in part to the varying operating conditions of the diesel engine. The larger Seebeck coefficient for lower operating temperatures and temperature gradient in Table 3.8 implies that using the experimental data of a single module to calculate the power output of a multi-module TEG system will only give an estimate of the true values.

For calculations it was assumed that the TWHS surface temperature is the hot side temperature $T_H$ of the TEM. The thermal contact resistance between the modules and the TWHS faces was not considered. A lower hot side temperature of the TEM due to contact resistance would result in a lower calculated output power. This may account for some of the variation in experimental and calculated values, however thermal paste and pressure applied by the attached heat sink were used to reduce thermal contact resistance.

The thermal conductance of the modules used is not known, therefore the thermoelectric efficiency could not be calculated. In general, manufacturer data on the efficiency of a single TEM composed of BiTe based material is between 3.5–4.5%, which is considered to be a maximum attainable value under strict laboratory testing. The actual thermoelectric efficiency is assumed to be much lower. The rate of heat transfer for a single module at the experimental output power of 0.486W for an efficiency of 3.5% would be $q_H = 13.9W$ with thermal conductance approximately equal to $K_M = 0.135W/K$.  
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

A mechanical engineering perspective offers the definition of mechatronics to be the integration of electronic, computer, and information technology into dynamic electro-mechanical systems, thereby improving the system’s design and allowing the engineer to develop today’s integrated technologies [10]. By this definition, knowledge of multiple disciplines is important since it serves to improve the quality of mechanical systems. Many companies take a multi-disciplined approach to engineering in their design of complex integrated systems. This approach then should encourage mechanical engineering academic programs to offer their students hands on experiences in the multiple disciplines included in a basic mechatronics definition.

4.1 Mass–Pendulum System Conclusion

The mass–pendulum laboratory experiment discussed in Chapter 2 provides engineering students an opportunity to model and investigate a coupled dynamics problem while working directly with multiple disciplines in an experimental system. In validating the mathematical model, students gain knowledge simulating non-linear equations, deter-
mining physical parameter values, and acquiring and analyzing test data. Use of the electromagnet actuator, provides experience in developing a forcing function to approximate a complex vector field, incorporating the function in a simulation, evaluating the effectiveness of the model, and controlling the actuator. By including a friction force acting on $M_1$, the derived equations of motion offer a good representation of the physical system for the experimentally determined system parameters. In considering the characteristics of the magnetic field and the physical system, the derived forcing function can be used to simulate the response of the mass-pendulum system actuated by the magnetic field of an electromagnet positioned within 7.5cm of the system’s equilibrium position.

**Suggestions for Mass-Pendulum Experiment**

One of the goals of this interactive bench top laboratory experiment is to promote student investigation into the dynamics and control of the electromagnet excited mass–pendulum system. The physical arrangement of the systems lends itself to several areas of continued research.

- An expansion of the electromagnet control is the development of control logic which incorporates disturbance rejection into the motion of the coupled system. This would increase the complexity of the electromagnet control to identify unacceptable coupled motion and excite the electromagnet to either increase or decrease the motion of $M_2$. This could be aided by increasing the magnetic strength through a larger number of windings $N$ and current in the electromagnet.

- An increase in the strength of the electromagnet would promote controller development which maintains a chosen maximum amplitude of masses $M_1$ and/or $M_2$. This type of controller would be quite complex, possibly basing the control authority on the total kinetic energy of the system rather than the real-time positions of $M_1$ and
Students would likely be required to control the electromagnet’s voltage supply to regulate the strength of the electromagnet by indirectly altering the current. The possibility of this type of control is challenging since isolating the electromagnet’s high voltage supply from the DAQ connection panel is necessary to protect the panel.

- The experimental platform can be altered to investigate the effectiveness of a pendulum as both an active and a passive mass damper. This configuration could be achieved by the addition of an actuator to $M_1$. However, increasing the motion of $M_1$ may raise the likelihood of damaging the beam load cell used to identify the location of $M_1$. This possibility could be lowered by adding a second spring attached to the opposite side of $M_1$ and to the structure. An additional spring would increase the system stiffness and limit the range of motion of $M_1$ so that it stays within the physical deflection range of the load cell. A slight experimental redesign allowing the weight of $M_1$ to be altered would promote investigation of the mass ratio relationship between $M_1$ and $M_2$ in oscillation damping. The usefulness of the electromagnet in aiding the damping of $M_1$ could also be studied. For instance, students could be required to analyze the coupled relationship between $M_1$ and $M_2$ and incorporate control of the electromagnet into the motion of the system to decrease the motion of $M_1$.

### 4.2 Thermoelectric Generator Conclusion

The modern vehicle is the classic example of a mechatronics system with integrated mechanical and electrical systems under computer control. The provision of greater vehicle safety and performance often necessitates an increased electrical demand while improving fuel efficiency. One solution is the production of energy by waste heat recovery using...
alternative energy generation. With advances in thermoelectric materials, thermoelectric generators (TEG) offer a potentially effective means for converting waste heat into electric power. The diesel engine is an attractive platform for thermoelectric waste heat recovery since large diesel trucks should be able to handle the added weight of coupled TEG-diesel engine generators plus engines operate at steady-state speed for long periods as they travel the highway.

The temperature dependence of thermoelectric material properties and the published maximum property values specific to different manufacturers should encourage the accompaniment of theoretical analysis of thermoelectric applications with experimental results. The study presented in this thesis determined that useful power can be generated from diesel engine exhaust using a TEG under the right load conditions, although the produced power is lower than the values predicted from manufacturer data.

Suggestions for Waste Heat Recovery by Thermoelectric Generation

The application of thermoelectric generation using waste heat was presented as an initial design for using diesel engine exhaust heat to provide the hot side temperature for TE modules without increasing the energy demands of the overall system. The system design for waste heat recovery using a TEG has several areas open for continuing research.

- The amount of power generated by a TEG is dependent on the hot side temperature of the thermoelectric modules, $T_H$, and temperature gradient across the modules, $\Delta T$, which should lead to an investigation on increasing these values without decreasing the engine system efficiency. During testing it was found that the temperature $T_H$ of the thermoelectric waste heat system (TWHS) was significantly reduced from the surface temperatures of the exhaust pipes leading into and away from the system. The addition of a baffle in the TWHS would force more hot exhaust gas toward the sides
resulting in increased $T_H$ values. The result of this addition on the performance of the engine (i.e., increased exhaust back pressure) should be tested to determine the actual efficiency of this change. The overall efficiency realized by increasing $\Delta T$ should also be investigated. The use of an active heat sink may be effective in decreasing the cold side temperature of the modules, $T_C$, but the power consumption of the heat sink fan would have to be determined. Other heat sinks which do not require power to operate, such as heat pipes as well as those using engine coolant, would be of interest and should be investigated for overall influence on system efficiency.

- The use of four thermoelectric modules connected in series for charging a battery depends on developing an adaptive battery charger which supplies a load resistance equal to the internal resistance of the TEG at the operating temperatures. The charger would have to ensure that the TEG does not see the resistance of the battery since the power output of the TEG depends on the load resistance. The possibility of developing a charge controller which provides a constant resistance of 5.27Ω is unknown at this time.

- Analysis of the output power to the total weight of a thermoelectric generation system needs to be undertaken since the system adds load to the vehicle. The system includes all material added to the vehicle for the operation of the TEG. This analysis would give the net power the TEG supplies to the vehicle.
Appendices
Appendix A

Mass–Pendulum Simulink Models

The Simulink models for both the experimental and simulated systems are included below. The corresponding Matlab code is contained in Appendix B. Subsystems are shown after the model they are contained in.

Simulated Forced Response of Coupled System
Mass_Pend_F.mdl

Figure A.1: Simulink code for simulating forced mass–pendulum system response
Figure A.2: Mass–pendulum subsystem of coupled equations of motion
Embedded Matlab functions to calculate negative and positive torque

function F = fcn(xg,h,L,D,theta,mur_n,times_Ag)
%Calculations on magnetic torque for mass-pendulum project
%xg is the distance between the pendulum bob and the electromagnet.
%xg must be in meters: xg=(x+Lsin(theta))-xm
%D is the distance between the pendulum bob and the electromagnet.
%D must be in meters: D=(x+Lsin(theta))-xm
%f is the Force of the electromagnet in Newtons
%F is the torque of the electromagnet in N\cdot m

phi=atan(D/(L-L*cos(theta))); %Angle phi of system calculated
mu0=4*pi*10^(-7); %H/m
L1=0.2032; %Magnetic Path of Electromagnet, m
L2=0.0571; %Diameter of Pendulum Bob, m
Ac=5.067e-4; %Cross sectional Area of Core, m^2
Al=0.0449*h; %Average load cross sectional area, m^2
%For 22-AWG wire
NA=864; %Turns on electromagnet
IA=2.67; %Current, Amps
%Neglecting Fringing
Ag=times_Ag*Ac; %Cross sectional area of air gap
R_N=L1/(mu0*mu_n*Ac)+(2*xg)/(mu0*Ag)+L2/(mu0*mu_n*Al); %Reluctance
dRdx_N=2/(mu0*Ag); %Deriv. of reluctance w.r.t x
flux=NA*IA/R_N; %Magnetic flux
fmech_N=abs(-0.5*fluxˆ2*dRdx_N); %Magnetic force (Negative), N
F=-fmech_N*L*sin(phi+theta); %Negative Torque, N-m

function F = fcn(xg,h,L,D,theta,mur_p,times_Ag)
%Calculations on magnetic torque for mass-pendulum project
%xg is the distance between the pendulum bob and the electromagnet.
%xg must be in meters: xg=(x+Lsin(theta))-xm
%D is the distance between the pendulum bob and the electromagnet.
%D must be in meters: D=(x+Lsin(theta))-xm
%f is the Force of the electromagnet in Newtons
%F is the torque of the electromagnet in N-m
phi=atan(D/(L-L*cos(theta))); %Angle phi of system calculated
mu0=4*pi*10ˆ(-7); %H/m
L1=0.2032; %Magnetic Path of Electromagnet, m
L2=0.0571; %Diameter of Pendulum Bob, m
Ac=5.067e-4; %Cross sectional Area of Core, m^2
Al=0.0449*h; %Average load cross sectional area, m^2
%For 22-AWG wire
NA=864; %Turns on electromagnet
IA=2.67; %Current, Amps
%fNeglecting Fringing
Ag=times_Ag*Ac; %Cross sectional area of air gap
R_N=L1/(mu0*mu_r*Ac)+(2*xg)/(mu0*Ag)+L2/(mu0*mu_r*Al); %Reluctance
dRdx_N=2/(mu0*Ag); %Deriv. of reluctance w.r.t x
flux=NA*IA/R_N; %Magnetic flux, Wb
fmech_N=abs(0.5*fluxˆ2*dRdx_N); %Magnetic force (positive), N
f=0.8*fmech_N; %Scaled magnetic force
F=-L*f*sin(theta+phi); %Positive torque
Experimental Simulink Code Used with dSpace
Mass_Pend_dspace.mdl

Figure A.6: Matlab Simulink code used with dSpace and ControlDesk for data acquisition
Figure A.7: Control Logic subsystem of Mass_Pend_dspace.mdl
Simulated Forced Response with $M_1$ Constrained
Pend_Only_F.mdl

Figure A.8: Simulink code for simulating forced response of pendulum with $M_1$ fixed

Figure A.9: ‘Pendulum’ subsystem equation of motion
Figure A.10: Subsystems of Pend_Only_F.mdl for calculating (a) distance $D$ and (b) displacement $x_g$.

Figure A.11: Pend_Only_F.mdl if-action subsystem containing embedded Matlab function to calculate magnetic torque on pendulum.

Embedded Matlab functions to calculate negative and positive torque for forced pendulum:

```matlab
function F = fcn(xg_plus, h, L, D, theta, mur_n)
    % Calculations of negative magnetic torque for mass-pendulum project
    % xg=distance between the pendulum bob and the electromagnet.
    % xg_plus (m) includes an additional air gap around the electromagnet
    % D=horizontal distance between pendulum bob and electromagnet.
    % Distances must be in meters
    phi=atan(D/(L-L*cos(theta))); % Angle phi in system calculated
    mu0=4*pi*10^(-7); % H/m
    L1=0.2032; % Magnetic path of electromagnet, m
    L2=0.0571; % Diameter of pendulum bob, m
    Ac=5.067e-4; % Cross sectional area of core, m^2
    Al=0.0449*h; % Average load cross sectional area, m^2
    % For 22-AWG wire
    NA=864; % Turns on electromagnet
    IA=2.67; % Current, Amps
    % Neglecting Fringing
    Ag=2.5*Ac; % Cross sectional area of air gap
    Ag=(Ac+Al)/2;
    Ag=Al;
    R_N=L1/(mu0*mur_n*Ac)+(2*xg_plus)/(mu0*Ag)+L2/(mu0*mur_n*Al); % Reluctance
    dRdx_N=2/(mu0*Ag); % Deriv. of reluctance w.r.t x
    flux=NA*IA/R_N; % Magnetic flux
    fmech_N=abs(-0.5*flux^2*dRdx_N); % Magnetic force, N
```
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\[ F = -f_{\text{mech}} N \times L \times \sin(\phi + \theta); \]  

\% Torque (in negative direction), N-m

function \( F = fcn(xg, h, L, D, \theta, \mu_r) \)

% Calculations of positive magnetic torque for mass-pendulum project
% \( D \) = horizontal distance between pendulum bob and electromagnet.
% \( D \) must be in meters
% \( F \) is force of the electromagnet in N-m

\% Angle \( \phi \) of system calculated
\phi = \text{atan}(D/(L-L\times\cos(\theta))); % \( \phi \)

\mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7}; % H/m

\( L_1 = 0.2032 \); % Magnetic path of electromagnet, m

\( L_2 = 0.0571 \); % Diameter of pendulum bob, m

\( A_c = 5.067 \times 10^{-4} \); % Cross sectional area of core, m\(^2\)

\( A_l = 0.0449 \times h \); % Avg. load cross sectional area, m\(^2\)

\% For 22-AWG wire
\( N_A = 864 \); % Turns

\( I_A = 2.67 \); % Current, Amps

\% Neglecting Fringing
\( A_g = 2.5 \times A_c \); % Cross sectional area of air gap

\( R_N = L_1/(\mu_0 \times \mu_r \times A_c) + (2 \times xg)/(\mu_0 \times A_g) + L_2/(\mu_0 \times \mu_r \times A_l) \); % Resistance

\( dR/dx = 2/(\mu_0 \times A_g) \); % Deriv. of reluctance w.r.t \( x \)

\( \text{flux} = N_A \times I_A / R_N \); % Magnetic flux, Wb

\( f_{\text{mech}} = \text{abs}(0.5 \times \text{flux}^2 \times dR/dx) \);

\( f = 0.8 \times f_{\text{mech}} \); % Force directed toward positive direction, N

\( F = -L \times f \times \sin(\theta + \phi) \); % Positive torque

---

**Simulated Free Response Uncoupled System**

Uncoupled_Masses_FR.mdl

---

![Simulink code for simulating free response of uncoupled \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \)](image_url)
Figure A.13: Uncoupled_Masses_FR.mdl subsystem of uncoupled equations of motion
Appendix B

Mass–Pendulum Matlab Code

The Matlab code for the mass–pendulum bench top laboratory experiment is included below. Code for the two cases of forced response were $M_1$ is constrained and free to move are grouped together as are the files for free response. Code for the magnetic force and miscellaneous code follow.

Forced Response Code
PendrunCC_MKS_Paper_Plots.m

```matlab
sz=0.001; %Step Size
SF=1/sz; %Sampling frequency
xm=-10.6/100; %Distance of magnet from equilibrium point, m
mur_n=60; %Relative Permeability in negative torque
mur_p=50; %Relative Permeability in positive torque
times_Ag=2.5; %Multiple to get air gap cross sectional area
c=1.54; %Damping in Cart, N*s/m
g=9.81; %Gravity, m/s^2
k=84.5; %Spring Constant, N/m
M=0.95; %Mass of M_1, kg
mR=0.1776; %Mass of Pendulum Rod, kg
LT=0.3715; %R length (center of rotation to pend base), m
b=3.84*10^(-4); %Damping in Pendulum due to Mass B, N*m*s/rad
h=0.0293+0.0316; %Height of pendulum bob, m
```
L=LT-h/2; %R length(point of rotation to center), m
m=1.1854+mR; %Mass of M_2, kg
mu_k=0.015; %Coefficient of friction
N=g*(M+m); %Friction force, N

%Initial Conditions
th0=-2.4*(pi/180); %Initial theta of pendulum, rad
x0=th0; %Initial displacement of M_1, m
dth0=-0.02; %Initial angular velocity of M_2, rad/s
dx0=-0.001; %Initial velocity of M_1, m/s

sim Mass_Pend_F

%Data from Simulink model
time=disp(:,1);
x_m=disp(:,2); %x displacement, m
theta=disp(:,4); %theta, rad
Force=disp(:,6); %Torque from Magnetic Force
D_m=disp(:,7); %D(horizontal disp of M2 from magnet), m
xg_m=disp(:,8); %Displacement xg, m
logic_pos_F=disp(:,10); %Logic for (+)F
logic_neg_F=disp(:,9); %Logic for (-)F

x_cm=x_m*100; %x displacement, cm
xg_cm=xg_m*100; %Displacement of M_2, cm

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%50 to 70 sec sample

sB=time((50*(1/sz)+1):(60*(1/sz)+1));
xB=x_m((50*(1/sz)+1):(60*(1/sz)+1));
thetaB=theta((50*(1/sz)+1):(60*(1/sz)+1));
min_xB=min(xB);
max_xB=max(xB);
min_thB=min(thetaB);
max_thB=max(thetaB);
RMS_xB=sqrt(sum(xB.^2)/length(xB));
RMS_thB=sqrt(sum(thetaB.^2)/length(thetaB));
Test_2=[min_xB,max_xB,RMS_xB,min_thB,max_thB,RMS_thB]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plots for paper %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plot of x and theta

% for x_m=-4cm
xtick_2h=[49.5,50.5,51.5,52.5,53.5,54.5,55.5,56.5,57.5];
xlim_2h=[49.5,57.5];

% for x_m=-7.5cm
xtick_2i=[50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58];
xlim_2i=[50,58];
% for xm=-11.4cm
xtick_2k=[50.5, 51.5, 52.5, 53.5, 54.5, 55.5, 56.5, 57.5, 58.5];
xlim_2k=[50.5 58.5];
ytick_2k_a=[-0.03, -0.02, -0.01, 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03];
ylim_2k_a=[-0.031 0.03];
ytick_label_2k=[-0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3];
axes5 = axes('Parent', figure2,...
    'XTick', xtick_2k,...
    'YTick', ytick_2k_a,...
    'YTickLabel', ytick_label_2k,...
    'XTickLabel', '{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8},...'
    'XMinorTick', 'on',...
    'YMinorTick', 'on',...
    'Position', [0.15 0.35 0.78 0.38],...
    'FontSize', 18);
xlim(axes5, xlim_2k); % x limit of axes
ylim(axes5, ylim_2k_a); % y limit of axes
box(axes5, 'on');
grid(axes5, 'on');
hold(axes5, 'all');
% Create plot
plot2 = plot(time, x_m, '--k', time, theta, '-k', 'Parent', axes5,
    'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', [0 0 0]);
ylabel('Displacement, (---)(m), ( ) (rad)', 'FontSize', 20,
    'FontName', 'Times');

% Plot of Electromagnetic torque
% for xm=-4cm
xtick_2h_b=[-2.0, -1.0, 0, 1.0, 2.0];
xlim_2h_b=[-2.3 2];
% for xm=-7.5cm
xtick_2i_b=[-2.0, -1.5, -1, -0.5, 0];
xlim_2i_b=[-2 0.2];
% for xm=-11.4cm
xtick_2k_b=[-0.08, -0.06, -0.04, -0.02, 0];
xlim_2k_b=[-0.075 0.008];
ytick_label_2k_b=[-0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2, 0];
axes6 = axes('Parent', figure2, 'XTickLabel', ytick_label_2k_b,...
    'XTick', xtick_2k_b,...
    'YTickLabel', '{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8},...'
    'XMinorTick', 'on',...
    'YMinorTick', 'on',...
    'Position', [0.15 0.17 0.78 0.12],...
    'FontSize', 18);
xlim(axes6, xlim_2k); % x limit of axes
ylim(axes6, ylim_2k_b); % y limit of axes
box(axes6, 'on');
grid(axes6, 'on');
hold(axes6, 'all');
% Create plot
plot(time, Force, 'Parent', axes6, 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', [0 0 0]);
xlabel('time sample (sec)’, ’FontSize’, 20, ’FontName’, ’Times’);
ylabel(’Force (N\cdotp m)’, ’FontSize’, 20, ’FontName’, ’Times’);

PendulumOnly_F.m

%Compares forced response of experimental and simulated systems for M_1
%constrained from tested positions on the electromagnet
%Runs Pend_only_C.mdl: simulink model of pendulum subject to
%electromagnet force
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Experimental data
%Test 1h x_m=-3.8cm
FC_1h=load(’C:\Data_9_12\fc_1h_ab912’);
t_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.X.Data;
x_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.Y(1).Data; %x in cm
x_1h_m=x_1h/100; %x in m
th_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.Y(4).Data; %theta in deg
th_1h_rad=th_1h*pi/180; %theta in rad
dth_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.Y(3).Data; %dtheta/dt
logic_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.Y(2).Data; %Control logic
xg_1h=FC_1h.fc_1h_ab912.Y(5).Data/100; %xg in m
%Selecting data from the point that test 1h starts oscillating
%(at 2.91sec)
ST_e=t_1h(2)-t_1h(1); %Sampling rate in exp system
IC_h=int32(2.91/ST_e+1); %Sample number at IC of test h
th_1h_rad_a=th_1h_rad(IC_h:length(th_1h_rad));
t_1h_a=t_1h(1:length(th_1h_rad_a));
RMS_th_1h=sqrt(sum(th_1h_rad_a.^2)/length(th_1h_rad_a));
Test_1h=[min(th_1h_rad_a),max(th_1h_rad_a),RMS_th_1h]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 1i x_m=-7.6cm
FC_1i=load(’C:\Data_9_12\fc_1i_ab912’);
t_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.X.Data;
x_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.Y(1).Data; %x in cm
x_1i_m=x_1i/100; %x in m
th_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.Y(4).Data; %theta in deg
th_1i_rad=th_1i*pi/180; %theta in rad
dth_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.Y(3).Data; %dtheta/dt
logic_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.Y(2).Data; %Control logic
xg_1i=FC_1i.fc_1i_ab912.Y(5).Data/100; %xg in m
%Selecting data from the point that test 1h starts oscillating
%(at 2.94sec)
ST_i=t_1i(2)-t_1i(1); %Sampling rate in exp system
IC_i=int32(2.94/ST_e+1); %Sample number at IC of test h
th_1i_rad_a=th_1i_rad(IC_i:length(th_1i_rad));
t_1i_a=t_1i(1:length(th_1i_rad_a));
RMS_th_1i=sqrt(sum(th_1i_rad_a.^2)/length(th_1i_rad_a));
Test_1i=[min(th_1i_rad_a),max(th_1i_rad_a),RMS_th_1i]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 1k x_m=-11.4cm
FC_1k=load(’C:\Data_9_12\fc_1k_ab912’);
t_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.X.Data;
x_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.Y(1).Data; %x in cm
x_1k_m=x_1k/100; %x in m
th_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.Y(4).Data; %Theta in deg
th_1k_rad=th_1k*pi/180; %Theta in rad
dth_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.Y(3).Data; %dteta/dt
logic_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.Y(2).Data; %Control logic
gx_1k=FC_1k.fc_1k_ab912.Y(5).Data/100; %xg in m
%Selecting data from the point that test 1h starts oscillating %at 1.38sec
IC_k=int32(1.38/ST_e+1); %Sample number at IC of test
th_1k_rad_a=th_1k_rad(IC_k:length(th_1k_rad));
t_1k_a=t_1k(1:length(th_1k_rad_a));
RMS_th_1k=sqrt(sum(th_1k_rad_a.^2)/length(th_1k_rad_a));
Test_1k=[min(th_1k_rad_a),max(th_1k_rad_a),RMS_th_1k]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 1k xm=-11.4cm
%for 0-300 sec
FC_1k_X=load('C:\...\Forced Response Mass AB\fc_1k_ab914');
t_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.X.Data;
x_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.Y(1).Data; %x in cm
x_1k_m_X=x_1k_X/100; %x in m
th_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.Y(4).Data; %Theta in deg
th_1k_rad_X=th_1k_X*pi/180; %Theta in rad
dth_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.Y(3).Data; %dteta/dt
logic_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.Y(2).Data; %Control logic
ngx_1k_X=FC_1k_X.fc_1k_ab914.Y(5).Data/100; %xg in m
%Selecting data from the point that test 1h starts oscillating %at 0.42sec
IC_k_X=int32(0.42/ST_e+1); %Sample number at IC of test
th_1k_rad_a_X=th_1k_rad_X(IC_k_X:length(th_1k_rad_X));
t_1k_a_X=t_1k_X(1:length(th_1k_rad_a_X));
RMS_th_1k_a_X=sqrt(sum(th_1k_rad_a_X.^2)/length(th_1k_rad_a_X));
Test_1k_a_X=[min(th_1k_rad_a_X),max(th_1k_rad_a_X),RMS_th_1k]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Equilibrium position of experimental sys
%Position M1 is fixed at, to account for equilibrium exactly at 0
E_1h=(sum(x_1h)/length(x_1h))/100;
E_1i=(sum(x_1i)/length(x_1i))/100;
E_1k=(sum(x_1k)/length(x_1k))/100;
E_1k_X=(sum(x_1k_X)/length(x_1k_X))/100;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ST=0.001; %Sample Time Step
SF=1/ST; %Sampling Frequency
%x_m from equilibrium position (accounting for fixed position of M1)
xm=-3.8/100-E_1h; %Test_1h:
%th0=0; %Initial position of M_2, rad
%dth0=0.1; %Inivial velocity of M_2, rad/s
xm=-6.8/100-E_1i; %Test_1i:
th0=.005; %IC for Test_1i
dth0=.25;
xm=-11.4/100-E_1k; %Test_1k:
th0=0; %IC for Test_1k
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%dth0=-0.9;
%xm=-10.5/100-E_1k_X; %Test_1k_X
%th0=0.003; %IC for Test_1k_X
%dth0=-0.13;
mur_n=60; %mu_r for negative torque
mur_p=50; %mu_r for positive torque
g=9.81; %Gravity, m/s^2
mR=0.1776; %Mass of Pendulum Rod, kg
RT=0.3715; %R length(rotation center to pend base), m
b=3.84*10^-4; %Damping in M2 due to Mass B, N*m*s/rad
h=0.0293+0.0316; %Height of pendulum bob, m
L=RT-h/2; %Length pend rod (to center of gravity), m
M2=1.1854+mR; %Mass of M_2 for Mass B, kg

sim Pend Only_F

time=disp(:,1); %Rad
theta=disp(:,2); %Angular velocity, rad/s
d_theta=disp(:,3);
D_m=disp(:,4); %D in meters
xg_m=disp(:,5); %Displacement of M_2 from electromagnet
logic_pos_F=disp(:,7); %Logic for (+)F
logic_neg_F=disp(:,6); %Logic for (-)F
Fmag=disp(:,8); %Torque from magnetic force, N*m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Selecting simulated data to run for same amount of time as exp.
figure(1)

%%Test 1h

time_end_h=int32(t_1h_a(end)/ST+1);
time_1h_a=time(1:time_end_h);
theta_1h_a=theta(1:length(time_1h_a));
RMS_theta_1h=sqrt(sum(theta_1h_a.^2)/length(theta_1h_a));
Simulation_1h=[min(theta_1h_a), max(theta_1h_a), RMS_theta_1h_a]

plot(t_1h_a,th_1h_rad_a,'-b',time_1h_a,theta_1h_a,'-g','LineWidth',2)
title('Forced Pendulum')
legend('Exp. Data','Sim. Data')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('theta (deg)')

%%Test 1i

time_end_i=int32(t_1i_a(end)/ST+1);
time_1i_a=time(1:time_end_i);
theta_1i_a=theta(1:length(time_1i_a));
RMS_theta_1i=sqrt(sum(theta_1i_a.^2)/length(theta_1i_a));
Simulation_1i=[min(theta_1i_a), max(theta_1i_a), RMS_theta_1i]

plot(t_1i_a,th_1i_rad_a,'-b',time_1i_a,theta_1i_a,'-g','LineWidth',2)
title('Forced Pendulum')
legend('Exp. Data','Sim. Data')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('theta (deg)')
%%Test 1k

time_end_k=int32(t_1k_a(end)/ST+1);
time_1k_a=time(1:time_end_k);
theta_1k_a=theta(1:length(time_1k_a));
RMS_theta_1k=sqrt(sum(theta_1k_a.^2)/length(theta_1k_a));
Simulation_1k=[min(theta_1k_a),max(theta_1k_a),RMS_theta_1k]

%Plot Test 1h vs. Simulated for exp data starting at initial motion
plot(t_1k_a,th_1k_rad_a,’-b’,time_1k_a,theta_1k_a,’-g’,’LineWidth’,2)
title(’Forced Pendulum’)
legend(’Exp. Data’,’Sim. Data’)
xlabel(’time (sec)’)
ylabel(’theta (deg)’)

%%Test 1k_X

time_end_k=int32(t_1k_a(end)/ST+1);
time_1k_a=time(1:time_end_k);
theta_1k_a=theta(1:length(time_1k_a));

%Plot Test 1h vs. Simulated for exp data starting at initial motion
plot(t_1k_a_X,th_1k_rad_a_X,’-b’,time,theta,’g’,’LineWidth’,2)
title(’Forced Pendulum’)
legend(’Exp. Data’,’Sim. Data’)
xlabel(’time (sec)’)
ylabel(’theta (deg)’)

%Plot Test 1h vs. Simulated for exp data starting at initial motion

Compare_Sim_Exp_Test1.m

%Approximate percent difference between experimental and simulated
%forced response for M_1 held stationary from polynomial fit to selected
%amplitude data: Percent approximately over 1st 100sec of motion

t=0:0.001:100;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Test 1h
%Curve fit of Experimental Data
exp_1h_a=-1e-8.*t.^4+3e-6.*t.^3-0.0003.*t.^2+0.0222.*t-0.0067;
exp_1h=-8e-5*t.^2+0.0151*t+0.0355;

%Curve fit of Simulated Data
sim_1h_a=-1e-8.*t.^4+3e-6.*t.^3-0.0003.*t.^2+0.0216.*t+0.0052;
sim_1h=-6e-5*t.^2+0.0136*t+0.0535;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 1i
%Curve Fit of Experimental Data
exp_1i=-8e-5*t.^2+0.0152*t+0.0255;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Average percent difference over 0-100sec time sample
diff_1h=abs(exp_1h-sim_1h);
avg_1h=0.5*(exp_1h+sim_1h);
p_diff_1h=diff_1h/avg_1h;
avg_p_diff_1h=mean(p_diff_1h);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 1i
%Curve Fit of Experimental Data
exp_1i=-8e-5*t.^2+0.0152*t+0.0255;
% Curve fit Simulated Data
sim_1i=-4e-5*t.ˆ2+0.0117*t+0.0319;

% Curve fit of experimental Data
exp_1i=3e-5*t.ˆ2+0.0009*t+0.1595;

% Curve fit for simulated Data
sim_1k=1e-5*t.ˆ2+0.0024*t+0.1624;

% Test 1k_X for [85-250] sec
exp_1k_X=-3e-5*tk_X.ˆ2+0.0128*tk_X-0.7644;
sim_1k_X=-9e-6*tk_X.ˆ2+0.0074*tk_X-0.4112;

% Exp_Test_2_Plots.m
% Plots of experimental data of forced response of M1 and M2 where M1 is
% free to move
% Oscillating frequency is determined by fft analysis
fc2h=load('C:\...\Forced Response Mass AB\fc_2h_ab2');
fc2i=load('C:\...\Forced Response Mass AB\fc_2i_ab1');
fc2k=load('C:\...\Forced Response Mass AB\fc_2k_ab2');

% M1 free to move
% Test 2h
T2h=fc2h.fc_2h_ab2.X.Data; % Time
EMF2h=fc2h.fc_2h_ab2.Y(2).Data; % Electromagnet Signal
X2h=fc2h.fc_2h_ab2.Y(1).Data/100; % x
th2h=fc2h.fc_2h_ab2.Y(4).Data*pi/180; % theta

% Test 2i
T2i=fc2i.fc_2i_ab1.X.Data; % Time
EMF2i=fc2i.fc_2i_ab1.Y(2).Data; % Electromagnet Signal
X2i=fc2i.fc_2i_ab1.Y(1).Data/100; % x
th2i=fc2i.fc_2i_ab1.Y(4).Data*pi/180; % theta

% Test 2k
t2k=fc2k.fc_2k_ab2.X.Data; %Time
EMF2k=fc2k.fc_2k_ab2.Y(2).Data; %Electromagnet Signal
x2k=fc2k.fc_2k_ab2.Y(1).Data/100; %x
th2k=fc2k.fc_2k_ab2.Y(4).Data*pi/180; %theta

% Figures for Paper
% 10 sec sample
% test xm=-3.8
ST_2h=t2h(2)-t2h(1); % Sample Time Step - Experimental Sys
t2h_B=0:ST_2h:11;

t2h_B=x2h(fix(10.29/ST_2h):(t2h_B(length(t2h_B)))/
    ST_2h+fix(10.29/ST_2h));

th2h_B=th2h(fix(10.29/ST_2h):(t2h_B(length(t2h_B)))/
    ST_2h+fix(10.29/ST_2h));

EMF2h_B=EMF2h(fix(10.29/ST_2h):(t2h_B(length(t2h_B)))/
    ST_2h+fix(10.29/ST_2h));

% Figures for Paper
% 10 sec sample
% test xm=-7.6cm
ST_2i=t2i(2)-t2i(1); % Sample Time Step - Experimental Sys
t2i_B=0:ST_2i:11;

x2i_B=x2i(fix(11.52/ST_2i):(t2i_B(length(t2i_B)))/
    ST_2i+fix(11.52/ST_2i));

th2i_B=th2i(fix(11.52/ST_2i):(t2i_B(length(t2i_B)))/
    ST_2i+fix(11.52/ST_2i));

EMF2i_B=EMF2i(fix(11.52/ST_2i):(t2i_B(length(t2i_B)))/
    ST_2i+fix(11.52/ST_2i));

% Figures for Paper
% 10 sec sample
% test xm=-11.4cm
ST_2k=t2k(2)-t2k(1); % Sample Time Step - Experimental Sys
t2k_B=0:ST_2k:11;

x2k_B=x2k(fix(10.68/ST_2k):(t2k_B(length(t2k_B)))/
    ST_2k+fix(10.68/ST_2k));

th2k_B=th2k(fix(10.68/ST_2k):(t2k_B(length(t2k_B)))/
    ST_2k+fix(10.68/ST_2k));

EMF2k_B=EMF2k(fix(10.68/ST_2k):(t2k_B(length(t2k_B)))/
    ST_2k+fix(10.68/ST_2k));

% Plots for Paper
figure(1)
figure1=figure(1);

%plot 2h

% Create axes
axes1 = axes(’Parent’,figure1,
    ’YTick’,[-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15],...
    ’YMinorTick’,’on’,...
    ’XTick’,[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],...
    ’XMinorTick’,’on’,...
    ’Position’,[0.15 0.35 0.78 0.38],...
    ’FontSize’,18);

xlim(axes1,[0 8]);
ylim(axes1,[-16 165]);
box(axes1,’on’);
grid(axes1,’on’);
hold(axes1,'all');

% Create plot
plot1 = plot(t2h_B,x2h_B,'--g',t2h_B,th2h_B,'-b','Parent',
    axes1,'LineWidth',2);
ylabel('Displacement, (- - -) (m), ( ) (rad)','FontSize',20,
    'FontName','Times');

% Create axes
axes2 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',[0 1],
    'XTick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],...
    'XMinorTick','on',...'
    'Position',[0.15 0.19 0.78 0.12],...
    'FontSize',18);
xlim(axes2,[0 8]);
ylim(axes2,[0 1.1]);
box(axes2,'on');
hold(axes2,'all');

% Create plot
plot(t2h_B,EMF2h_B,'Parent',axes2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[.9 0.2 1]);

% Plot Test 2i
figure(2)

figure2=figure(2);

% Create axes
axes3 = axes('Parent',figure2,
    'YTick',[-0.15,-0.10,-0.05,0,.05,.1,.15],...
    'YMinorTick','on',...
    'XTick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'Position',[0.15 0.35 0.78 0.38],...
    'FontSize',18);
xlim(axes3,[0 8]);
ylim(axes3,[-.15,.125]);
box(axes3,'on');
grid(axes3,'on');
hold(axes3,'all');

% Create plot
plot2 = plot(t2i_B,x2i_B,'--g',t2i_B,th2i_B,'-b','Parent',
    axes3,'LineWidth',2);
ylabel('Displacement, (- - -) (m), ( ) (rad)','FontSize',20,
    'FontName','Times');

% Create axes
axes4 = axes('Parent',figure2,'YTick',[0 1],
    'XTick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'Position',[0.15 0.19 0.78 0.12],...
    'FontSize',18);
xlim(axes4,[0 8]);
ylim(axes4,[0 1.1]);
box(axes4,'on');
hold(axes4,'all');
% Create plot
% plot(t2i_B,EMF2i_B,'Parent',axes4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0]);
plot(t2i_B,EMF2i_B,'Parent',axes4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[.9 0.2 1]);
xlabel('time sample (sec)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');
ylabel('Control','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%plot Test 2k
figure(3)
figure3=figure(3);
% Create axes
axes5 = axes('Parent',figure3,
    'YTickLabel',{'-1.5','-0.75', '0','0.75','1.5'},
    'YTick',[-0.015,-0.0075,0,0.0075,0.015],
    'YMinorTick','on',
    'XTick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],
    'XMinorTick','on',
    'Position',[0.15 0.35 0.78 0.38],
    'FontSize',18);
xlim(axes5,[0 8]);
ylim(axes5,[-0.017,.015]);
box(axes5,'on');
grid(axes5,'on');
hold(axes5,'all');
% Create plot
plot3 = plot(t2k_B,x2k_B,'--g',t2k_B,th2k_B,'-b','Parent',axes5,
    'LineWidth',2);
ylabel('Displacement, (---)(m), ( ) (rad)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
axes6 = axes('Parent',figure3,'YTick',[0 1],
    'XTick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8],
    'XMinorTick','on',
    'Position',[0.15 0.19 0.78 0.12],
    'FontSize',18);
xlim(axes6,[0 8]);
ylim(axes6,[0 1.1]);
box(axes6,'on');
hold(axes6,'all');
% Create plot
% plot(t2k_B,EMF2k_B,'Parent',axes6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0]);
plot(t2k_B,EMF2k_B,'Parent',axes6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[.9 0.2 1]);
xlabel('time sample (sec)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');
ylabel('Control','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Frequency Plots
%Test 2h
ST_2h=t2h(2)-t2h(1); %Sample Time Step
SF_2h=1/ST_2h; %Sampling Frequency
L_2h=length(t2h); %Number of samples
NFST_2h = 2^nextpow2(L_2h); %Next power of 2
Y_2h_theta = fft(th2h,NFST_2h)/L_2h; %fft of theta
Y_2h_x = fft(x2h,NFFT_2h)/L_2h; %fft of x
f_2h= SF_2h/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_2h/2+1);

Test 2i
ST_2i=t2i(2)-t2i(1); %Sample Time Step
SF_2i=1/ST_2i; %Sampling Frequency
L_2i=length(t2i); %Number of samples
NFFT_2i = 2^nextpow2(L_2i); %Next power of 2
Y_2i_theta = fft(th2i,NFFT_2i)/L_2i; %fft of theta
Y_2i_x = fft(x2i,NFFT_2i)/L_2i; %fft of x
f_2i= SF_2i/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_2i/2+1);

Test 2k
ST_2k=t2k(2)-t2k(1); %Sample Time Step
SF_2k=1/ST_2k; %Sampling Frequency
L_2k=length(t2k); %Number of samples
NFFT_2k = 2^nextpow2(L_2k); %Next power of 2
Y_2k_theta = fft(th2k,NFFT_2k)/L_2k; %fft of theta
Y_2k_x = fft(x2k,NFFT_2k)/L_2k; %fft of x
f_2k= SF_2k/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_2k/2+1);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Min, max, and RMS test values
%%%%%%Test 2h
figure(4)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(f_2h,2*abs(Y_2h_theta(1:NFFT_2h/2+1)),'-','
   f_2h,2*abs(Y_2h_x(1:NFFT_2h/2+1))','--')
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum Test 2h: xm=-3.8cm')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,1,0,0.11])

x_values_2h=[max(x2h),min(x2h),sqrt(sum(x2h.^2)/size(x2h,2))];
th_values_2h=[max(th2h),min(th2h),sqrt(sum(th2h.^2)/size(th2h,2))];

%%%%%%Test 2i
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(f_2i,2*abs(Y_2i_theta(1:NFFT_2i/2+1)),'-','
   f_2i,2*abs(Y_2i_x(1:NFFT_2i/2+1))','--')
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum Test 2i: xm=-7.6cm')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,1,0,0.11])

x_values_2i=[max(x2i),min(x2i),sqrt(sum(x2i.^2)/size(x2i,2))];
th_values_2i=[max(th2i),min(th2i),sqrt(sum(th2i.^2)/size(th2i,2))];

%%%%%%Test 2k
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(f_2k,2*abs(Y_2k_theta(1:NFFT_2k/2+1)),'-','
   f_2k,2*abs(Y_2k_x(1:NFFT_2k/2+1))','--')
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum Test 2k: xm=-11.4cm')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,1,0,0.015])

x_values_2k=[max(x2k),min(x2k),sqrt(sum(x2k.^2)/size(x2k,2))];
th_values_2k=[max(th2k),min(th2k),sqrt(sum(th2k.^2)/size(th2k,2))];
Free Response Code
Exp_Vs_Sim_FR_819.m

%Experimental versus Simulated Free response runs Pend_FR.mdl with
%subsystem PendulumCart_FR.mdl to simulate the free response the
%coupled system due to an initial displacement of the cart and/or
%pendulum. Oscillating frequency is also calculated.

%Experimental Data collected 8/19/11 after adding resistor in series
%with load cell signal and recalibrating

%Free Response 1
FR1=load('C:\...\fr_lab_819.mat');
t1B=FR1.fr_lab_819.X.Data;
x1B=FR1.fr_lab_819.Y(1).Data/100; %M1 displacement in meters
th1B=FR1.fr_lab_819.Y(4).Data*pi/180; %theta in radians
dth1B=FR1.fr_lab_819.Y(3).Data*pi/180;
dx1B=FR1.fr_lab_819.Y(6).Data/100;
%IC starts at t1B=0.69sec Which is t1B(24)
%Run for 15 sec
t1B_a=(0:0.03:15);
x1B_a=x1B(33:(t1B_a(length(t1B_a))/0.03+33));
th1B_a=th1B(29:(t1B_a(end)/.03+29));
dx1B_a=dx1B(33:(t1B_a(end)/.03+33));
dth1B_a=dth1B(29:(t1B_a(end)/.03+29));
%For phase plot
th1B_p=th1B(29:(t1B_a(end)/.03+29));

%Free Response 2
FR2=load('C:\...\fr_2ab_819.mat');
t2B=FR2.fr_2ab_819.X.Data;
x2B=FR2.fr_2ab_819.Y(1).Data/100; %x in meters
th2B=FR2.fr_2ab_819.Y(4).Data*pi/180; %theta in radians
dx2B=FR2.fr_2ab_819.Y(6).Data/100;
dth2B=FR2.fr_2ab_819.Y(3).Data*pi/180;
%IC starts at t2B=0.9 sec which is t2B(101)
%Run for 15 sec
t2B_a=(0:0.03:15);
x2B_a=x2B(110:(t2B_a(end)/.03+110));

%Free Response 3
FR3=load('C:\...\fr_3ab_819.mat');
t3B=FR3.fr_3ab_819.X.Data;
x3B=FR3.fr_3ab_819.Y(1).Data/100;
th3B=FR3.fr_3ab_819.Y(4).Data*pi/180;
dx3B=FR3.fr_3ab_819.Y(6).Data/100;
dth3B=FR3.fr_3ab_819.Y(3).Data*pi/180;
IC starts at $t_3B=1.65$ sec which is $t_3B(29)$
Run for 15 sec
$t_3B_a=(0:0.03:15)$
$x3B_a=x3B(32:(t3B_a(end)/.03+32));$
th3B_a=th3B(29:(t3B_a(end)/.03+29));
dx3B_a=dx3B(32:(t3B_a(end)/.03+32));
dth3B_a=dth3B(29:(t3B_a(end)/.03+29));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Free Response 4
FR4=load('C:\...\Free Response Mass AB 8_19\fr_4ab_819.mat');
t4B=FR4.fr_4ab_819.X.Data;
x4B=FR4.fr_4ab_819.Y(1).Data/100;
th4B=FR4.fr_4ab_819.Y(4).Data*pi/180;
dx4B=FR4.fr_4ab_819.Y(6).Data/100;
dth4B=FR4.fr_4ab_819.Y(3).Data*pi/180;
IC starts at $t2B=0.81$ sec which is $t4B(29)$
Run for 15 sec
t4B_a=(0:0.03:15);
x4B_a=x4B(36:(t4B_a(end)/.03+36));
th4B_a=th4B(31:(t4B_a(end)/.03+31));
dx4B_a=dx4B(36:(t4B_a(end)/.03+36));
dth4B_a=dth4B(31:(t4B_a(end)/.03+31));

% For Phase Plot
th4B_p=th4B(34:(t4B_a(end)/.03+34));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Simulated Parameters
M=0.95;  % Mass of M_1, kg
c=1.54;  % Damping in Cart, N*s/m
g=9.81;  % Gravity, m/s^2
k=84;    % Spring Constant, N/m
mR=0.1776;  % Mass of Pendulum Rod, kg
LT=0.3715;  % Rod length from center of rotation to bob

% Mass B
b=3.1826*10^(-4);  % Damping in M2 due to Mass B, N*m*s/rad
h=0.0293+0.0316;  % Height of pendulum bob, m
L=L.T-h/2;  % R from C.O.R to center of pendulum
m=1.1854+mR;  % Mass of M_2 for Mass B, kg

% Friction acting on M1
mu_k=0.015;
N=g*(M+m);

% Initial Conditions
i=1:4;
x0=[x1B_a(1),x2B_a(1),x3B_a(1),x4B_a(1)];
 th0=[th1B_a(1),th2B_a(1),th3B_a(1),th4B_a(1)];
dx0=[dx1B_a(1),dx2B_a(1),dx3B_a(1),dx4B_a(1)];
dth0=[dth1B_a(1),dth2B_a(1),dth3B_a(1),dth4B_a(1)];

sim Mass_Pend_FR

% Free Response model uses Mass_Pend_F.mdl subsystem of coupled EOM
%simulated Responses
ts=disp(:,1);
xs1=disp(:,2);
xs2=disp(:,3);
xs3=disp(:,4);
xs4=disp(:,5);
ths1=disp(:,6);
ths2=disp(:,7);
ths3=disp(:,8);
ths4=disp(:,9);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Determine Oscillating Frequency
%Experimental System
%Test 1B
ST_1=t1B_a(2)-t1B_a(1); %Sample Time Step - Exp Sys
SF_1=1/ST_1; %Sampling Freq - Exp Sys
L_1=length(t1B_a); %Number of samples
NFFT_1 = 2ˆnextpow2(L_1); %Next power of 2
Y_1_theta = fft(th1B_a,NFFT_1)/L_1; %theta
Y_1_x = fft(x1B_a,NFFT_1)/L_1; %x
f_1= SF_1/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_1/2+1);

%Test 2B
ST_2=t2B_a(2)-t2B_a(1); %Sample Time Step - Exp Sys
SF_2=1/ST_2; %Sampling Freq - Exp Sys
L_2=length(t2B_a); %Number of samples
NFFT_2 = 2ˆnextpow2(L_2); %Next power of 2
Y_2_theta = fft(th2B_a,NFFT_2)/L_2; %theta
Y_2_x = fft(x2B_a,NFFT_2)/L_2; %x
f_2= SF_2/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_2/2+1);

%Simulated System
%Test 1
ST_s=ts(2)-ts(1); %Sample Time Step - Sim Sys
SF_s=1/ST_s; %Sampling Frequency - Sim Sys
L_s=length(ts); %Number of samples
NFFT_s = 2ˆnextpow2(L_s); %Next power of 2
Y_1_ths1 = fft(ths1,NFFT_s)/L_s; %theta
Y_1_xs1 = fft(xs1,NFFT_s)/L_s; %x
f_s= SF_s/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_s/2+1);

%Test 2
Y_2_ths2 = fft(ths2,NFFT_s)/L_s; %theta
Y_2_xs2 = fft(xs2,NFFT_s)/L_s; %x

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Frequency plots
figure(7)
suobplot(2,2,1)
plot(f_1,2*abs(Y_1_theta(1:NFFT_1/2+1)),'-','
f_1,2*abs(Y_1_x(1:NFFT_1/2+1)),'--'
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum FR Test 1: Experimental System')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,1,0,0.2])
```matlab
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(f_2,2*abs(Y_2_theta(1:NFFT_2/2+1)),'-'
    f_2,2*abs(Y_2_x(1:NFFT_2/2+1)),'--'
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum FR Test 2: Experimental System')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([-0,1,0,0.2])

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(f_s,2*abs(Y_1_ths1(1:NFFT_s/2+1)),'-'
    f_s,2*abs(Y_1_xs1(1:NFFT_s/2+1)),'--'
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum FR Test 1: Simulated System')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([-0,1,0,0.2])

subplot(2,2,4)
plot(f_s,2*abs(Y_2_ths2(1:NFFT_s/2+1)),'-'
    f_s,2*abs(Y_2_xs2(1:NFFT_s/2+1)),'--'
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum FR Test 2: Simulated System')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([-0,1,0,0.2])
```

---

Plots comparing simulated and experimental responses for each mass

%Test 1

```matlab
figure(2)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(t3B_a,x3B_a,'-',ts,xs3,'--','LineWidth',2)
legend('Experimental x','Simulated x')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('m')
title('Free Response Simulation: Test 3')

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(t3B_a,th3B_a,'-',ts,ths3,'--','LineWidth',2)
legend('Experimental theta','Simulated theta')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('Radians')
title('Free Response Simulation: Test 3')
```

%Plot for Paper

```matlab
figure(4)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t1B_a,x1B_a,'-b',ts,xs1,'--g','LineWidth',2)
xlabel('time (sec)','FontName','Times','FontSize',18)
ylabel('M_1 Displacement, x (m)','FontName','Times','FontSize',18)
set(gca,'XTick',[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8],'FontSize',16)
set(gca,'YTick',[-0.08,-0.06,-0.04,-0.02,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.08],
```

Uncoupled_FR.m

% Compared experimental and simulated response of uncoupled masses runs
% Uncoupled_Mass_FR.mdl and compares it to Experimental Data to simulate
% free response of the uncoupled masses due to initial conditions (IC)
% Runs fft analysis on experimental and simulated data and plots
% frequency plots

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% Experimental Data
FRM2=load('C:\...\Free Response Mass AB & M1(fr_ab_only.mat)');
FR_M1=load('C:\...\Data_9_12\m1_onlya_9_12.mat');

%% Free Response Data M2
tab=FRM2.fr_ab_only.X.Data;
thab=FRM2.fr_ab_only.Y(4).Data;
dthab=FRM2.fr_ab_only.Y(3).Data;

% IC starts at tab=2.16sec Which is tab(73)
% Run for 15 sec

% Code for plotting Test 2 omitted for space
% Code for plotting Test 4 Omitted for space
dthab_a=dthab(73:(tab_a(length(tab_a))/0.03+73));

%%%Free Response Data M1

% Test a: IC starts at tab=0.72sec
IC=0.72;
M1_IC=IC/ST_M1+1;

tM1_a=(0:ST_M1:tM1(end)-IC);
xM1_a=xM1(M1_IC:(tM1_a(length(tM1_a))/ST_M1+M1_IC));
dxM1_a=dxM1(M1_IC:(tM1_a(length(tM1_a))/ST_M1+M1_IC));

figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(tM1_a,xM1_a,'-',time,x,'--','LineWidth',2)
legend('Exp.Data','Sim. Data')
xlabel('time(sec)')
ylabel('Displacement (cm)')
title('Free Response of Uncoupled Mass M1')

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(tab_a,thab_a,'-',time,theta,'--','LineWidth',2)
legend('Exp.Data','Sim. Data')
xlabel('time(sec)')
ylabel('Displacement (deg)')
title('Free Response of Uncoupled Mass M2')

% Finding Oscillating Frequency

% M1 Experimental Data
ST_M1=tM1_a(2)-tM1_a(1); % Sample Time Step - Exp. Sys
SF_M1=1/ST_M1; % Sampling Frequency - Exp. Sys
L_M1=length(xM1_a); % Number of samples
NFFT_M1 = 2^nextpow2(L_M1); % Next power of 2
Y_M1 = fft(xM1_a,NFFT_M1)/L_M1; % fft calculation
f_M1= SF_M1/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_M1/2+1);

% M2 Experimental Data
ST_M2=tab_a(2)-tab_a(1); % Sample Time Step - Exp. Sys
SF_M2=1/ST_M2; % Sampling Frequency - Exp. Sys
L_M2=length(thab_a); % Number of samples
NFFT_M2 = 2^nextpow2(L_M2); % Next power of 2
Y_M2 = fft(thab_a,NFFT_M2)/L_M2; % fft calculation
f_M2= SF_M2/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_M2/2+1);

% M1 Simulated Data
ST_x=time(2)-time(1); % Sample Time Step - Exp. Sys
SF_x=1/ST_x; % Sampling Frequency - Exp. Sys
L_x=length(x); % Number of samples
NFFT_x = 2^nextpow2(L_x); % Next power of 2
Y_x = fft(x,NFFT_x)/L_x; % fft calculation
f_x= SF_x/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_x/2+1);

% M2 Simulated Data
ST_th=time(2)-time(1); % Sample Time Step - Exp. Sys
SF_th=1/ST_th; % Sampling Frequency - Exp. Sys
L_th=length(theta); % Number of samples
NFFT_th = 2^nextpow2(L_th); % Next power of 2
Y_th = fft(theta,NFFT_th)/L_th; % fft calculation
f_th= SF_th/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_th/2+1);

% Plot single-sided amplitude spectrum.
figure(4)

% M1 Free response, Experimental: frequency plots
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(f_M1,2*abs(Y_M1(1:NFFT_M1/2+1)))
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of M1 Experimental Data')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,10,0,6])

% M2 Free Response, Experimental
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(f_M2,2*abs(Y_M2(1:NFFT_M2/2+1)))
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of M2 Experimental Data')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,10,0,35])

% M1 Free Response, Simulated
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(f_x,2*abs(Y_x(1:NFFT_x/2+1)))
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of M1 Simulated Data')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,10,0,6])
% M2 Free Response, Simulated
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(f_th,2*abs(Y_th(1:NFFT_th/2+1)))
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of M2 Simulated Data')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
axis([0,10,0,35])

Uncoupled_Masses.m
% Analysis of experimental data of free response of uncoupled masses to
determine parameter values;
% fft analysis to determine damped natural frequency
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Experimental Data
FR_M2=load('C:\..\Data_9_12\m2_onlya_9_12'); % M2 data
FR_M1=load('C:\..\Data_9_12\m1_onlya_9_12'); % M1 data

% Free Response Data M2
tab=FR_M2.m2_onlya_9_12.X.Data; % Time
thab=FR_M2.m2_onlya_9_12.Y(4).Data; % Theta
dthab=FR_M2.m2_onlya_9_12.Y(3).Data; % dTheta/dt

% Free Response Data M1
tM1=FR_M1.m1_onlya_9_12.X.Data; % Time
xM1=FR_M1.m1_onlya_9_12.Y(1).Data; % x
dxM1=FR_M1.m1_onlya_9_12.Y(6).Data; % dx/dt
ST_M1=tM1(2)-tM1(1); % Sample Time Step
SP_M1=1/ST_M1; % Sampling Frequency

% Test a: Initial Condition (IC) starts at time tab=0.72sec
IC=0.72;
M1_IC=IC/ST_M1+1;
tM1_a=(0:ST_M1:tM1(end)-IC);
xM1_a=xM1(M1_IC:(length(tM1_a)/ST_M1+M1_IC));
dxM1_a=dxM1(M1_IC:(length(tM1_a)/ST_M1+M1_IC));

figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(tM1,xM1,’-’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’time (sec)’)
ylabel(’Displacement (cm)’)
title(’Free Response of Uncoupled Mass M1’)
figure(2)
a=0;
plot(tM1_a,xM1_a,'-',tM1_a,dxM1_a,'--',tM1_a,a,'-k','LineWidth',2)
legend('M1 displacement','M1 Velocity')
title('Experimental Data')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Finding Oscillating Frequency
%M1_Experimental Data
L_M1=length(xM1_a); %Number of samples
NFFT_M1 = 2ˆnextpow2(L_M1); %Next power of 2
Y_M1 = fft(xM1_a,NFFT_M1)/L_M1;
f_M1= SF_M1/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT_M1/2+1);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%M2 Experimental Data
ST_M2=tab(2)-tab(1); %Sample Time Step
SF_M2=1/ST_M2; %Sampling Frequency
L_M2=length(thab); %Number of samples
NFFT_M2 = 2ˆnextpow2(L_M2); %Next power of 2 from
Y_M2 = fft(thab,NFFT_M2)/L_M2; %Fast fourier transform

Magnetic Force Code
Electromagnet_Force.m

%Magnetic Force
%Calculations on magnetic force for Mass-Pendulum project.
%Comparing holding force of two masses of different cross sections
%Comparing holding force of mass B with various air gap cross sectional
%areas

mu0=4*pi*10ˆ(-7); %Permability of free space, H/m
mur=70; %Relative permeability of steel
L1E=8; %Magnetic Path of Electromagnet, in
L1=L1E*0.0254; %m
L2E=2.25; %Magnetic path through Pendulum, in
L2=L2E*0.0254; %m
AcE=pi*(0.0254)^2; %Cross sectional Area of Core, in^2
Ac=AcE*(0.0254)^2; %m^2
%For 22-AWG wire
NA=432*2; %Turns
IA=2.67; %Current, Amps
xg_Eng=0:0.001:4; %Air gap length, Dist. b/t magnet and pend, in
xg=xg_Eng*(2.54/100); %m

%Magnetic Force
%Pendulum Mass A
h_A=1.155; %Height M_2A, in
A1E_A=(pi*(2.25/2)^2*h_A)/2.25; %Avg cross sectional area, in^2
A1_A=A1E_A*(0.0254)^2; %Avg cross sectional area, m^2

%Neglecting Fringing
Ag_A=Ac;
R_NA=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_A)+L2/(mu0*mur*A1_A);
dRdx_NA=2/(mu0*Ag_A); %dR/dx
fmech_NA=0.5*(NA*IA)^2./(R_NA.^2).*dRdx_NA; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_N_EngA=fmech_NA/4.448; %Magnetic force, Lbs
%Accounting for Fringing
AgF_A=(sqrt(Ag_A)+xg).^2;
R_FA=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*AgF_A)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_A);
dRdx_FA=(-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag_A)))./(mu0*(sqrt(Ag_A)+xg).^3);
fmech_FA=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_FA.^2.*dRdx_FA; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_F_EngA=abs(fmech_FA)/4.448; %Magnetic force, Lbs
Hold_A=fmech_FA(1); %Holding force, N
Hold_Eng_A=fmech_F_EngA(1); %Holding force, lb

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Pendulum Mass B
hB=2.4; %Height M_2B, in
A1E_B=(pi*(2.25/2).^2*hB)/2.25; %Avg cross sectional area, in^2
A_B=A1E_B*(0.0254).^2; %Avg cross sectional area, m^2

%Neglecting Fringing
Ag_B=Ac; %Air gap cross sectional area equal to core
R_NB=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B); %Reluctance
dRdx_NB=2/(mu0*Ag_B); %dR/dx
fmech_NB=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NB.^2.*dRdx_NB; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_N_EngB=fmech_NB/4.448; %Magnetic force, Lbs
%Accounting for Fringing
AgF_B=(sqrt(Ag_B)+xg).^2;
R_FB=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*AgF_B)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B);
dRdx_FB=(-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag_B)))./(mu0*(sqrt(Ag_B)+xg).^3);
fmech_FB=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_FB.^2.*dRdx_FB;
fmech_F_EngB=abs(fmech_FB)/4.448; %Converting to lbs
Hold_B=fmech_FB(1); %Holding force, N
Hold_Eng_B=fmech_F_EngB(1); %Holding force, lb

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Checking influence of Ag (Air gap cross sectional area) for Mass B
Ag_B2=(Ac+Al_B)/2; %Air gap cross sectional area as avg
Ag_B3=2.5*Ac; %Air gap cross sectional area as 2.5 of Ac

%Neglecting Fringing
R_NB2=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B2)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B);
dRdx_NB2=2/(mu0*Ag_B2); %dR/dx
fmech_NB2=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NB2.^2.*dRdx_NB2; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_N_EngB2=fmech_NB2/4.448; %Magnetic force, Lbs
%Accounting for Fringing
AgF_B2=(sqrt(Ag_B2)+xg).^2;
R_FB2=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*AgF_B2)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B);
dRdx_FB2=(-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag_B2)))./(mu0*(sqrt(Ag_B2)+xg).^3);
fmech_FB2=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_FB2.^2.*dRdx_FB2; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_F_EngB2=abs(fmech_FB2)/4.448; %Lbs

%Neglecting Fringing
R_NB3=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B3)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B);
dRdx_NB3=2/(mu0*Ag_B3); %dR/dx
fmech_NB3=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NB3.^2.*dRdx_NB3; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_N_EngB3=fmech_NB3/4.448; %Lbs
%Acounting for Fringing
AgF_B3=(sqrt(Ag_B3)+xg).^2;
R_FB3=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*sqrt(Ag_B3));
dRdx_FB3=(-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag_B3)))./(mu0*(sqrt(Ag_B3)+xg).^3); %dR/dx
fmech_FB3=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_FB3.^2.*dRdx_FB3; %Magnetic force, N
fmech_F_EngB3=fmech_FB3/4.448; %Lbs
Fhold_FB3=fmech_FB3(1); %Holding force air gap Ag_B2, N
Fhold_Eng_B2=fmech_F_EngB2(1); %Lbs
Fhold_B3=fmech_FB3(1); %Holding force air gap Ag_B3, N
Fhold_Eng_B3=fmech_F_EngB3(1); %Lbs

%Holding Forces
fprintf('mu_r=70\n')
fprintf('Holding Force on Mass A: (Ag=Ac) N, Lb')
F_Hold_M2A=[Fhold_A,Fhold_Eng_A]
fprintf('Holding Force on Mass B: (Ag=Ac) N, Lb and')
fprintf(' (Ag=(Ac+AL)/2) N,Lb')
F_Hold_M2B=[Fhold_B,Fhold_Eng_B,Fhold_B2,Fhold_Eng_B2]
fprintf('Holding Force on Mass B: (Ag=Al) N, Lb')
F_Hold_M2B_3=[Fhold_B3,Fhold_Eng_B3]

%Checking influence of relative permeability, mu_r,
%on Mass B, for Ag_B=Ac
mur2=50; %Relative permeability of core and load
R_NBmu2=L1/(mu0*mur2*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B); +L2/(mu0*mur2*Al_B);
dRdx_NBmu2=2/(mu0*Ag_B); %dR/dx
fmech_NBmu2=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NBmu2.^2.*dRdx_NBmu2; %magnet force, N
fmech_N_EngBmu2=fmech_NBmu2/4.448; %Lbs
Fhold_mu2=fmech_NBmu2(1); %Holding force, N
mur3=60; %Relative permeability or core and load
R_NBmu3=L1/(mu0*mur3*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B)+L2/(mu0*mur3*Al_B);
dRdx_NBmu3=2/(mu0*Ag_B); %dR/dx
fmech_NBmu3=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NBmu3.^2.*dRdx_NBmu3; %Magnet force, N
fmech_N_EngBmu3=fmech_NBmu3/4.448; %Lbs
Fhold_mu3=fmech_NBmu3(1); %Holding force, N
mur4=80; %Relative permeability of core and load
R_NBmu4=L1/(mu0*mur4*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B)+L2/(mu0*mur4*Al_B);
dRdx_NBmu4=2/(mu0*Ag_B); %dR/dx
fmech_NBmu4=0.5*(NA*IA).^2./R_NBmu4.^2.*dRdx_NBmu4; %Magnet force, N
fmech_N_EngBmu4=fmech_NBmu4/4.448; %Lbs
Fhold_mu4=fmech_NBmu4(1); %Holding force, N
murC=80; %Relative permeability of core
murL=30; %Relative permeability of load
R_NBmu_D=L1/(mu0*murC*Ac)+(2*xg)./(mu0*Ag_B)+L2/(mu0*murL*Al_B);
dRdx_NBmu_D=2/(mu0*Ag_B); %dR/dx
fmech_NBmu_D=0.5*(NA*IA)^2./(R_NBmu_D.^2).*dRdx_NBmu_D;%Magnet-force, N
fmech_N_EngBmu_D=fmech_NBmu_D/4.448; %Lbs
Fhold_mu_D=fmech_NBmu_D(1); %Holding force, N

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Holding Forces
fprintf('Holding Force on Mass B (Ag=Ac): mu_r=50, 60, 70, 80, 
')
fprintf('and mu_rC=80 and mu_rL=30 
')
fprintf('Force is in Newtons')

F_Hold_B_mu=[Fhold_mu2,Fhold_mu3,Fhold_B,Fhold_mu4,Fhold_mu_D]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Plot for Paper Mass A and Mass B in metric units
%Neglecting fringing and considering fringing
figure(1)
y=0;
plot(xg,fmech_NA,'-r',xg,fmech_FA,'--r',xg,fmech_NB,'-b',
     xg,fmech_FB,'--b',xg,y,'-k','LineWidth',1.5)
xlabel('Air Gap, x_g, (m)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
ylabel('Magnetic Force (N)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
legend('M_A Neglecting Fringing','M_A Considering Fringing',
       'M_B Neglecting Fringing','M_B Considering Fringing')
set(gca,'XTick',[0,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025],'FontSize',11)
axis([0,0.03,-1,50]);
grid on

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(2)
%Effect of mu_r value
plot(xg,fmech_NBmu2,'-g',xg,fmech_NBmu3,'r',xg,fmech_NB,'-k',
     xg,fmech_NBmu4,'-b',xg,fmech_NBmu_D,'-m',xg,y,'-k','LineWidth',2)
xlabel('Air Gap, x_g, (m)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
ylabel('Magnetic Force (N)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
legend('mu_r=50','mu_r=60','mu_r=70','mu_r=80','mu_rC=80, mu_rL=30')
title('Magnetic Force, Mass B for Air Gap A_g=A_C Neglecting Fringing')
set(gca,'XTick',[0,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03],'FontSize',11)
set(gca,'YTick',[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7],'FontSize',11)
axis([0.01,0.03,0.7,7]);
grid on
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(3)
subplot(1,1,1)
y=0;
plot(xg,fmech_NB,'-k',xg,fmech_FB,':k',xg,fmech_NB2,'--k',
     xg,fmech_FB2,'-.k',xg,y,'-k','LineWidth',2.2)
xlabel('Air Gap, x_g, (m)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
ylabel('Magnetic Force (N)','FontName','Times','FontSize',13)
set(gca,'XTick',[0,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03],'FontSize',11)
axis([0,0.03,-1,70]);
grid on

Magnetic_Force_Symbolic.m
%Calculating symbolic equation for magnetic force
syms mu0 mur L1 L2 N I xg Ac Al Ag

%mu0=4*pi*10^(-7);          %Permeability of free space, H/m
%mur=80;                      %Relative permeability of steel

%Neglecting Fringing
R_NB=(L1/(mu0*mur*Ac))+(2*xg)/(mu0*Ag)+ (L2/(mu0*mur*Al));%Reluctance
%Deriv. of reluctance w.r.t x
fmech_NB=0.5*(N*I)^2/(R_NB^2)*dRdx_NB; %Magnetic force in Newtons
pretty(fmech_NB)

%Accounting for Fringing
AgF_B=(sqrt(Ag)+xg)^2;
R_FB=L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)/(mu0*AgF_B)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al);
dRdx_FB=(-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag)))/(mu0*(sqrt(Ag)+xg)^3);
fmech_FB=0.5*(N*I)^2/R_FB^2*dRdx_FB;
pretty(fmech_FB)

Magnetic force functions in terms of variable x_g

---------------------------------------------
syms xg
mu0=4*pi*10^(-7);          %Permeability of free space, H/m
mur=70;                      %Relative permeability of steel
L1E=8;                      %Magnetic Path of Electromagnet, in
L2E=2.25;                   %Magnetic path through Pendulum
L1=L1E*0.0254;             %m
L2=L2E*0.0254;             %m
%For 22-AWG wire
NA=432*2;                   %Turns
IA=2.67;                    %Current, Amps
%Mass M_2B
hB=2.4;                     %Height of pendulum M_2B, in
AlE_B=(pi*(2.25/2)^2*hB)/2.25; %M2 avg cross sectional area, in^2
%Convert to metric
Al_B=AlE_B*(0.0254)^2;     %m^2

%Neglecting Fringing
Ag_B=Ag;                     %Cross sectional area of air gap
Ag_B=(Ac+Al_B)/2;           %Cross sectional area of air gap

R_NB=simple(L1/(mu0*mur*Ac))+(2*xg)/(mu0*Ag_B)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B));
dRdx_NB=2/(mu0*Ag_B);       %dR/dx
phi=(NA*IA)/(R_NB);         %Magnetic flux
fmech_NB=0.5*phi^2*dRdx_NB; %Magnetic force in Newtons
fmech_NC=simple(fmech_NB);  %Simplify function
pretty(fmech_NC)
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%Accounting for Fringing
AgF_B=(sqrt(Ag_B)+xg)^2;
R_FB=simple((L1/(mu0*mur*Ac)+(2*xg)/(mu0*AgF_B)+L2/(mu0*mur*Al_B));
dRdx_FB=simple((-2*(xg-sqrt(Ag_B)))/(mu0*(sqrt(Ag_B)+xg)^3));
phi_F=simple((NA*IA)/R_FB);
fmech_FB=0.5*phi_F^2*dRdx_FB;
fprintf('Magnetic Forcing Function, Considering Fringing')
pretty(fmech_FB)

Miscellaneous Code
M1_M2_Uncertainty.m
%Calculate uncertainty of the system parameters
%Calculating system parameters from experimentally measured log
decrement and w_d for uncoupled M1 and M2
%M_1 Experimentally determined values
%Calculate uncertainty of the system parameters
%M_1 Experimentally determined values
M1=0.950; %M1 mass, kg
u_M1=0.124; %M1 uncertainty
del_c=0.5705; %Log decrement
u_del_c=0.2367; %Log decrement uncertainty
wd_c=9.698; %Damped natural Frequency (rad/s)
u_wd_c=0.346; %Uncertainty in Frequency
%M_1 Calculated Parameters
zeta_c=del_c/sqrt(4*pi^2+del_c^2); %Damping ratio
wn_c=wd_c/sqrt(1-zeta_c^2); %Natural Freq, rad/s
k=wn_c^2*M1; %Spring Constant, N*m
c=2*zeta_c*wn_c*M1; %Damping coefficient N*s/m
%M_1 Uncertainty
u_zeta_c=abs(-0.5*del_c*(4*pi^2+del_c)^(3/2)+(4*pi^2+del_c)^(1/2)*u_del_c);
u_wn_c=sqrt(((1-zeta_c^2)^(3/2)*u_wd_c)^2+(wd_c*zeta_c)*
(1-zeta_c^2)^(1/2)*u_zeta_c)^2);
u_k=sqrt((2*wn_c*M1*u_wn_c)^2+(wn_c^2*u_M1)^2)+(2*zeta_c*
M1*u_wn_c)^2);
fprintf('M_1 Calculated Parameters 
')
M1_Parameters=[zeta_c, u_zeta_c, wn_c, u_wn_c, k, u_k, c, u_c']
%M_2 Experimentally determined values
R=0.3410; %Rod length, m
M2=1.363; %M2 mass, kg
u_M2=0.1239; %Uncertainty in M2 mass
del_p=1.186e-3; %Log decrement
u_del_p=5.77e-4; %Uncertainty in log decrement
wd_p=5.3192; %Damped natural freq
u_wd_p=6.98e-3; %Uncertainty
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%_M_2 Calculated parameters

\[ zeta_p = \frac{\delta_p}{\sqrt{4\pi^2 + \delta_p^2}}; \quad \text{Damping ratio} \]
\[ wn_p = \frac{w_d_p}{\sqrt{1 - zeta_p^2}}; \quad \text{Natural frequency} \]
\[ b = 2zeta_p \cdot wn_p \cdot M2 \cdot R^2; \quad \text{Damping coefficient} \]

%_M_2 Uncertainty

\[ u_{zeta_p} = \left| -0.5 \cdot \delta_p \cdot (4\pi^2 + \delta_p)^{-\frac{3}{2}} + (4\pi^2 + \delta_p)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdot u_{\delta_p} \right| \]
\[ u_{wn_p} = \sqrt{((1 - zeta_p^2)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdot u_{w_d_p})^2 + (w_d_p \cdot zeta_p \cdot (1 - zeta_p)^{-\frac{3}{2}})^2}; \]
\[ u_b = \sqrt{(2 \cdot wn_p \cdot M2 \cdot R^2 \cdot u_{zeta_p})^2 + (2 \cdot zeta_p \cdot M2 \cdot R^2 \cdot u_{wn_p})^2 + (2 \cdot zeta_p \cdot wn_p \cdot R^2 \cdot u_{M2})^2}; \]

fprintf('M_2 Calculated Parameters 
')
fprintf('zeta_p, u_zeta_p, wn_p, u_wn_p, b, u_b')
M2_Parameters=[zeta_p, u_zeta_p, wn_p, u_wn_p, b, u_b]
Appendix C

Mass–Pendulum AutoCAD Drawings

The AutoCAD drawings for the mass–pendulum experimental system are shown with a brief description offered in the caption. The system material is given. Unless otherwise noted, units are in inches.

Figure C.1: Mass $M_1$ made of aluminum, designed to hold 6 linear ball bearings, support the pendulum, and attach the spring
Figure C.2: Aluminum, structure end plates to support parallel rods and connector brackets of the beam load cell

Figure C.3: Dimensions of structure made from 20mm extruded aluminum
Figure C.4: Aluminum brackets supporting the encoder casing and a 6.35mm diameter pendulum support rod

Figure C.5: Aluminum collar attached over a 6.35mm diameter rod, providing a threaded attachment for the pendulum rod
Figure C.6: Aluminum plate for securely attaching encoder bracket to the base of $M_1$

Figure C.7: Upper and lower beam load cell aluminum connectors which attach to structure end plates while providing correct load cell bending
Figure C.8: Two separate connectors for attaching the spring to the beam load cell and $M_1$

Figure C.9: Stability brackets attaching to the base of the extruded aluminum structure
Figure C.10: Steel electromagnet core composed of three pieces

Figure C.11: Bracket to connect to base of structure and supply heat sink and support to a previously tested electromagnet
Figure C.12: Support collar for pig-tail electrical connection for lab amplifiers used with beam load cells
Appendix D

Mass–Pendulum Additional Data

The forced responses of the experimental and simulated systems for which $M_1$ was constrained are shown below in Fig. D.1 through Fig. D.3. The plots for the three tested positions of the electromagnet are displayed.

Figure D.1: Comparison of experimental (—) and simulated (- - -) forced responses for $x_m = -4$cm and $M_1$ fixed
Figure D.2: Comparison of experimental (—) (outside curve) and simulated (- - -) (inside curve) forced responses for $x_m = -7.5\text{cm}$ and $M_1$ fixed

Figure D.3: Comparison of experimental (——) (inside curve) and simulated (- - -) (outside curve) forced responses for $x_m = -11.4\text{cm}$ and $M_1$ fixed
A comparison of the influence of different pendulum masses $M_2$ on the coupled free response is shown in Fig. D.4. The comparison of the experimental and simulated free responses in which friction in $M_1$ is not included in the simulation is shown in Fig. D.5.

Figure D.4: Experimental data comparing free response relationship between $M_1$ (- - -)(cm) and $M_2$ (—)(deg) for (a) $M_2 = 0.75$ kg and (b) $M_2 = 1.36$ kg for similar initial conditions

Figure D.5: Free response comparison of experimental(- - -) and simulated (—) data of $M_1$ and $M_2$ for initial conditions $x = 0$ cm and $\theta = -30^\circ$deg, neglecting friction as a simulation parameter
Appendix E

TEG Simulink Models

The Simulink model used with dSpace and ControlDesk in the experimental system is shown below. The subsystems appear below with the equations for J- and K-type thermocouple calibrations contained in the Appendix H.

Figure E.1: TEG_dSpace.mdl subsystem used with dSpace and ControlDesk to calibrate and record throttle position and proximity sensors
Figure E.2: TEG_dSpace.mdl subsystem used with dSpace and ControlDesk to record voltage and current from thermoelectric modules (During testing Channel 8 was unused because it was found to create a ground loop)

Figure E.3: TEG_dSpace.mdl Simulink model used with dSpace and ControlDesk identifies signal connections and calibrates input signals
Appendix F

TEG Matlab Code

The Matlab code used to plot and analyze experimental data and perform numerical calculations is contained below. The code used for all experimental data sets and engine settings is not included due to space and the use of identical commands for compiling data. Differences in code are due to different file names and corresponding variable names.

Code Analyzing and Compiling Experimental Data
TEG_4_Series.m: Experimental data from 4 modules connected in series

```matlab
%4 Modules connected in Series
%Open circuit voltage, Seebeck coeff.
%Voltage at max temp with variable resistive load
%Calculated current for test is recorded in
%Parameters_System_and_Test.xlsx under Series_Data tab
V_4_open=load('C:\...\teg_4_open.mat');
t_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.X.Data;
%Temperature Data for open circuit over temp range
Ambient_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Air
Exh1_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(3).Data; %Exhaust 1
Exh2_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(4).Data; %Exhaust 2
Surf1_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TEG_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4=(Surf1_V4+Surf2_V4)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4=(TE_CS_1_V4+TE_CS_2_V4)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
DeltaT_4=Avg_HS_V4-Avg_CS_V4; %Avg Temp gradient
Alpha_4=TEG_V4./DeltaT_4; %Seebeck coefficient over temp range
```
RPM_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(10).Data*100;
Rad1_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(5).Data;
Rad2_V4=V_4_open.teg_4_open.Y(6).Data;
% plots for V_4_open
figure(1)
figure1=figure(1);
% Plot of T_hot and Delta T
xtick_1=0:200:1800;
xlim_1=[0 1750];
ytick_1=0:20:140;
ylim_1=[0 140];
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,...
    'YTick',ytick_1,...
    'YMinorTick','on',...
    'XTick',xtick_1,...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'Position',[0.15 0.72 0.78 0.26],...
    'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes1,xlim_1);
ylim(axes1,ylim_1);
box(axes1,'on');
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
plot1 = plot(t_V4,Avg_HS_V4,'-b',t_V4,DeltaT_4,'--g','Parent',...
    axes1,'LineWidth',2.5);
ylabel('Temperature (\circ C)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');
% Plot of Open Loop voltage
xtick_2=0:200:1800;
xlim_2=[0 1750];
ytick_2=0:2:10;
ylim_2=[0 9];
axes2 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',ytick_2,...
    'XTick',xtick_2,...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'Position',[0.15 0.41 0.78 0.26],...
    'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes2,xlim_2);
ylim(axes2,ylim_2);
box(axes2,'on');
grid(axes2,'on');
hold(axes2,'all');
plot2=plot(t_V4,TEG_V4,'-r','Parent',axes2,'LineWidth',2.5);
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');
% Plot of Exhaust Temps
xtick_3=0:200:1800;
xlim_3=[0 1750];
ytick_3=0:100:500;
ylim_3=[0 500];
axes3 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',ytick_3,...
'XTick',xtick_3,...
'XMinorTick','on',...
'Position',[0.15 0.10 0.78 0.26],...
'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes3,xlim_3);
ylim(axes3,ylim_3);
box(axes3,'on');
grid(axes3,'on');
hold(axes3,'all');
plot3=plot(t_V4,Exh1_V4,'-c',t_V4,Exh2_V4,'-.m',t_V4,Rad1_V4,...
'--b','Parent',axes3,'LineWidth',2.5);
xlabel('Time (sec)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');
ylabel('Temperature (°C)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(2)
figure2=figure(2);
%Plot Seebeck vs. Temp Gradient
xtick_4=0:10:70;
xlim_4=[0 60.2];
ytick_4=0:.01:0.2;
ylim_4=[0.13 0.2];
axes4 = axes('Parent',figure2,...
'YTick',ytick_4,...
'YMinorTick','on',....
'XTick',xtick_4,...
'XMinorTick','on',...
'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes4,xlim_4);
ylim(axes4,ylim_4);
box(axes4,'on');
grid(axes4,'on');
hold(axes4,'all');
plot4=scatter(DeltaT_4,Alpha_4,'.b','Parent',axes4);
xlabel('Temperature Gradient (°C)','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times');
ylabel('Seebeck Coeffient (V/°C)','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times');

%Plot of Seebeck Coeff over time sample
figure(3)
figure3=figure(3);
xtick_5=0:200:1800;
xlim_5=[0 1750];
ytick_5=0:.01:0.2;
ylim_5=[0.13 0.2];
axes5 = axes('Parent',figure3,...
'YTick',ytick_5,...
'YMinorTick','on',....
'XTick',xtick_5,...
'XMinorTick','on',...
'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes5,xlim_5);
ylim(axes5,ylim_5);
box(axes5,'on');
grid(axes5,'on');
hold(axes5,'all');
plot5=scatter(t_V4,Alpha_4,'.m','Parent',axes5);
ylabel('Seebeck Coefficient (V/°C)','FontSize',16,'FontName','...'
'Times');
xlabel('time (sec)', 'FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');

figure(4)
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t_V4,RPM_V4,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V4(end),1000,2000])

subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t_V4,throttle_V4,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V4(end),10,105])

figure(2)
subplot(4,3,7)
plot(RPM_V4_val_1(1200:end),RPM_V4_cnt_1(1200:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM (0-200)sec')

subplot(4,3,8)
plot(RPM_V4_val_2(1450:end),RPM_V4_cnt_2(1450:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM (200-300sec')

subplot(4,3,9)
plot(RPM_V4_val_3(1500:1700),RPM_V4_cnt_3(1500:1700),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM (300-910sec')

subplot(4,3,10)
plot(RPM_V4_val_4(1600:end),RPM_V4_cnt_4(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM (930-1270)sec')

subplot(4,3,11)
plot(RPM_V4_val_5(1600:end),RPM_V4_cnt_5(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM (1280-end)sec')

%% Engine Speed and Throttle for Open Circuit Series Connection

% Tabulate Engine Speed [(0-480),(530-1270),(1340-1560),(1560-end)]sec
ST_V4=t_V4(2)-t_V4(1); % sample time step
RPM_V4_1=tabulate(round(RPM_V4(1:fix(200/ST_V4))));
RPM_V4_2=tabulate(round(RPM_V4(fix(200/ST_V4)+1:fix(300/ST_V4))));
RPM_V4_3=tabulate(round(RPM_V4(fix(300/ST_V4)+1:fix(910/ST_V4))));
RPM_V4_4=tabulate(round(RPM_V4(fix(930/ST_V4)+1:fix(1270/ST_V4))));
RPM_V4_5=tabulate(round(RPM_V4(fix(1280/ST_V4)+1:fix(t_V4(end)/ST_V4))));
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%Data for Max temp at variable resistances
V_4a=load('C:\...\teg_4a.mat');
V_4b=load('C:\...\teg_4b.mat');
V_4c=load('C:\...\teg_4c.mat');
V_4d=load('C:\...\teg_d.mat');
V_4e=load('C:\...\teg_e.mat');
V_4f=load('C:\...\teg_f.mat');
V_4g=load('C:\...\teg_g.mat');

%Data, Test 4a
Air_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
Avg_Air_V4a=sum(Air_V4a)/length(Air_V4a);
Exh1_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(3).Data; %Exh 1
Avg_Exh1_V4a=sum(Exh1_V4a)/length(Exh1_V4a);
Exh2_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(4).Data; %Exh 2
Avg_Exh2_V4a=sum(Exh2_V4a)/length(Exh2_V4a);
Rad1_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(5).Data; %Rad Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V4a=sum(Rad1_V4a)/length(Rad1_V4a);
Rad2_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(6).Data; %Rad Outlet
Avg_Rad2_V4a=sum(Rad2_V4a)/length(Rad2_V4a);
Surf1_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TEG_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4a=V_4a.teg_4a.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4a=(Surf1_V4a+Surf2_V4a)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4a=(TE_CS_1_V4a+TE_CS_2_V4a)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
HSavg_V4a=sum(Avg_HS_V4a)/length(Avg_HS_V4a); %Single Avg HS temp
CSavg_V4a=sum(Avg_CS_V4a)/length(Avg_CS_V4a); %Single Avg CS temp
DeltaT_4a=HSavg_V4a-CSavg_V4a; %Single Avg Temp gradient
Avg_V4a=[Avg_Exh1_V4a; Avg_Exh2_V4a; Avg_Rad1_V4a; Avg_Rad2_V4a;...
          HSavg_V4a; CSavg_V4a; DeltaT_4a; Avg_Air_V4a]

%Data, Test 4b
Air_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
Avg_Air_V4b=sum(Air_V4b)/length(Air_V4b);
Exh1_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(3).Data; %Exh 1
Avg_Exh1_V4b=sum(Exh1_V4b)/length(Exh1_V4b);
Exh2_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(4).Data; %Exh 2
Avg_Exh2_V4b=sum(Exh2_V4b)/length(Exh2_V4b);
Rad1_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(5).Data; %Rad Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V4b=sum(Rad1_V4b)/length(Rad1_V4b);
Rad2_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(6).Data; %Rad Outlet
Avg_Rad2_V4b=sum(Rad2_V4b)/length(Rad2_V4b);
Surf1_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TEG_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4b=(Surf1_V4b+Surf2_V4b)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4b=(TE_CS_1_V4b+TE_CS_2_V4b)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
HSavg_V4b=sum(Avg_HS_V4b)/length(Avg_HS_V4b); %Single Avg HS temp
CSavg_V4b=sum(Avg_CS_V4b)/length(Avg_CS_V4b); %single Avg HS temp
DeltaT_4b=HSavg_V4b-CSavg_V4b; %Single Avg Temp gradient
Vavg_V4b=sum(TEG_V4b)/length(TEG_V4b); %Single Voltage avg
RPM_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(9).Data; %RPM
throttle_V4b=V_4b.teg_4b.Y(10).Data; %throttle
Avg_throttle_V4b=sum(throttle_V4b)/length(throttle_V4b);
fprintf('Average values Test 4b 
')
Avg_V4b=[Avg_Exh1_V4b; Avg_Exh2_V4b; Avg_Rad1_V4b; Avg_Rad2_V4b; ...
HSavg_V4b; CSavg_V4b;DeltaT_4b; Avg_Air_V4b]

%Data, Test 4c
Air_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
Avg_Air_V4c=sum(Air_V4c)/length(Air_V4c);
Exh1_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(3).Data; %Exh 1
Avg_Exh1_V4c=sum(Exh1_V4c)/length(Exh1_V4c);
Exh2_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(4).Data; %Exh 2
Avg_Exh2_V4c=sum(Exh2_V4c)/length(Exh2_V4c);
Rad1_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(5).Data; %Rad Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V4c=sum(Rad1_V4c)/length(Rad1_V4c);
Rad2_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(6).Data; %Rad Outlet
Avg_Rad2_V4c=sum(Rad2_V4c)/length(Rad2_V4c);
Surf1_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TECS_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4c=(Surf1_V4c+Surf2_V4c)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4c=(TE_CS_1_V4c+TE_CS_2_V4c)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
HSavg_V4c=sum(Avg_HS_V4c)/length(Avg_HS_V4c); %Single Avg HS temp
CSavg_V4c=sum(Avg_CS_V4c)/length(Avg_CS_V4c); %single Avg HS temp
DeltaT_4c=HSavg_V4c-CSavg_V4c; %Single Avg Temp gradient
Vavg_V4c=sum(TEG_V4c)/length(TEG_V4c); %Single Voltage avg
RPM_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(9).Data; %RPM
throttle_V4c=V_4c.teg_4c.Y(10).Data; %throttle
Avg_throttle_V4c=sum(throttle_V4c)/length(throttle_V4c);
fprintf('Average values Test 4c 
')
Avg_V4c=[Avg_Exh1_V4c; Avg_Exh2_V4c; Avg_Rad1_V4c; Avg_Rad2_V4c; ...
HSavg_V4c; CSavg_V4c;DeltaT_4c; Avg_Air_V4c]

%Data, Test 4d
Air_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
Avg_Air_V4d=sum(Air_V4d)/length(Air_V4d);
Exh1_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(3).Data; %Exh 1
Avg_Exh1_V4d=sum(Exh1_V4d)/length(Exh1_V4d);
Exh2_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(4).Data; %Exh 2
Avg_Exh2_V4d=sum(Exh2_V4d)/length(Exh2_V4d);
Avg_Air_V4d=sum(Air_V4d)/length(Air_V4d);
Rad1_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(5).Data; %Rad Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V4d=sum(Rad1_V4d)/length(Rad1_V4d);
Rad2_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(6).Data; %Rad Outlet
Avg_Rad2_V4d=sum(Rad2_V4d)/length(Rad2_V4d);
Surf1_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TEG_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4d=(Surf1_V4d+Surf2_V4d)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4d=(TE_CS_1_V4d+TE_CS_2_V4d)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
HSavg_V4d=sum(Avg_HS_V4d)/length(Avg_HS_V4d); %Single Avg HS temp
CSavg_V4d=sum(Avg_CS_V4d)/length(Avg_CS_V4d); %Single Avg HS temp
DeltaT_4d=HSavg_V4d-CSavg_V4d; %Single Avg Temp gradient
Vavg_V4d=sum(TEG_V4d)/length(TEG_V4d); %Single Voltage avg
RPM_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(9).Data; %RPM
throttle_V4d=V_4d.teg_d.Y(10).Data; %throttle
Avg_throttle_V4d=sum(throttle_V4d)/length(throttle_V4d);
fprintf('Average values Test 4d 
')
Avg_V4d=[Avg_Exh1_V4d; Avg_Exh2_V4d; Avg_Rad1_V4d; Avg_Rad2_V4d; ...
        HSavg_V4d; CSavg_V4d;DeltaT_4d; Avg_Air_V4d]

%Data, Test 4e
Air_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
Avg_Air_V4e=sum(Air_V4e)/length(Air_V4e);
Exh1_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(3).Data; %Exh 1
Avg_Exh1_V4e=sum(Exh1_V4e)/length(Exh1_V4e);
Exh2_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(4).Data; %Exh 2
Avg_Exh2_V4e=sum(Exh2_V4e)/length(Exh2_V4e);
Rad1_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(5).Data; %Rad Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V4e=sum(Rad1_V4e)/length(Rad1_V4e);
Rad2_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(6).Data; %Rad Outlet
Surf1_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(7).Data; %Hot Side 1
Surf2_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(8).Data; %Hot Side 2
TEG_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(12).Data; %TEG Voltage no load
TE_CS_1_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(13).Data; %TEG Cold Side 1
TE_CS_2_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(14).Data; %TEG Cold Side 2
Avg_HS_V4e=(Surf1_V4e+Surf2_V4e)/2; %Avg hot side temp
Avg_CS_V4e=(TE_CS_1_V4e+TE_CS_2_V4e)/2; %Avg Cold side Temp
HSavg_V4e=sum(Avg_HS_V4e)/length(Avg_HS_V4e); %Single Avg HS temp
CSavg_V4e=sum(Avg_CS_V4e)/length(Avg_CS_V4e); %Single Avg HS temp
DeltaT_4e=HSavg_V4e-CSavg_V4e; %Single Avg Temp gradient
Vavg_V4e=sum(TEG_V4e)/length(TEG_V4e); %Single Voltage avg
RPM_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(9).Data; %RPM
throttle_V4e=V_4e.teg_e.Y(10).Data; %throttle
Avg_throttle_V4e=sum(throttle_V4e)/length(throttle_V4e);
fprintf('Average values Test 4e 
')
Avg_V4e=[Avg_Exh1_V4e; Avg_Exh2_V4e; Avg_Rad1_V4e; Avg_Rad2_V4e; ...
        HSavg_V4e; CSavg_V4e;DeltaT_4e; Avg_Air_V4e]

%Data, Test 4f
Air_V4f=V_4f.teg_f.Y(2).Data; %Ambient Temp
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Air_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Air_V4f)/length(Air_V4f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exh1_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(3).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Exh1_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Exh1_V4f)/length(Exh1_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exh2_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(4).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Exh2_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Exh2_V4f)/length(Exh2_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad1_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(5).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Rad1_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Rad1_V4f)/length(Rad1_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad2_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(6).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Rad2_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Rad2_V4f)/length(Rad2_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf1_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(7).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf2_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(8).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(12).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE_CS_1_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(13).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE_CS_2_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(14).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_HS_V4f</td>
<td>(Surf1_V4f+Surf2_V4f)/2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_CS_V4f</td>
<td>(TE_CS_1_V4f+TE_CS_2_V4f)/2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSAvg_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Avg_HS_V4f)/length(Avg_HS_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAvg_V4f</td>
<td>sum(Avg_CS_V4f)/length(Avg_CS_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeltaT_4f</td>
<td>HSAvg_V4f-CSAvg_V4f;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vavg_V4f</td>
<td>sum(TEG_V4f)/length(TEG_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(9).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>throttle_V4f</td>
<td>V_4f.teg_f.Y(10).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_throttle_V4f</td>
<td>sum(throttle_V4f)/length(throttle_V4f);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(2).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exh1_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(3).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Exh1_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Exh1_V4g)/length(Exh1_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exh2_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(4).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Exh2_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Exh2_V4g)/length(Exh2_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad1_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(5).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Rad1_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Rad1_V4g)/length(Rad1_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad2_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(6).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_Rad2_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Rad2_V4g)/length(Rad2_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf1_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(7).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf2_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(8).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(12).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE_CS_1_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(13).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE_CS_2_V4g</td>
<td>V_4g.teg_g.Y(14).Data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_HS_V4g</td>
<td>(Surf1_V4g+Surf2_V4g)/2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg_CS_V4g</td>
<td>(TE_CS_1_V4g+TE_CS_2_V4g)/2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSAvg_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Avg_HS_V4g)/length(Avg_HS_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAvg_V4g</td>
<td>sum(Avg_CS_V4g)/length(Avg_CS_V4g);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeltaT_4g</td>
<td>HSAvg_V4g-CSAvg_V4g;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

%Data, Test 4g

Vavg_V4g=sum(TEG_V4g)/length(TEG_V4g); %Single Voltage avg
RPM_V4g=V_4g.teg_g.Y(9).Data; %RPM
throttle_V4g=V_4g.teg_g.Y(10).Data; %throttle

fprintf('Average values Test 4g
')

\[ \text{Avg\_V4g} = [\text{Avg\_Exh1\_V4g}; \text{Avg\_Exh2\_V4g}; \text{Avg\_Rad1\_V4g}; \text{Avg\_Rad2\_V4g}; \ldots \]
\[ \text{HSavg\_V4g}; \text{CSavg\_V4g}; \text{DeltaT\_4g}; \text{Avg\_Air\_V4g}] \]

% Average values for Data samples a-g
Resistances=[2.2, 10.4, 14.7, 25.3, 58.8, 124, 150.1];

fprintf('Average Values of Series Tests a-g for Max Temp at Given R \n')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Test\_Avgs=[Resistances;
    Vavg\_V4a, Vavg\_V4b, Vavg\_V4c, Vavg\_V4d, Vavg\_V4e, Vavg\_V4f, Vavg\_V4g;
    HSavg\_V4a, HSavg\_V4b, HSavg\_V4c, HSavg\_V4d, HSavg\_V4e, HSavg\_V4f, \ldots
    HSavg\_V4g;
    CSavg\_V4a, CSavg\_V4b, CSavg\_V4c, CSavg\_V4d, CSavg\_V4e, CSavg\_V4f, \ldots
    CSavg\_V4g;
    DeltaT\_4a, DeltaT\_4b, DeltaT\_4c, DeltaT\_4d, DeltaT\_4e, DeltaT\_4f, \ldots
    DeltaT\_4g]'
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Overall Temperature Averages
Exh1=[Exh1\_V4a Exh1\_V4b Exh1\_V4c Exh1\_V4d Exh1\_V4e Exh1\_V4f Exh1\_V4g];
Exh2=[Exh2\_V4a Exh2\_V4b Exh2\_V4c Exh2\_V4d Exh2\_V4e Exh2\_V4f Exh2\_V4g];
TH=[Avg\_HS\_V4a Avg\_HS\_V4b Avg\_HS\_V4c Avg\_HS\_V4d Avg\_HS\_V4e \ldots
    Avg\_HS\_V4f Avg\_HS\_V4g];
TC=[Avg\_CS\_V4a Avg\_CS\_V4b Avg\_CS\_V4c Avg\_CS\_V4d Avg\_CS\_V4e \ldots
    Avg\_CS\_V4f Avg\_CS\_V4g];
Air=[Air\_V4a Air\_V4b Air\_V4c Air\_V4d Air\_V4e Air\_V4f Air\_V4g];
Rad1=[Rad1\_V4a Rad1\_V4b Rad1\_V4c Rad1\_V4d Rad1\_V4e Rad1\_V4f Rad1\_V4g];
Rad2=[Rad2\_V4a Rad2\_V4b Rad2\_V4c Rad2\_V4d Rad2\_V4e Rad2\_V4f Rad2\_V4g];

Avg\_Exh1=sum(Exh1)/length(Exh1);  \% Average
std\_Exh1=std(Exh1);  \% Standard Deviation in Measure
Avg\_Exh2=sum(Exh2)/length(Exh2);
std\_Exh2=std(Exh2);
Avg\_TH=sum(TH)/length(TH);
std\_TH=std(TH);
Avg\_TC=sum(TC)/length(TC);
std\_TC=std(TC);
Avg\_Air=sum(Air)/length(Air);
std\_Air=std(Air);
Avg\_Rad1=sum(Rad1)/length(Rad1);
std\_Rad1=std(Rad1);
Avg\_Rad2=sum(Rad2)/length(Rad2);
std\_Rad2=std(Rad2);

fprintf('Overall Average Temperatures \n')

% Tabulate Engine Speed test b and c
RPM\_V4a\_t=tabulate(round(RPM\_V4a));
RPM_V4b_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4b));
RPM_V4c_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4c));
RPM_V4d_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4d));
RPM_V4e_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4e));
RPM_V4f_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4f));
RPM_V4g_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V4g));
%1st column of tabulate output is the value 2nd column is the count
RPM_V4a_val=RPM_V4a_t(:,1); RPM_V4a_cnt=RPM_V4a_t(:,2);
RPM_V4b_val=RPM_V4b_t(:,1); RPM_V4b_cnt=RPM_V4b_t(:,2);
RPM_V4c_val=RPM_V4c_t(:,1); RPM_V4c_cnt=RPM_V4c_t(:,2);
RPM_V4d_val=RPM_V4d_t(:,1); RPM_V4d_cnt=RPM_V4d_t(:,2);
RPM_V4e_val=RPM_V4e_t(:,1); RPM_V4e_cnt=RPM_V4e_t(:,2);
RPM_V4f_val=RPM_V4f_t(:,1); RPM_V4f_cnt=RPM_V4f_t(:,2);
RPM_V4g_val=RPM_V4g_t(:,1); RPM_V4g_cnt=RPM_V4g_t(:,2);
figure(5)
subplot(3,3,1)
plot(RPM_V4a_val(1600:end),RPM_V4a_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4a')
subplot(3,3,2)
plot(RPM_V4b_val(1600:end),RPM_V4b_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4b')
subplot(3,3,3)
plot(RPM_V4c_val(1600:end),RPM_V4c_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4c')
subplot(3,3,4)
plot(RPM_V4d_val(1600:end),RPM_V4d_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4d')
subplot(3,3,5)
plot(RPM_V4e_val(1600:end),RPM_V4e_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4e')
subplot(3,3,6)
plot(RPM_V4f_val(1600:end),RPM_V4f_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4f')
subplot(3,3,7)
plot(RPM_V4g_val(1600:end),RPM_V4g_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM Test 4g')
Throttle=[Avg_throttle_V4a; Avg_throttle_V4b; Avg_throttle_V4c;...
            Avg_throttle_V4d; Avg_throttle_V4e; Avg_throttle_V4f;...
            Avg_throttle_V4g]

**TEG_Single.m: Experimental data from 1 module**

%Tests for 1 module open circuit and circuit w/ variable resistance
%File teg_v_open.mat records data for open circuit voltage for
%1 module for set resistance over range of exhaust and surface temps.
%Calculated current for test is recorded in
%Parameters_System_and_Test.xlsx under Single_Module tab
%Single module was on surface 2 (Surf2)
%--------------------------------------------
V_1_open=load('C:\...\teg_v_open.mat');
t_V10=V_1_open.teg_v_open.X.Data;
%Temperature Data for open circuit over temp range

154
% Single Module was located on surface 2 of TEWHS
Ambient_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(2).Data; % Ambient Air
Exh1_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(3).Data; % Exhaust 1
Exh2_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(4).Data; % Exhaust 2
Rad1_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(5).Data; % Coolant inlet
Rad2_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(6).Data; % Coolant outlet
Surf2_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(8).Data; % Hot Side 2
TEG_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(12).Data; % TEG Voltage no load
TECS2_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(14).Data; % TEG Cold Side 2
DeltaT2=Surf2_V1O-TECS2_V1O; % Temp gradient side 2
Alpha_1=TEG_V1O./DeltaT2; % Seebeck coefficient over temp range
RPM_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V1O=V_1_open.teg_v_open.Y(10).Data;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plots for V_1_open
figure(1)
figure1=figure(1);
% Plot of T_hot and Delta T
xtick_1=0:200:1800;
xlim_1=[0 1750];
ytick_1=0:20:140;
ylim_1=[0 140];
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,...
'YTick',ytick_1,...
'YMinorTick','on',... 
'XTick',xtick_1,...
'XMinorTick','on',... 
'Position',[0.15 0.72 0.78 0.26],...
'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes1,xlim_1);
ylim(axes1,ylim_1);
box(axes1,'on');
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
plot1 = plot(t_V1O,Surf2_V1O,'-b',t_V1O,DeltaT2,'--g','Parent',...
axes1,'LineWidth',2.5);
ylabel('Temperature (°C)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');
% Plot of Open Loop voltage
xtick_2=0:200:1800;
xlim_2=[0 1750];
ytick_2=0:0.2:1.7;
ylim_2=[0 1.7];
axes2 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',ytick_2,...
'XTick',xtick_2,...
'XMinorTick','on',... 
'Position',[0.15 0.41 0.78 0.26],...
'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes2,xlim_2);
ylim(axes2,ylim_2);
box(axes2,'on');
grid(axes2,'on');
hold(axes2,'all');
plot2=plot(t_V1O,TEG_V1O,'-r','Parent',axes2,'LineWidth',2.5);
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');

% Plot of Exhaust Temps
xtick_3=0:200:1800;
xlim_3=[0 1750];
ytick_3=0:100:500;
ylim_3=[0 500];
axes3 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',ytick_3,...
    'XTick',xtick_3,...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'Position',[0.15 0.10 0.78 0.26],...
    'FontSize',12);
xlim(axes3,xlim_3);
ylim(axes3,ylim_3);
box(axes3,'on');
grid(axes3,'on');
hold(axes3,'all');
plot3=plot(t_V1O,Exh1_V1O,'-c',t_V1O,Exh2_V1O,'-.m',t_V1O,...
    Rad2_V1O,'--b',t_V1O,Rad1_V1O,'-k','Parent',axes3,...
    'LineWidth',2.5);
xlabel('Time (sec)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');
ylabel('Temperature (°C)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times');

% Plots of RPM and Throttle over sample time for V_1_open
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t_V1O,RPM_V1O,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V1O(end),1000,2000])
xlabel('Time (sec)')
title('Engine Speed and Throttle for Open Circuit for Single Module')
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t_V1O,throttle_V1O,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V1O(end),0,1.5])

% Table Engine Speed [(0-480),(530-1270),(1340-1560),(1560-end)]sec
ST_V1O=t_V1O(2)-t_V1O(1); % sample time step
RPM_V1O_1=tabulate(round(RPM_V1O(1:fix(480/ST_V1O))));
RPM_V1O_2=tabulate(round(RPM_V1O(fix(530/ST_V1O)+1:...
    fix(1270/ST_V1O))));
RPM_V1O_3=tabulate(round(RPM_V1O(fix(1340/ST_V1O)+1:...
    fix(1560/ST_V1O))));
RPM_V1O_4=tabulate(round(RPM_V1O(fix(1560/ST_V1O)+1:...
    t_V1O(end)/ST_V1O))));

% 1st column of tabulate output is the value 2nd column is the count
RPM_V1O_val_1=RPM_V1O_1(:,1); RPM_V1O_cnt_1=RPM_V1O_1(:,2);
RPM_V1O_val_2=RPM_V1O_2(:,1); RPM_V1O_cnt_2=RPM_V1O_2(:,2);
RPM_V1O_val_3=RPM_V1O_3(:,1); RPM_V1O_cnt_3=RPM_V1O_3(:,2);
RPM_V1O_val_4=RPM_V1O_4(:,1); RPM_V1O_cnt_4=RPM_V1O_4(:,2);

% figure(2)
subplot(3,4,9)
plot(RPM_V1O_val_1(500:end), RPM_V1O_cnt_1(500:end), 'LineWidth', 2)
title('RPM (0-480) sec')
subplot(3, 4, 10)
plot(RPM_V1O_val_2(1450:end), RPM_V1O_cnt_2(1450:end), 'LineWidth', 2)
title('RPM (530-1270sec')
subplot(3, 4, 11)
plot(RPM_V1O_val_3(1750:end), RPM_V1O_cnt_3(1750:end), 'LineWidth', 2)
title('RPM (1340-1560)sec')
subplot(3, 4, 12)
plot(RPM_V1O_val_4(1750:end), RPM_V1O_cnt_4(1750:end), 'LineWidth', 2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
V_1a=load('C:\...\teg_v_closed_single.mat');
V_1b=load('C:\...\teg_single_1.mat');
V_1c=load('C:\...\teg_single_2.mat');
%Data for V_1a
%1.6Ohm load on TEM, 1840sec sample,
%Approx (1-1000)sec: throttle=25,50,75, RPM=1500
%Approx (1000-1840)sec: throttle=75,100, RPM=1800
%Current recorded independently though rejected for not fitting trend
t_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.X.Data; %Time
Amb_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(2).Data; %Exhaust 1
Exh1_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(3).Data; %Exhaust 2
Rad1_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(4).Data; %Radiator Inlet
Rad2_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(5).Data; %Radiator Outlet
Surf2_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(8).Data; %Hot side 2
TEG_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(12).Data; %TEG voltage
TE_CS2_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(14).Data; %Cold side 2
RPM_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V1a=V_1a.teg_v_closed_single.Y(10).Data:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Plots of Test V1a
figure(3)
subplot(3, 1, 1)
plot(t_V1a, Amb_V1a, '-g', t_V1a, Exh1_V1a, '-.b', t_V1a, Rad1_V1a, '--r', ... t_V1a, Rad2_V1a, ':k', 'LineWidth', 2)
title('Temperature Data for Test 1a with Single Module')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('Temperature (C)')
subplot(3, 1, 2)
plot(t_V1a, Surf2_V1a, '-g', t_V1a, TEG_V1a, '--b', t_V1a, Amb_V1a, ... ':k', 'LineWidth', 2)
title('Temperature Data Test 1a with Single Module')
legend('T_H', 'T_C', 'T_Air')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('Temperature (C)')
subplot(3, 1, 3)
plot(t_V1a, RPM_V1a)
title('Closed Circuit Voltage')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('Voltage')
figure(4)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t_V1a,RPM_V1a,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V1a(end),950,2000])
xlabel('Time (sec)')
ylabel('Engine Speed (RPM)')
title('Engine Speed and Throttle for Test 1a single Module')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t_V1a,throttle_V1a,'LineWidth',2)
axis([0,t_V10(end),0.10,1.5])
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('trottle')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Data for V_1b===========================
%Tests V_1b and V_1c at approx speed:(1714+1764)/2 at WOT
%Data for V_1b===========================
t_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.X.Data; %Time
Air_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(2).Data;
Avg_Air_V1b=sum(Air_V1b)/length(Air_V1b);
Exh1_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(3).Data; %Exhaust 1
AvgExh1_V1b=sum(Exh1_V1b)/length(Exh1_V1b);
Exh2_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(4).Data; %Exhaust 2
Avg_Exh2_V1b=sum(Exh2_V1b)/length(Exh2_V1b);
Rad1_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(5).Data; %Radiator Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V1b=sum(Rad1_V1b)/length(Rad1_V1b);
Rad2_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(6).Data; %Radiator Out
Avg_Rad2_V1b=sum(Rad2_V1b)/length(Rad2_V1b);
Surf2_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(8).Data; %Hot side 2
Avg_Surf2_V1b=sum(Surf2_V1b)/length(Surf2_V1b);
TEG_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(12).Data; %TEG voltage
Avg_TEG_V1b=sum(TEG_V1b)/length(TEG_V1b);
TECS2_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(14).Data; %Cold side 2
Avg_TECS2_V1b=sum(TECS2_V1b)/length(TECS2_V1b);
RPM_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V1b=V_1b.teg_single_1.Y(10).Data;
fprintf('Average values Test 1b \n')
fprintf('T_E1 \n T_E2 \n T_R1 \n T_R2 \n T_H \n T_C \n T_Air \n')
Avg_V1b=[AvgExh1_V1b; Avg_Exh2_V1b; Avg_Rad1_V1b; Avg_Rad2_V1b; ...
        Avg_Surf2_V1b; Avg_TEG_V1b; Avg_Air_V1b]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Data for V_1c===========================
t_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.X.Data; %Time
Air_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(2).Data; %Ambient
Avg_Air_V1c=sum(Air_V1c)/length(Air_V1c);
Exh1_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(3).Data; %Exhaust 1
Avg_Exh1_V1c=sum(Exh1_V1c)/length(Exh1_V1c);
Exh2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(4).Data; %Exhaust 2
Avg_Exh2_V1c=sum(Exh2_V1c)/length(Exh2_V1c);
Rad1_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(5).Data; %Radiator Inlet
Avg_Rad1_V1c=sum(Rad1_V1c)/length(Rad1_V1c);
Rad2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(6).Data; %Radiator Out
Avg_Rad2_V1c=sum(Rad2_V1c)/length(Rad2_V1c);
Surf2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(8).Data; %Hot side 2
Avg_Surf2_V1c=sum(Surf2_V1c)/length(Surf2_V1c);
TEG_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(12).Data; %TEG voltage
Avg_TEG_V1c=sum(TEG_V1c)/length(TEG_V1c);
TECS2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(14).Data; %Cold side 2
Avg_TECS2_V1c=sum(TECS2_V1c)/length(TECS2_V1c);
RPM_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(10).Data;
fprintf('Average values Test 1c \n')
fprintf('T_E1 \n T_E2 \n T_R1 \n T_R2 \n T_H \n T_C \n T_Air \n')
Avg_V1c=[AvgExh1_V1c; Avg_Exh2_V1c; Avg_Rad1_V1c; Avg_Rad2_V1c; ...
        Avg_Surf2_V1c; Avg_TEG_V1c; Avg_Air_V1c]
Surf2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(8).Data; %Hot side 2
Avg_Surf2_V1c=sum(Surf2_V1c)/length(Surf2_V1c);

TEG_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(12).Data; %TEG voltage

TECS2_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(14).Data; %Cold side2
Avg_TECS2_V1c=sum(TECS2_V1c)/length(TECS2_V1c);

RPM_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(9).Data;
throttle_V1c=V_1c.teg_single_2.Y(10).Data;

fprintf('Average values Test 1c 
')

Avg_V1c=[Avg_Exh1_V1c; Avg_Exh2_V1c; Avg_Rad1_V1c; Avg_Rad2_V1c; ...
        Avg_Surf2_V1c; Avg_TECS2_V1c;Avg_Air_V1c]  

%Calculating Overall Average of Test b-c

Avg_Exh1=(sum(Exh1_V1b)+sum(Exh1_V1c))/(length(Exh1_V1b)+...
        length(Exh1_V1c));

Avg_Exh2=(sum(Exh2_V1b)+sum(Exh2_V1c))/(length(Exh2_V1b)+...
        length(Exh2_V1c));

Avg_Rad1=(sum(Rad1_V1b)+sum(Rad1_V1c))/(length(Rad1_V1b)+...
        length(Rad1_V1c));

Avg_Rad2=(sum(Rad2_V1b)+sum(Rad2_V1c))/(length(Rad2_V1b)+...
        length(Rad2_V1c));

Avg_Surf2=(sum(Surf2_V1b)+sum(Surf2_V1c))/(length(Surf2_V1b)+...
        length(Surf2_V1c));

Avg_TECS2=(sum(TECS2_V1b)+sum(TECS2_V1c))/(length(TECS2_V1b)+...
        length(TECS2_V1c));

Avg_Air=(sum(Air_V1b)+sum(Air_V1c))/(length(Air_V1b)+length(Air_V1c));

fprintf('Overall Average Temperatures'

Overall_Avg=[Avg_Exh1; Avg_Exh2; Avg_Rad1; Avg_Rad2; Avg_Surf2;
            Avg_TECS2; Avg_Air]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Compiling test data corresponding to measured current data
%Data in Power_Test is in 30sec intervals to correspond with current
%data which was recorded at 30sec sample time step

%Test V_1a:
ST_V1a=t_V1a(2)-t_V1a(1); %Sample time step
TS_V1a=30:30; %30 min Sample time
TV_V1a=TS_V1a./ST_V1a+1; %Sample number
S_TEG_V1a=TEG_V1a(round(TV_V1a(1:end))); %V for Sample number
S_Surf2_V1a=Surf2_V1a(round(TV_V1a(1:end))); %Thot corresponding
S_TE_CS2_V1a=TECS2_V1a(round(TV_V1a(1:end))); %Tcold corresponding
fprintf('Open Power_Test_ah in variable editor to see
')

%Voltage of 1 modules; T_hot; T_cold for test V_1a
Power_Test_aH=[S_TEG_V1a;S_Surf2_V1a;S_TE_CS2_V1a]'; %Data Vectors

%Test V_1b:
ST_V1b=t_V1b(2)-t_V1b(1); %Sample time step
TS_V1b=30:30; %30 min Sample time
TV_b=TS_V1b./ST_V1b+1; %Sample number
S_TEG_V1b=TEG_V1b(round(TV_b(1:end))); %V for Sample number
S_Surf2_V1b=Surf2_V1b(round(TV_b(1:end))); %Thot corresponding
S_TE_CS2_V1b=TECS2_V1b(round(TV_b(1:end))); %Tcold corresponding
%Recorded Current Sample in mA
S_Amp_V1b=[449.6,446,441.2,438.1,436,434.3,432.6,435,433,435.2,...
            429.7,430.5].*(10^-3);
fprintf('Data for 3.0 Ohm load 
')
fprintf('Current; Voltage; Thot; Tcold at max temp\n')
Power_Test_b=[S_Amp_V1b;S_TEG_V1b;S_Surf2_V1b;S_TE_CS2_V1b]

% Test V_1c:
ST_V1c=t_V1c(2)-t_V1c(1); %Sample time step
TS_V1c=30:30:300; %30 min Sample time
TV_V1c=TS_V1c./ST_V1c+1; %Sample number
S_TEG_V1c=TEG_V1c(round(TV_V1c(1:end))); %V for Sample number
S_Surf2_V1c=Surf2_V1c(round(TV_V1c(1:end))); %Thot corresponding
S_TE_CS2_V1c=TECS2_V1c(round(TV_V1c(1:end))); %Tcold corresponding

% Recorded Current Sample in mA
S_Amp_V1c=[185,186,185.4,184.5,183.2,183.5,183,182,181.3,...
           180.7].*(10^-3);

fprintf('Data for 8.0 ohm load 
')
fprintf('Current; Voltage; Thot; Tcold at max temp\n')
Power_Test_c=[S_Amp_V1c;S_TEG_V1c;S_Surf2_V1c;S_TE_CS2_V1c]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plots for V_1b and V_1c
figure(5)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t_V1b,Surf2_V1b,t_V1b,TECS2_V1b,'LineWidth',2)
title('Hot and Cold side Temps test 1b: 1 module w/ Resistive Load')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('temp (C)')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t_V1c,Surf2_V1c,t_V1c,TECS2_V1c,'LineWidth',2)
title('Hot and Cold side Temps test 1c: 1 module w/ Resistive Load')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('temp (C)')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t_V1b,TEG_V1b,'LineWidth',2)
title('Voltage (Test 1b) 1 Module for 3Ohm load')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t_V1c,TEG_V1c,'LineWidth',2)
title('Voltage (Test 1c) 1 Module at 8Ohm load')
xlabel('time (sec)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(7)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t_V1b,RPM_V1b,'-b',t_V1c,RPM_V1c,'-g')
axis([0,t_V1b(end),1500,1900])
title('Engine speed tests b and c Single Module')
legend('b','c')
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t_V1b,throttle_V1b,'-b',t_V1c,throttle_V1c,'-g')
axis([0,t_V1b(end),0.4,1.1])
title('Engine throttle tests b and c Single Module')
legend('b','c')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Tabulate Engine Speed test b and c
RPM_V1b_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V1b));
RPM_V1c_t=tabulate(round(RPM_V1c));
%1st column of tabulate output is the value 2nd column is the count
RPM_V1b_val=RPM_V1b_t(:,1); RPM_V1b_cnt=RPM_V1b_t(:,2);
RPM_V1c_val=RPM_V1c_t(:,1); RPM_V1c_cnt=RPM_V1c_t(:,2);
figure(2)
subplot(3,2,5)
plot(RPM_V1b_val(1600:end),RPM_V1b_cnt(1600:end),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM 1b')
subplot(3,2,6)
plot(RPM_V1c_val(1600:2000),RPM_V1c_cnt(1600:2000),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM test 1c')

RPM_Throttle_Chk.m: Code to check throttle and RPM of time samples within a larger data set. Only code for WOT is shown.
%Data 12/19/11 at 25, 50, 75, 100% of WOT at various engine speeds
%Engine revolutions noted by proximity sensor with RPM calculated in
%Simulink program used in conjunction with DAQ hardware
%See EXCEL file \\TEG_Research\\Parameter_System_and Test for test sample
times for different loads
thrtl_100=load('C:\...\100_throttle_12_19.mat');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Data for 100% throttle
T_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.X.Data;
RPM_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(9).Data;
Throttle_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(10).Data;
avg_thrtl_100=sum(Throttle_100)/length(Throttle_100)
ST_100=t_100(2)-t_100(1); %Sample Time
RPM_100_1=tabulate(round(RPM_100(1:fix(360/ST_100))));
RPM_100_2=tabulate(round(RPM_100(fix(384/ST_100)+1:fix(672/ST_100))));
RPM_100_3=tabulate(round(RPM_100(fix(696/ST_100)+1:fix(984/ST_100))));
RPM_100_4=tabulate(round(RPM_100(fix(1008/ST_100)+1:fix(1320/ST_100))));
RPM_100_5=tabulate(round(RPM_100(fix(1368/ST_100)+1:fix(1608/ST_100))));
RPM_100_val_1=RPM_100_1(:,1); RPM_100_cnt_1=RPM_100_1(:,2);
RPM_100_val_2=RPM_100_2(:,1); RPM_100_cnt_2=RPM_100_2(:,2);
RPM_100_val_3=RPM_100_3(:,1); RPM_100_cnt_3=RPM_100_3(:,2);
RPM_100_val_4=RPM_100_4(:,1); RPM_100_cnt_4=RPM_100_4(:,2);
RPM_100_val_5=RPM_100_5(:,1); RPM_100_cnt_5=RPM_100_5(:,2);
figure(5)
subplot(2,3,1)
plot(RPM_100_val_1(900:2500),RPM_100_cnt_1(900:2500),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM at load 1 100% throttle')
subplot(2,3,2)
plot(RPM_100_val_2(900:1765),RPM_100_cnt_2(900:1765),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM at load 2 100% throttle')
subplot(2,3,3)
plot(RPM_100_val_3(900:2000),RPM_100_cnt_3(900:2000),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM at load 3 100% throttle')
subplot(2,3,4)
plot(RPM_100_val_4(900:2000),RPM_100_cnt_4(900:2000),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM at load 4 100% throttle')
subplot(2,3,5)
plot(RPM_100_val_5(900:2000),RPM_100_cnt_5(900:2000),'LineWidth',2)
title('RPM at load 5 100% throttle')

Data_12_19.Temp_Data.m: Code to analyze system data for time samples of a larger data set. The larger data set was taken at different throttle positions with the time samples within each set taken at different engine speeds. Only code for WOT is shown. The data is presented in Table 3.3 in Appendix H.

%360sec of data on 12/19/11 at 25, 50, 75, 100% of WOT at various RPMs
%Average temperatures are calculated for the last (20-100)sec of
%sample time. Values determined from steady state in data plots.
%Corresponding data plots are given in Data_12_19_11.Temp_Plots.m
%See EXCEL file \\TEG_Research\\Parameter_System_and Test for parameters
%RPM data for different loads is given in Data_12_19_11.RPM.throttle.m
thrtl_100=load('C:\...\TEG_Test_Data\Engine
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Data for 100% throttle
setVisible(thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.X.Data);
Ambient_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(2).Data;
Exh1_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(3).Data;
Exh2_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(4).Data;
RadIn_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(5).Data;
RadOut_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(6).Data;
Surf1_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(7).Data;
Surf2_100=thrtl_100.throttle_12_19.Y(8).Data;
ST_100=t_100(2)-t_100(1); %Sample Step
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 5.1: Load 1 at 100% WOT 0-360sec 1034 RPM
%Avg over 320-360sec
Ambient_100_1=Ambient_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Amb_100_1=sum(Ambient_100_1)/length(Ambient_100_1);
Exh1_100_1=Exh1_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Exh1_100_1=sum(Exh1_100_1)/length(Exh1_100_1);
Exh2_100_1=Exh2_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Exh2_100_1=sum(Exh2_100_1)/length(Exh2_100_1);
RadIn_100_1=RadIn_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Avg_RadIn_100_1=sum(RadIn_100_1)/length(RadIn_100_1);
RadOut_100_1=RadOut_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Avg_RadOut_100_1=sum(RadOut_100_1)/length(RadOut_100_1);
Surf1_100_1=Surf1_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
Surf2_100_1=Surf2_100(round(320/ST_100)+1:round(360/ST_100)+1);
TH_100_1=sum((Surf1_100_1+Surf2_100_1)/2)/length(Surf2_100_1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 5.2: Load 2 at 100% WOT 384-672sec 1277RPM
%Avg over 625-672sec
Ambient_100_2=Ambient_100(round(625/ST_100):round(672/ST_100)+1);
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Avg_Amb_100_2 = \frac{\text{sum}(\text{Ambient}_{100_2})}{\text{length}(\text{Ambient}_{100_2})};
Exh1_100_2 = \text{Exh1}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Avg_Exh1_100_2 = \frac{\text{sum}(\text{Exh1}_{100_2})}{\text{length}(\text{Exh1}_{100_2})};
Exh2_100_2 = \text{Exh2}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Avg_Exh2_100_2 = \frac{\text{sum}(\text{Exh2}_{100_2})}{\text{length}(\text{Exh2}_{100_2})};
RadIn_100_2 = \text{RadIn}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Avg_RadIn_100_2 = \frac{\text{sum}(\text{RadIn}_{100_2})}{\text{length}(\text{RadIn}_{100_2})};
RadOut_100_2 = \text{RadOut}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Avg_RadOut_100_2 = \frac{\text{sum}(\text{RadOut}_{100_2})}{\text{length}(\text{RadOut}_{100_2})};
Surf1_100_2 = \text{Surf1}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Surf2_100_2 = \text{Surf2}_{100_2}(\text{round}(625/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(672/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
\text{TH}_{100_2} = \frac{\text{sum}((\text{Surf1}_{100_2} + \text{Surf2}_{100_2})/2)}{\text{length}(\text{Surf2}_{100_2})};

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

fprintf('Ambient \n Exh_1 \n Exh_2 \n Rad_In \n Rad_Out \n T_H \n');
fprint('Test 5.1; Test 5.2; Test 5.3; 
')
Test_100_A = [Avg_Amb_100_1, Avg_Amb_100_2, Avg_Amb_100_3;
Avg_Exh1_100_1, Avg_Exh1_100_2, Avg_Exh1_100_3;
Avg_Exh2_100_1, Avg_Exh2_100_2, Avg_Exh2_100_3;
Avg_RadIn_100_1, Avg_RadIn_100_2, Avg_RadIn_100_3;
Avg_RadOut_100_1, Avg_RadOut_100_2, Avg_RadOut_100_3;
\text{TH}_{100_1}, \text{TH}_{100_2}, \text{TH}_{100_3}]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Test 5.4: Load 4 at 100% WOT 1008-1320sec 1765RPM
%Avg over 1290-1320sec
Ambient_100_4 = \text{Ambient}_{100_4}(\text{round}((1008+\text{CT})/\text{ST}_{100}):... \text{round}(1320/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Exh1_100_4 = \text{Exh1}_{100_4}(\text{round}((1008+\text{CT})/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(1320/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
Exh2_100_4 = \text{Exh2}_{100_4}(\text{round}((1008+\text{CT})/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(1320/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
RadIn_100_4 = \text{RadIn}_{100_4}(\text{round}((1008+\text{CT})/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(1320/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
RadOut_100_4 = \text{RadOut}_{100_4}(\text{round}((1008+\text{CT})/\text{ST}_{100}):\text{round}(1320/\text{ST}_{100})+1);
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Surf1_100_4=Surf1_100(round((1008+CT)/ST_100):round(1320/ST_100)+1);
Surf2_100_4=Surf2_100(round((1008+CT)/ST_100):round(1320/ST_100)+1);
TH_100_4=sum((Surf1_100_4+Surf2_100_4)/2)/length(Surf2_100_4);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Test 5.5: Load 5 at 100% WOT 1368-1608sec 1906RPM
%Ambient_100_5=Ambient_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Amb_100_5=sum(Ambient_100_5)/length(Ambient_100_5);
Exh1_100_5=Exh1_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Exh1_100_5=sum(Exh1_100_5)/length(Exh1_100_5);
Exh2_100_5=Exh2_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Avg_Exh2_100_5=sum(Exh2_100_5)/length(Exh2_100_5);
RadIn_100_5=RadIn_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Avg_RadIn_100_5=sum(RadIn_100_5)/length(RadIn_100_5);
RadOut_100_5=RadOut_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Avg_RadOut_100_5=sum(RadOut_100_5)/length(RadOut_100_5);
Surf1_100_5=Surf1_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
Surf2_100_5=Surf2_100(round(1575/ST_100):round(1608/ST_100)+1);
TH_100_5=sum((Surf1_100_5+Surf2_100_5)/2)/length(Surf2_100_5);

fprintf('Test 5.4; Test 5.5; 
')
Test_100_B=[Avg_Amb_100_4, Avg_Amb_100_5;
Avg_Exh1_100_4, Avg_Exh1_100_5;
Avg_Exh2_100_4, Avg_Exh2_100_5;
Avg_RadIn_100_4, Avg_RadIn_100_5;
Avg_RadOut_100_4, Avg_RadOut_100_5;
TH_100_4, TH_100_5]

Code for Numerical Calculations on Thermoelectric Power Generation

Single_Module_Calcs.m:
%Power calculations for a single TE module from experimental data
%Check possible TE efficiency and K_M values
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
I_S=0:0.01:1.6; %Projected Current
V_S=-1.5749*I_S+1.7493; %Calculated Voltage function
P_S=I_S.*V_S; %Calculated Power
Max_Power_S=max(P_S) %Calcualted Maximum Power

%Data Points
I_S_Points=[0.183,0.437,0];
V_S_Points=[1.402,1.086,1.783];
P_S_Points=[0.2573,0.474,0];
%Calculations for TE efficiency
Th=135.3;
Tc=63.1;
DT=Th-Tc;
R_m=0.774; %Module resistanc, Ohm
K_m=0.135; %Increasing K_m increased Eta
n_alpha=0.0247;
q_h=DT.*K_m+n_alpha.*Th.*I_S-0.5.*I_S.^2*R_m;
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\[
\text{Eta} = \frac{P_S}{q_h}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
figure(1)
figure1=figure(1);
xtick_S=0:0.1:1.1;
xlim_S=[0 1.12];
ytick_SV=0:0.2:1.8;
ylim_S=[0 1.8];
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,...
   'YTick',ytick_SV,...
   'YMinorTick','on',...
   'XTick',xtick_S,...
   'XMinorTick','on',...
   'FontSize',14);
xlim(axes1,xlim_S);
ylim(axes1,ylim_S);
box(axes1,'on');
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
plot1 = plot(I_S,Eta,I_S_Points,V_S_Points,'*k',I_S_Points,P_S_Points,
   '*k',I_S,V_S,':g',I_S,P_S,'-.b','Parent', axes1,'LineWidth',2.6);
ylabel('Voltage (...) (V), Power (-.-) (W)','FontSize',20,
   'FontName','Times');
xlabel('Current (A)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');

Series_Module_Calcs.m:

% Calculations for 4 Modules Connected in Series
% Determining voltage and power curve fits from experimental data
% Data Points
I_4S_Points=[0.6045,0.4939,0.3862,0.2542,0.1196,0.0603,0.05018,0];
V_4S_Points=[4.642,5.294,5.840,6.492,7.145,7.494,7.543,7.8];
P_4S_Points=I_4S_Points.*V_4S_Points;

% Best Fit Calculations
I_4S=0:0.01:2; % Projected Current
I_4S_Points=[0.6045,0.4939,0.3862,0.2542,0.1196,0.0603,0.05018,0];
V_4S_Points=[4.642,5.294,5.840,6.492,7.145,7.494,7.543,7.8];
P_4S_Points=I_4S_Points.*V_4S_Points;

% Calculations for efficiency
K_M=0.14; % Thermal Conductance, W/K
q_h=Km*DT+n_alpha*Th*Imax-0.5*Imax^2*Rm;
eta=Pmax/q_h;
\end{verbatim}
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,'YTick',ytick_4S,'YMinorTick','on', ... 
'XTick',xtick_4S,'XMinorTick','on','FontSize',14); 
xlim(axes1,xlim_4S); 
ylim(axes1,ylim_4S); 
box(axes1,'on'); 
grid(axes1,'on'); 
hold(axes1,'all'); 
plot1 = plot(I_4S_Points,V_4S_Points,'*k',I_4S,V_4S,:b',I_4S_Points, ... 
P_4S_Points,'*k',I_4S,P_4S,'-.m','Parent',axes1,'LineWidth',2.7); 
ylabel('Voltage (...)(V),Power (-.-)(W)', 'FontSize',20, 'FontName', ... 
'Times'); 
xlabel('Current (A)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times');

Theoretical_Calcs.m:

%Calculations of Power, Current, Voltage of a single module
%1st and 2nd Calculations based on manufacture’s Data
%3rd Calculation uses experimental data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Th=[125,135,135]; %Hot Side Temp, C
Tc=[50,50,63]; %Cold Side Temp, C
DT=Th-Tc; %Delta T, C
V_o=[3.5,4.0,1.8]; %Open Circuit Voltage, V
R_M=[1.077,1.07,0.774]; %Module Resistance at Temp
R_L=0:0.1:3000; %Range of Load resistances
fprintf('1st and 2nd Calculations based on manufacture data \n')
fprintf('3rd Calculation used experimental data\n')
n_alpha=V_o./DT; %Seebeck Coeff, V/C
I_1=V_o(1)./(R_M(:,1)+R_L); %Calculated Current
I_2=V_o(2)./(R_M(:,2)+R_L);
I_3=V_o(3)./(R_M(:,3)+R_L);
P_1=I_1.^2.*R_L; %Calculated Power
P_2=I_2.^2.*R_L;
P_3=I_3.^2.*R_L;
V_1=I_1.*R_L;
V_2=I_2.*R_L;
V_3=I_3.*R_L;
Max_Current=[max(I_1),max(I_2),max(I_3)]
Max_Power=[max(P_1),max(P_2),max(P_3)]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(1)
figure1=figure(1); 
% Create axes
xtick_S=0:0.5:4;
xlim_S=[0 3.8];
ytick_SV=0:0.5:4;
ylim_S=[0 4];
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,...
'YTick',ytick_SV,...
'YMinorTick','on',...
'XTick',xtick_S,...
'XMinorTick','on',...
'FontSize',14);
xlim(axes1,xlim_S); %x limit of axes
ylim(axes1,ylim_S); %y limit of axes
box(axes1,'on');
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
plot1 = plot(I_1,P_1,'-.r',I_1,V_1,'-r',I_2,P_2,'-.k',I_2,V_2,'-k',...
I_3,P_3,'-.b',I_3,V_3,'-b','Parent',axes1,'LineWidth',2.6);
ylabel('Voltage (----)(V), Power ($\cdot$)(W)','FontSize',20,...
'FontName','Times','interpreter','latex','FontWeight','b');
xlabel('Current (A)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times',...
'interpreter','latex','FontWeight','b');
text(1.8,3.88,'(1)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(1.55,2.97,'(2)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(1.1,1.19,'(3)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(0.2,3.87,'(1)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(0.2,3.36,'(2)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(0.2,1.75,'(3)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Calculations for 4 Modules connected in series
%Based on Manufacturer data for similar temps (1st temp data above)
R_M4S=R_M(1)*4; %Approx resistance
n_alpha_4S=n_alpha(1)*4; %Approx alpha
V_o4S=n_alpha_4S*DT(1); %Estimated open circuit voltage
I_4S=V_o4S./(R_M4S+R_L); %Estimated current
P_4S=I_4S.ˆ2.*R_L; %Estimated Power
V_4S=P_4S./I_4S; %Estimated Power
fprintf('Estimated Values for 4 Modules in Series
')
values_4S=[R_M4S,n_alpha_4S,V_o4S,max(I_4S),max(P_4S)]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Calculations based on Experimental Values of 1 modules
R_M4SE=R_M(3)*4; %Approx resistance
n_alpha_4SE=n_alpha(3)*4; %Approx alpha
V_o4SE=n_alpha_4SE*DT(3); %Estimated open circuit voltage
I_4SE=V_o4SE./(R_M4SE+R_L); %Estimated current
P_4SE=I_4SE.ˆ2.*R_L; %Estimated Power
V_4SE=P_4SE./I_4SE; %Estimated Power
fprintf('Estimated Values for 4 Modules in Series
')
values_4S=[R_M4SE,n_alpha_4SE,V_o4SE,max(I_4SE),max(P_4SE)]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(2)
figure2=figure(2);
% Create axes
xtick_4=0:0.5:7;
xlim_4=[0 3.3];
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ytick_4=0:1.0:16;
ylim_4=[0 14.1];
axes2 = axes('Parent',figure2,...
    'YTick',ytick_4,...
    'YMinorTick','on',...
    'XTick',xtick_4,...
    'XMinorTick','on',...
    'FontSize',14);
xlim(axes2,xlim_4);
ylim(axes2,ylim_4);
box(axes2,'on');
grid(axes2,'on');
hold(axes2,'all');

% Create plot
plot2 = plot(I_4S,P_4S,'-.b',I_4S,V_4S,'-b',I_4SE,P_4SE,'-.r',...
    I_4SE,V_4SE,'-r','Parent',axes2,'LineWidth',2.7);
ylabel('Voltage (----)(V), Power ($\cdot$)(W)','FontSize',20,...
    'FontName','Times','interpreter','latex','FontWeight','b');
xlabel('Current (A)','FontSize',20,'FontName','Times',...
    'interpreter','latex','FontWeight','b');
text(1.55,11.9,'(1)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(1.1,4.7,'(2)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(0.2,13.5,'(1)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
text(0.2,7,'(2)','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times')
Appendix G

TEG AutoCAD Drawings

The AutoCAD drawings for the TEG exhaust system are shown below. The part consisted of four pieces with steel exhaust pipes welded to the top and bottom pieces to connect to the engine and the exhaust vent. Permatex Ultra Copper high temperature RTV silicone with a maximum temperature rating of 371°C was applied to the part joints before fastening the pieces together. Units are in inches.

Figure G.1: Thermoelectric exhaust system Side A
Figure G.2: Thermoelectric exhaust system Side B

Figure G.3: Top and bottom of thermoelectric exhaust system which weld to steel exhaust pipes
Appendix H

TEG Additional Material

The temperatures of the exhaust $T_{E_1}$ and $T_{E_2}$ and the hot engine coolant $T_{R_1}$ for wide open throttle (WOT) and 75% WOT are shown in Fig. H.1 and Fig. H.2, respectively. The difference in the temperature profiles is due to the mode of engine warm up. The initial engine speed was low and then increased in Fig. H.1; whereas the engine was run from a higher to a lower speed in Fig. H.2. The engine speed tabulated over a time sample is shown in Fig. H.3(a) and the calibration curves used in Fig. E.3 are shown in Fig. H.3(b).

Figure H.1: Temperatures $T_{E_1}$ (- - -), $T_{E_2}$ (···), and $T_{R_1}$ (− · −) for WOT over a range of RPM
Figure H.2: Temperatures $T_{E1}$ (---), $T_{E2}$ (···), and $T_{R1}$ (−−−) for 75% of WOT over a range of RPM

Figure H.3: (a) Example of tabulated RPM data from a time sample shows an RPM of 1277 and (b) calibration curves for J-type (---) and K-type (···) thermocouples
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